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Attachmate has answers to your questions
about micro-mainframe communications.
Hardware answers, software answers and
now a guide packed full of answers to some
important questions-questions worth asking
before you make long-term decisions.
What should you know about IBM® standards,
mUltiple sessions, windows, file transfer, API,
and graphics?
You'll find the answers and solutions in
Attachmate's Quick Reference Guide for
Micro-Mainframe Communications-with a

chart comparing IBM, IRMN, and Attachmate.
For a free copy, call toll free:

1·800·426·6283

;illm ;, iili11~
Micro-Mainframe Technology:

~ put our heart in

Attachmate Corporation
3241118th S.E., Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 644-4010
Copyright <>1986, Attachmate Corporation. IRMA is a registered trademark of Digital Communications
Associates, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Why ~he COMPAQ
tColt)llircUlUlte Lto be ~he 'lVorlid1!§ m([1)~tt
liOIOlg alf~er «))~heJr§
The 3Z-bit, 16-MHz Intel' 80386
microprocessor is at the heart of
the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 1
As such, it lets you run thousands of
industry-standard business and
engineering programs 2-3
times faster than ever.
But that's where the
similarity with
other 80386based PCs
\1,

DESKPRO 386 will

advanced personal computer
copy its engine
ends. Along with advanced 32-bit architecture, every component has been optimized to achieve a true minicomputer
level of performance in a personal
computer. That's why no other personal computer is this advanced.

Greater stores of
knowledge

works with programs that follow
the Lotus~/IntellMicrosoft® (LIM)
Expanded Memory Specification,
allowing you to build even bigger
spreadsheets, sort larger databases
and run more programs without
having to buy additional software
or use expansion slots, leaving
more room for you.

Expanding

The COMPAQ DESKPRO
horizons
386 provides you the most
storage capacity and perExceptional expandabilformance available in any
personal computer. Highity lets you add as many as
four internal storage deperformance 40-, 70- and 130Megabyte fixed disk storage Storage drives access vices. Place up to 10 Megadrives access information as data faster, enhancing bytes of high-speed 32-bit
performance.
RAM on the system memory
much as 50 to 150 percent faster
board without using an expansion slot;
than those used in other advanced14 Megabytes of RAM using only two.
technology PCs. And they store 5,000
Or configure it using the COMPAQ
to 50,000 more pages of data.
We also developed a fast, ecoEnhanced Color Graphics Board
with built-in lightpen interface taking
nomical way to protect all that
up a single slot. This leaves four exdata. Back up and verify 40 Megapansion slots that are compatible with
bytes of data on a single formatted
cartridge at the timesaving rate of
industry-standard expansion boards.
So you can communicate with mainone Megabyte per minute.
frames, in a network, or in a multiuser environment.

The most memorable
personal computer
Break the 640-Kbyte memory barrier
and use up to 8 Megabytes of highspeed 32-bit RAM with the COMPAQ
Expanded Memory Manager. This
software comes standard and

Built to higher standards,
with "more" standards
We build more into the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386, with more care. We
have included interfaces for printers
and modems. We improved the

The most advanced personal computer
because it incorporates the most advances.

computer in the world
DESKPRO 386TM is a trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. © 1986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation, all rights reserved.

keyboard to help touch typists
avoid mistakes and simplify common chores. We offer a color monitor with enhanced color graphics.
And we offer a one-year limited
warranty. These are just a few reasons why the COMPAQ DESKPRO
386 is the unparalleled value for
demanding users.

History in the making
COMPAQ~ reached the Fortune 500
faster than any other company in
history by making computers that
work better. And even though
some companies may copy one or
two of our latest computer's features, it will be years before they
copy them all. Such attention to
engineering detail is the reason why
COMPAQ Computers are recognized as best in their classes by
industry experts and users alike.
For the Authorized Dealer nearest you, or to obtain a brochure,
call 1-800-231-0900 and ask for
Operator 29. In Canada, call 416449-8741, Operator 29.

Forengineering and design
work, use a lightpen with the
built-in interface on the COMPAQ Enhanced
Color Graphics Board.

It·simply works better.

LOOK AHEAD
USER SCUTTLEBUTT
ON HONEYWELL

Honeywell remains hush-hush about its talks with Nip:...
pon Electric Corp. (NEC) and Groupe Bull concerning
the formation of a new computer company, but its users
claim to have heard the following: the new company
would be based in the U. S. , with Honeywell, NEC, and
Bull investing $1.5 billion, $6 billion, and $2 billion, respectively. The president of the joint venture would be William N. Wray, now executive vice
president of Honeywell Information Systems. Among
those most eager to see how the talks work out are the
fiercely loyal, hardware-hungry users of the MUl.tics
operating system. They've just heardNEC has the latest copy of Multics quietly running at 30 or so MIPS on
an.S-lOOO mainframe, a machine that Honeywell sells
only to GCOSusers as the DPS/90. If brought to market,
such a: combo would easily satisfy their needs for addi tionalMul tics horsepower. Meanwhile, word has it
that Bull in France is being sued by some 200 companies
over support for Mul tics by it and Honeywell.

MEMOREX
ON THE BLOCK?

Word has it that Burroughs, in an effort to raise cash
following its takeover of Sperry, is entertaining offers fori ts Memorex Corp. subsidiary in Santa Clara.
Memorex officials won't say who the potential buyers
are, but observers speculate that among them are Hi tachi and Fuj itsu, both already players in the compatible. storage market. If a sale goes through, officials
say, the. pI ug-compa tible disk, tape, and communications parts of the Memorex business would be sold as a
package along with the company's distribution network.

UCCEL IN TALKS
FOR ACF II

Talk about a big ticket item! Uccel Corp., Dallas, is
said to·be in negotiations to acquire Cambridge Systems's ACF II software program for a whopping $65 million to $70 million. That may be small change to some,
but.considering that ACF II made only a reported $16
lllillion, that's quite a load of simoleons.

REACHING ,THE
END OF THE LINE

IBM is stopping further development of its relatively
young protocol converter, the 3710. Users report that
the device will be maintained but not enhanced. Slow
sales, attributed to the product's kludgy software
workings, are said to be the cause. Enhancement of the
3708, however,will continue.

AS IF DELAYS
ON SPECTRUM
WEREN'T ENOUGH

Several users ata recent Hewlett-Packard user group
meeting reported a sporadic deadlock problem with two
- large HP 3000 minicomputers. According to one customer ; the Series 70 "ceased like an engine without oil.
We couldn't do a load or a dump. The only way to get the
system up was to hit the off switch and turn it on
again. " He claims that the machine was not doing anyNOVEMBER 1, 19869
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thing unusually intensive when the problem occurred.
Another user reports a similar problem with HP's Series 68. nAIl the disk drives stopped," he explains ,
"and the status lights came on and we couldn't get any
response from the terminals. We put a tape drive on1 ine andtha t solved the problem." HP technical experts say they are unaware of the problem but will look
into it.
HP READIES
STARLAN PRODUCTS

Hewlett-Packard may announce products based on AT&T's
StarLAN local network this month for delivery around
February. HP hasbeenacti ve on the IEEE task force
that recommended a standard based on StarLAN. However, the company reportedly is working on animplementation of IBM's token ring network, too. Also on the
HP front, Access Technology Inc., South Natick,
Mass., maker of the 20/20 spreadsheet program, has begun work on a version for HP's Spectrum line.

IBM-FORD
CONTRACT
NOW OVERDUE

In July, when IBM said it had been selected preliminarily to be the exclusive provider of about $300 million worth of office automation equipment to Ford Motor Co. ,thecompany said a contract would be ironed
out within 30 days . Well, it's been 90 days ,Ford and
IBM are still talking , and they don't have a contract.'
Ford says the negotiations are going well, but the
company now won't say when a contract will be signed. A
key part of IBM's bid is understood to be its new 9370.
Sources say IBM is proposing that Ford use the new box
as a server, running VM/Entry and tied by Ethernet to
PCs and terminals on one end and mainframes on the other. Ford'S earlier selection of IBM reportedly was
predicated on availability of the 9370, which IBM offered in place of Digital's MicroVAX II.

DIRECTION
WITH NO MAP.

The "islands of automation" in Telex Corp.'s ultramodern 175 ,OOO-square-foot repair and production facili ty in Tulsa, Okla., will be networked together
without the benefit of any of the factory floor protocols, like MAP , that are currently available. Instead,the3270 terminal vendor will string its conveyor system, bidirectional transporter, and automated guided vehicles together through a protocol it
developed in-house to run on two Tandem computers. The
system will be operational early next year •

RUMORS AND RAW
RANDOM DATA

Tandem Computers Inc. is working .closely with General
Motors and EDS on GM's Saturn project, insiders say.
Tandem will possibly provide the computing power that
will enable customers to order and finance an automobile from a showroom terminal and then have the car
buil t to spec . . . . Ashton-Tate is readying RapidFile,
a $395 file-manager program for users of the dBASE
family of database programs.
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THE 4TH DENERATION DAP
JUST DOT WIDER.

4th generation language is the only
way to quickly develop the critical
applications that managers need to
successfully manage a company. That's
why the software industry has been talking
about 4th generation languages for so long.
Unfortunately, to some software
companies 4th generation languages are still
just talk.
Today, ADR/IDEA!P, our 4th generation
application development system, is in its
fourth release. And is the system of choice for
more than 750 companies around the world.
Because IDEAL is better than the software that comes with the hardware. It lets
managers get the information they need and
supports virtually all of a company's
applications.
And in its latest release, we've found
new ways to reduce CPU time and eliminate
I/Os. Or to put it another way, IDEAL now
runs 30 to 50 percent faster.

A

But the real speed of IDEAL is revealed
when you create applications.
Because IDEAL applications are written
much faster than COBOL applications. On
average, 10 to 15 times faster. So they're ready
to run in a matter of days instead of months.
Another reason IDEAL programmers
work so fast is because they work on-line
without interruption. Because IDEAL is the
only system with an interactive workstation.
And complete facilities for prototyping,
developing, testing and maintenance of both
on-line and batch programs.
But IDEAL programmers don't just
work faster, they work better. Because IDEAL
is the only system that uses intelligent editors
to generate syntactically correct code.
And IDEAL programs are easier to read,
understand and maintain. Because IDEAL
is the orily fully structured 4th generation
language. It doesn't create "spaghetti code."
So it's no wonder so many companies are
willing to pay more for IDEAL. IDEAL does
more. And does it faster. In fact, nothing even
comes close.
And we're widening the gap.
For more information about IDEAL, mail
us the coupon. Orcalll-800-ADR-WARE.

r Appli;-D-;' ;;se~;-O-;;a-;R-;d&R-;;06, c-;8-:-l

I Princeton, NJ 08540 1-800-ADR-WARE. InNJ, 1-201-874-9000. I
I o0 Please
send me more information about ADRIIDEAI!
I
Please have an ADR Representative call.
I
I
I
I
I
e

I

Namc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Posilion _ _ _ __

I CompanY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ __

I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ICilY

Slale_-_ Z i p _ _

I Com pUler Equipmenl

L ____________ ~1~8:J
For information about ADR SeminarscaU 1-800-ADR-WARE.

BETTER THAN THE SOFTWARE
THAT COMES WITH THE HARDWARE.
AN i'lmiEii;TiE~ii COMPANY

I
I
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Campbell Soup, Smith
Barney, The Commonwealtt
of Virginia and USAir
have all benefited from
Peat Marwick's unequalled
information systems
development experience.
Maybe you can, too.
In an area where experience really counts, y01
can count on Peat Marwick. Our experienced
systems consultants bring you the highest lev(
of expertise, whether your project involves
systems planning, custom design and development, packaged software implementation or
software re-engineering services.
Peat Marwick's systems consultants average
more than ten years' experience. What this
means to you is an unequalled opportunity to
get more out of the system you are planning,
developing, implementing or maintaining. Our
consultants provide high quality, and reliable
consulting services that will help take the risk
out of your critical systems projects. And they
will follow through to insure that your system1
continue to perform at peak effectiveness.
You can benefit from the information systems skills that have helped some of the world'
finest corporations and governments. For
more information and a free copy of our system:
brochure, "Meeting the Technology Challenge;'
send in the coupon below or call 1-800-3443600. (In Illinois, call 800-328-4200.)

Mail to: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
345 Park Ave., Box ISS, New York, N.Y. 10154
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

1;1 PEAT

I~MARWICK
Accounting and Auditing!
Tax Services/Management Consulting/
Information Systems Services
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A
NO OTHER SOFTWARE COMPANY
CAN MAKE.

There's something about buying
business software that brings out all of
man's basic insecurities.
This is true whether your company
is large or small. Whether you're buying
a financial orhuman resources package, a
manufacturing system or an applications
development tool.
In particular, the insecurities come
out when you're buying all of the above.

A total family of software.
That's when you begin wondering if the
technology you're investing in will stand the
test of time. Or if the software company itself
will be around when you phone for service
some cold night in 1991.
For all of those insecurities, McCormack
& Dodge has a blanket statement no other
software company can make:
1991 is only a few years away, but the

stability of McCormack & Dodge goes
back nearly one hundred and fifty years.
Because we're part of Dun & Bradstreet, a
bastion offinancial strength since 1841.
This gives us resources to keep our
technology ahead of its time. Resources
to fund the most effective worldwide
support in the software industry.
Call McCormack & Dodge.
Sleep well.

MCCormack & Dodge
a company of
Dun &: Bradstreet Corporation
DB The
McConnack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760,1·800·343·0325
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LETTERS
MBASANDMIS
Your editorial, "MBA Students Need
More MIS" (Sept. 1, p. 19), and Michael
Tyler's article, "MIS for MBAS, or Vice
Versa?" (p. 46), are really on target in
making it clear that good information systems are key to good business performance and are important elements in
MBA education. I hope that DATAMATION
will continue and expand its coverage of
this important area.
The CISMER (Center for Information Systems Management, Education
and Research) Research Group here at
the University of Delaware believes that
effective machine-based information systems must complement the other information systems in the organization and
that MIS programs for MBA students need
to address a variety of information systems-related organizational issues.
LOUISE H. JONES
Director, CIS MER
University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware
I don't know why, since I almost never
read editorials, but I read "MBA Students
Need More MIS" in the Sept. 1 issue. My
comment is to quote the inimitable Colonel Potter (of M*A*S*H fame) and say,
"Horsehockey!"
Certainly, "there is solid agreement among professors on the need for
such education." If I were a professor I
would say the same, in the interests of
saving my own job. Being an MBA (Northwestern, 1967) provides me with the experience and background to say that the two
MIS courses (one undergraduate and one
graduate) I took are more than adequate
for a generalist degree. After all, the MBA
graduate is specifically not required to
have the detailed knowledge to solve the
problem, but only to know whom to see in
order to obtain the answer and to direct
and guide the solution. If you want to add
courses to assist MBA holders, make them
courses in industrial psychology, dealing
with people, communications, etc.
If you want a reasonable opinion,

talk to the people in the trenches, not the
ones interested in preserving their jobs.
RICHARD F. DUFNER
Vice President, Finance
American Tape
Marysville, Michigan
I read Michael Tyler's article, "MIS for
MBAS, or Vice Versa?" with great interest.
I, myself, have an MS in MIS. I am a computer professional, not a "management
type," and chose the MIS program in the
business school for two reasons: I wasn't
interested in an MBA, and I didn't feel the
computer science department was very
good at the time.
The MIS curriculum was thorough
and rigorous. I took a range of business
overview courses (economics, accounting,
management, etc.) but the major thrust of
the program was on using information
systems (read: computers) to solve business problems. With such courses as database systems, decision support systems,
operating systems, statistics, et aI., and
with a thesis topic that used a simulation
language to model a business networking
situation, I feel I got a well-rounded educational background on which to build
my business experience.
MIS is not just for techies. It is a discipline which, if presented properly, can
teach problem solving techniques that are
applicable to a wide range of applications.
Most cs students haven't the foggiest idea
of how a business is run and most MBA
students know little more than where the
on/off button is on their terminalS-MIs
is the best of both worlds!
C.l. FALK MILOSEVICH
Computing Services Office
University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

BOMB
Peter Krass's review of The Computer
Pioneers (Source Data, Aug. 1, p. 73) contains several unfortunate errors in its account of the bombing of Coventry in
November 1940. Colossus was not used
for the decoding of the "Korn" messages

since Colossus was not built until 1943.
The Korn messages were in the Luftwaffe
version of the Enigma cipher and were
decoded by the Bombe machines; Colossus was designed expressly for the purpose of attacking the Fish cipher, a more
complex version of the basic Enigma. Although Winston Churchill, upon receipt
of Enigma decodes on the evening of the
raid, decided that the raid was probably
destined for London (and insisted upon
returning there along with his staff), Air
Ministry staff opinion had been divided
for several days over whether the forthcoming raid would be in the English Midlands (where Coventry is located) or in
the South; consequently, defensive measures were thinly spread to cover both
possibilities. The. problem was further
compounded by an error in measurement
of the modulation frequencies of the German navigational beams which rendered
the British jamming ineffective on the
night in question. Several recent texts
have provided overwhelming evidence
that Winston Churchill took no direct
part in the interpretation of the confused
evidence available prior to the fateful raid
on Coventry. Only in the sense that he
was, in addition to being prime minister,
minister of defense and thus responsible
for the actions of the armed services can
Winston Churchill be said to have "laid
an egg."
Incidentally, apart from using
vacuum tubes, the capabilities of Colossus
were remarkably similar to those of the
first Altair microcomputers-including
the reliability!
CHRIS WHETTON
Levittown, Pennsylvania

CORRECTION
In "Salary Survey: Small Change for Dp
Pros," (Sept. 15, p. 72) a box illustrating
inflation's affect on salaries since 1981
contained two wrong dates. In the chart
titled "Inflation's Bite, the Five Years After 1981," the first column should be labeled "1981 Salary", the second, "1986
Salary."
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See the data.

An IBM Color Display.
There are applications where it
can really boost an operator's speed.
That's what The Travelers
Companies found out. The Travelers,
headquartered in Hartford, is one of
America's largest financial services
corporations.
In a real-world situation, The
Travelers took the information-

intense task of insurance claims
processing and ran their own test.
They matched IBM monochrome
displays against IBM 3179 Color
Displays. Default colors were used
so no software changes had to be
made.
Color won hands down.
The individual operators in the
test were amazed to see how data

Now see it pop.
I

I'

popped out and how mistakes were
easier to catch. The operators also
became very possessive of their
new machines.
The result-IBM color displays
are now being installed throughout
their Employee Benefits Claims
Division.
Whether you have a small
departmental system or a large

computer, there's a range of IBM color
displays and color graphic displays
~hat could help enhance productivity
In your company.
For your free demonstration
diskette, "Why Color," call 1 800 IBM2468, Ext. BT/82. Or contact your
IBM marketing
==-~ .::®
.
representatIve.
- .. - --Ca11 to day.
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"You'll Be Amazed
At What This
Talaris Laser Printer
Can Draw
From ~ B~~mpu'er:~
v.P. of Software Development

Talarls Systems Inc.

-------~-'And -take-it-from--me,--1'alaris---- - didn't skimp on the hardware.
The Talaris 800, 1200 and 2400
text and graphics laser printers
boast a full-page bit-map,
3OO-dots-per-inch resolution,
speeds from 8 to 24 pages
per minute, and more.
Plus our new T810
combines laser printing
technology with
Talaris software
at all unbelievably
low price.
"I want you to

"It can scale your-graphics

and merge them with text
from another file. It can
format text in over 1,000
down-loaded typeset-quality
fonts. And it prints 24 pages
per minute.
'That's just for starters.
I knOw. I write the software.
And at Talaris, we think that's
very important.
"Our team of programmers
took a great piece of hardware
and added the best support
software around. Software that
allows our Talaris printers to
work with your computer and
your existing text and
graphic tools. This
attention to support is what
put Talaris laser Printing
Systems in 25 Fortune
100 companies.
"Our software supports
Te:xm, DITROFE, MASS-11TM, SCRIBE® , and
others on a long list of host systems. It's
fully compatible. Because we make sure oj it.

.JIB J~f1:~;&

our new full color
, _ _ applications brochure.
~ It's free for the asking.
~ ____..:..-..:..-_____-.: ~- Call us at
•
•
619-587-0787, or
write Talaris Systems Inc.,
P.O. Box 261580, San Diego,Califomia 92126.
"You'll be amazed at what we have to
tell you."

Regional Sales Offices: California (714)540-7977, Georgia (404)587-3511, New Hampshire (603)893-1976, NewJersey (201)548-0821.
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and ® subject to trademark claims.
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~EDITORIAL
TOUGHER COPYRIGHTS
WILL BOOST INNOVATION
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U.S. District Court Judge William A. Ingram's recent microcode ruling
granting copyright status to software embedded in a microchip (see "Bolt of
Lightning," p. 41) has the manufacturing community applauding. Well it
should. The U.S. information processing business has paid a heavy tollsome estimates are as high as $20 billion over the past five years-for copyright rip-offs and software piracy.
The ruling creates an environment that rewards and safeguards intellectual equity and is certain to spur innovation among both clone makers and
large manufacturers. For, as Irving Rappaport, associate general counsel of
Apple, says, "The decision will demonstrate [to clone makers] that the secret
to long-term success is innovation, not copying." That should have users applauding as well. After all, only through continuing innovation can the
American computer industry hope to deliver on its promise of better and ul. timately less expensive technology.
The fundamental need to compete and win a healthy share of the
market will force more clone makers to increase research and development,
resulting in better copies, and possibly-as demonstrated by the likes of
Compaq and others-entirely new designs. It will come down to a matter of
survival and simple economics. Clone makers know that while they may be
able to survive, they will not prosper if they must pay IBM or Apple for the
right to do business.
In fact, the higher the fees, the better. Expensive fees will push mere
copycats to the economic brink and transform the clever ones into offering
more than economy to the buyer: quality and invention.
There are those who argue, however, that licensing fees should be reduced on the theory that this will actually protect the larger manufacturers'
turf in the future. This theory holds that by setting low fees, the leaders in
microcomputer manufacturing can maintain a climate that is unconducive to
creative competition. Low fees mean more clone makers will be encouraged
to enter the business, and since licensing is cheap, there is no need to invest
in R&D to improve technology. The result: the status quo. In addition, it is
argued, the low price would protect users' pocketbooks, which in the wake of
the microcode ruling will have to absorb part of the license fee tab.
But the seeming attractiveness of low-priced license fees is deceptive.
Taking this easy road would be a significant miscalculation of worldwide
technical capabilities, the upshot of which would severely crimp computing
technology in the United States. The danger of stagnated development ori
these shores while Japan Inc.'s army of engineers continues to pour resources
into information processing is obvious.
In addition to charging steep prices for the right to copy, it is essential
to enforce stiff penalties for those found violating the copyrights and intellectual property rights of others. While the U.S. computer industry has been
chasing down these criminals in corporate clothes more vigorously than in
the past, it could be more militant. And the courts, which have often unwittingly encouraged rip-offs by meting out toothless punishments to offenders,
must follow Judge Ingram's lead and get tough.
Finally, the U.S. government must continue to put the pressure on
foreign countries that permit copyright abuses to continue. The government's
weapons are many, but most feared is its ability to deny tariff considerations
to these nation violators.
Despite the inevitable turmoil Judge Ingram's decision will cause the
industry, it will remove the disadvantage that burdens companies investing in
originality only to have it plundered by others who can sell it cheaper (because they didn't have to pay for it) and place it squarely on the raiders.
Making things hard for the imitators will propel the innovators. And users
will ultimately reap the rewards.
@
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They also work
Yeah, they
have 20 years a lot of overtime.
•
experience.

"

Introducing
the new team of
Fujitsu business
modems.
You can rely on Fujitsu's new line of
business modems to get your important messages through. Even while
everyone's out at lunch.

99+% reliability
Fujitsu modems are built for dependable performance, and we can
prove it. Over the past three years,
we've shipped thousands of modems
to major American corporations.
Less than 1% have been returned
for repair.
On the job, our modems average
over 70,000 hours before needing
service. Which means you can expect
7.99 years of faultless operation.

Over 20 years experience
We've been designing data commu-

\

nication products for over 20 years.
That experience gives us the expertise
to produce modems built to the most
demanding specifications.
Ours.

2.4 to 14.4 kbps
Whatever your application, we have
a modem in the speed you need. From
2.4 to 14.4 kbps. And our modems are
also available in rack mount versions.

Up front simplicity
Whichever Fujitsu modems you
choose, everyone in your office will

And get this:
They don't take sick leave
and they don't take lunch!
/

find them simple to operate because
all programming, monitoring and diagnostics are controlled from the front
panel. Where they're easy to get to.
And easy to understand. Because
the modems tell you how they're
performing in plain English. Not computer code.
So if you'd like one less business
problem to worry about over lunch,
order Fujitsu modems.
Call 800-422-4878 for the name
of the Fujitsu distributor nearest you.
In California call 408-434-0460.

I

I

FUJiTSU
FUJITSU AMERICA, INC.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
3055 ORCHARD DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95134
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System software, is not part of the deal.
Nor is Hoskyns International, a wholly
owned British MMDS subsidiary doing
mostly systems software.
So, what happened?
"We set some plans for 1986 that
were too aggressive on the revenue side,"
MMDS president Pat Zilvitas told DATAMATION. "We set the goals the same as
1985 and it turned out the industry
wouldn't support that. We overestimated.
"That caused us trouble, because
Martin MarieHa ends its rocky
if you're not making your revenue goals,
relationship with RAMIS II, and
then your expenses are too high. RAMIS II
On-Line must now pick up the
had peaks and valleys, but it was not a
mantle.
good business year for Princeton."
Then why, oh why, does On-Line
by Willie Schatz
want to buy it?
RAMIS II, conceived and dedicated to the
"It's a leading and successful
proposition that all fourth generation lanproduct," says On-Line president Jack
guages are not created equal, is about to
Berdy. "It adds a user base of 3,200
have its second new address in three
[1,200 RAMIS and 2,000 UFO]to our comyears. It's enough to give a product an inpany. It doubles our size. We've got a tosecurity complex.
tally telemarketing sales force. Theirs is
Currently residing in Martin Marin the field and active. We get a direct
ietta Data Systems' Information Technolsales force overnight, and we get instant
ogies Division (lTD), Princeton, N.J.,
access to the European market. Forty
RAMIS II at press time was all but signed,
percent of their revenue comes from
sealed, and delivered to On-Line Software
there. Only 5% of ours does.
International Inc., Fort Lee, N.J. On"We know how to run a software
Line was also expected to purchase the --companyand-how-to -do-it-profitably.--If-- ---Oxford Software piece of lTD. Terms were
we didn't think we could run lTD as a
not disclosed, but sources put the figure
profitable entity, we wouldn't be doing
at $30 million to $35 million. Martin
it."
Marietta paid $30 million for MathemaBerdy knows whereof he speaks.
tica alone in 1983. Other interested parOn-Line, a developer of software deties were Pansophic Systems of Oak
signed to enhance the use of IBM'S CICS
Brook, Ill., and, reportedly, UCCEL,
and IMS, finished fiscal 1986, ended May
Dallas.
3 t, with record revenues and its sixth
Users, meanwhile, are beginning
consecutive quarter with improvements
to express some of that insecurity.
in net income and earnings per share. Its
"What lousy news. This is really a
only down year was 1984, when the entire
blow," says Larry Hall, vice president of industry went in the tank. Forget the inthe financial information management
stantaneous doubling in size. Never mind
department at Security Pacific National
taking on the type of sales force it never
Bank, Los Angeles. Hall's department
had. Can On-Line really handle RAMIS II
has been using RAMIS for 10 years. "I hate
and UFO, both of which established marto start over with new people," he says.
kets where none existed and were then
"Every time there's a change in a softovertaken by competitors, and each of
ware house, you always shudder a bit.
which has run some heavy red lines
Now it's back to square one."
across the MMDS balance sheet?
With drums rolling and trumpets
"They have almost three times as
many employees as I do and they generresounding, MMDS in 1983 had bought
Princeton-based Mathematica, developer
ate about the same revenue," says Onand purveyor of both RAMIS I and RAMIS
Line executive vice president Edward
II. It was the aerospace company's first
Siegel. On-Line's 1986 revenues were
outside venture into the computer busi$36.4 million. MMDS doesn't break out
ness, and it seemed to be a match made in
numbers for its divisions, but company
heaven. Mathematica, experiencing fisources acknowledge that lTD contributed
nancial troubles, would take advantage of approximately 10% of MMDS'S $400 milMartin Marietta's vaunted marketing
lion in revenues.
strength and deep pockets. Martin Mari"I run the same size business, and
I do it better," Siegel contends. "MMDS
etta would avail itself of Mathematica's
renowned intellectual prowess and prodhasn't run lTD very well. They coupled a
uct development. MMDS in 1984 acquired
bunch of businesses together and said,
Oxford Software, which markets the User
'Go fly.' Then they looked at it two years
later and said, 'Wow, it's not doing what
Files Online (UFO) product. The third
member of lTD, the Modular Application
we wanted it to.' Now they want to get rid
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of it. They ran it into the ground."
Harsh, but the truth always hurts.
MMDS had had little but problems with
RAMIS. The dissatisfaction crested in a
minirevolution at last year's users meeting (see "Can RAMIS II Deliver?" July 15,
1985, p. 32).
MMDS obviously got the message. It
kept a full-scale revolution from erupting
by delivering what it promised, even if
some products were two years behind the
original timetable. A user-company bulletin board went on-line in December. Concurrency, which allows several people to
update and enter data to the same database simultaneously, also became available in December.
"We've probably held up some
RAMIS growth because we had a customer
base that we somewhat mistreated in
promising some things we were late in delivering," Zilvitas admits. "We gave them
the aura of not listening in terms of product enhancements. We didn't take their
priorities into account-we imposed our
own. We were not real swift in going out
there and fixing a few liability problems
with products they had installed."
But the products would have been
irrelevant without a new attitude by
MMDS. SO MMDS spent the last year making up for some very lost time.
"They've been killing us with
kindness," says Hall, who was one of the

more vocal dissenters at the 1985 user
meeting. "We've had an excellent response from them about our problems. I
thought from here on it was simply a matter of continuing to put their best foot
forward."
"They've done a super job doing
the things people asked them to," says
Pat Engstrom, dp project officer in the information support center at Pittsburgh

"Every time there's a change in
a software house, you always
shudder a bit. Now it's really
back to square one."
National Bank and president of the Pittsburgh Users Group. "They've devoted a
lot of time and effort to giving customers
what they want. I have no complaints."
Then who does? Martin Marietta
Corp., 90% of whose business is related
to aerospace, that's who.
"To be successful in the packaged
software business over the long haul requires repeated brilliance," Zilvitas says.
"Yesterday's hit requires that repeated
brilliance to maintain its level. That became a tremendous burden. We're finding
that the larger contracts that are executed
over a long period of time are a lot healthier for us than one-time deals with packaged software.
"Most of our executives have little

or no experience in businesses where your
60-days-out sales numbers aren't 100%
defined. The culture is such that when
times are good they understand your software business. When things slow down,
they really don't know how to cope with
the fact that the backlog, which used to be
60 days, is now 30 days. That's not a big
deal in the software business, but it's very
hard to understand when you don't make
that next 30-day revenue plan."
So much for packaged software.
It's on to systems integration for MMDS,
in which it has considerable federal government experience. It also has some, but
not much, in the commercial market.
Moving to that area will require a considerable shift in resources.
Not to worry. First and foremost,
there are no short-term systems integration contracts. Once the original contract
is signed, it becomes much easier to repeat the business. So say goodbye to
repeated brilliance and perceived instability, and say hello to predictability and
steadfastness.
"Part of MMDS'S strategic challenge is not only to build a business that'll
grow rapidly and contribute profits for
the corporation," Zilvitas says, "but to
build a business that they'll understand
and be able to cope with the ups and
downs of because they're similar to the
businesses they've had experience with.

=::!
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"Something that's driven off a
backlog like systems integration is. a lot
easier for me to defend and for people to
understand and participate in than something that's a fashion business like software. So from that standpoint maybe
getting into the packaged software business was a mistake. We thought it was going to be a big business when we bought
RAMIS and we still think it's going to be
big business. But something that can be
looked at as a retail business is absolutely
the wrong business for our company."
Does that mean it's right for OnLine? Company executives apparently
think so. They're convinced users have
seen the RAMIS light. They believe the
market will do likewise if the word's put
out more forcefully. than was done at
MMDS.
According to the proposed acquisition agreement as outlined by Siegel and
On-Line president Howard Sorgen, OnLine will acquire MMDS'S assets, not its
stock. On-Line can take its pick of which
MMDS employees it wants. Siegel estimates that the final number will be "substantially less than double" On-Line's
current total of 330 employees. On-Line
can also choose which of MMDS'S 14 do-mestic offices it wishes -to keep· open.· It
doesn't expect to operate more than six.
On the product side, neither Siegel nor
Sorgen will say at present how On-Line
might evolve RAMIS technologically, but
they concede that there had been a slowdown in the development of the product.
This, of course, has not been lost
on the competition.
"It's usually not a good omen
when a product trades hands twice in two
years," says Vern Scheidler, manager of
marketing support for Focus, the 4GL
market leader and RAMIS'S chief competitor, which is made by Information Builders, New York. "It's not as easy to make
packaged software go as people think.
There are some fairly delicate dynamics
involved. When large corporations get in,
they can't handle the entrepreneurial
aspects.
"I'm really not that surprised.
They're not selling much RAM IS that our
field sales force can find. It's changed
from a three-horse race [Focus, RAMIS,
and NOMAD, owned by Dun and Bradstreet Computing Services, Wilton,
- Conn.] to a two-horse race [Focus and
NOMAD]' RAMIS isn't a factor anymore because they haven't kept up with the technology. Ifwe benefit from this, then that's
all to the good. But I don't like to see a
major product handed off like that. It
doesn't look good for the industry."
Or for RAMIS?
@
News editor David R. Brousell assisted
in the preparation of this story.
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MIDRANGE COMPUTERS

THE CHILD
BECOMES
THE MAN

The S/38 picks up at the expense
- b th t
-II
ot the 4300 Ime, U ow ar WI
it go?
by Jeff Moad

Earlier this year, corporate MIS manager
Charles McKellar was planning to upgrade the IBM 4341 Group 2 computer at
machine tools manufacturer Brown and
Sharp Inc., Kingstown, R.1. He considered the higher-performance 43xx alternatives. He looked at DEC. Then guess
what he did? He bought a new IBM System/38 Model 400. That's right, a System/38.
Since August, when IBM started
shipping new, upgraded S/38 models announced in June, the once nearly forgotten product line has enjoyed a modest
I··· rejuvenation, especially-among-users-likeMcKellar who are looking for improved
performance and broad software offerings
but want to avoid the spiraling support
and programming costs that go along
with Mvs-based systems. Many users
seem to be taking IBM at its word when
the company says it remains committed
to the S/38 as a low-cost, midrange alternative. While the S/38 still is not posing a
major new threat to its minicomputer
competitors or to the 43xx, it's clear that
the widespread reports of its demise were
greatly exaggerated.
For Brown and Sharp, a Fortune
1000 manufacturer, the S/38 represented
a way to boost processing power while
keeping dp costs low. "Our goal was to
keep data processing costs at or below
1.5% of our company's revenues,"
McKellar recalls. Brown and Sharp needed a more powerful processor on which to
run its general business -applications.
"IBM was saying, 'You've got to go to
MVS.' But that meant increasing our support staff of three to seven or eight. We
couldn't do that and stay within our budget," says McKellar. "We wanted to stay
with IBM, so we went with. the System/
38. Now we have one support person."
Like Brown and Sharp, the Specialty Papers division of Mead Corp. recently became a new S/38 user, trading in
a DEC PDP-ll/70 minicomputer that had
run out of gas. According to Mead division information systems manager Buzz
Sterner, the company decided against upgrading to a DEC VAX as a departmental

system because DEC lacked adequate payroll, general ledger, and costing software.
Also, other divisions within Mead had already standardized on IBM mainframes,
and the South Lee, Mass., division wanted to exchange data with them via 3270
SNA links and to use the same PROFS
applications running on the corporate
mainframe. "It had gotten to the aggravation point to have one division with a DEC
system when everyone else was IBM."
Mead was well aware of the rumors months ago thatIBM would drop the
S/38 in favor of the S/36 or 4300 architecture. But when IBM upgraded the S/38
in June, Sterner jumped to recommend
that the division buy an S/38 Model 400.
"Initially, there was some concern about
the System/38, particularly among our
top-level executives," says Sterner. "But
the IBM people in Rochester kept assuring
us the product was here to stay. I figured
IBM had put too much into the integrated
database, layered architecture in the 38 to
throw it all out the window."
The new Model 400 that Mead
and Brown and Sharp bought has 3.35
times the performance of the earlier generation's base Model 4 system. The new
systems, all of which started shipping in
-August,-go-up-toA.9-times_the_perfor-_
mance of the Model 4. In addition, IBM
began offering 3370-class disk storage devices and more main memory at lower
prices. IBM also promised new S/38 operating system enhancements supporting
improved S/36-S/38 data sharing and
adding high-level language and better re-

"It had gotten to the
aggravation point to have one
division with a DEC system when
everyone else was IBM."
covery facilities. IBM said the program
products would be available some time in
the fourth quarter, and many users were
expecting them as early as the end of October. Similar hardware upgrades of the
S/36 won't start shipping before the end
of the year.
The performance boosts still leave
the S/38's growth path limited, compared
with that of DEC's VAX or the 43xx. But
IBM used the upgrades to give departmental dp users a message: the S/38 lives.
Or, as an IBM spokeswoman says, "IBM
doesn't believe there is just one midrange
solution. We will continue to offer the 3X
and the low-end 370 architecture.- That is
the choice we are offering customers."
Figures compiled by market research firm Computer Intelligence of La
Jolla, Calif., suggest some users are picking up on IBM'S message. Computer Intelligence reported that, in the first six
months of this year, the U.S. installed
base of S/38s increased by 11 % to about

Today, total systems integration is the order of the day.
And departments that can't talk to departments are as
isolated as Brooklyn before the bridge.
To find out how Wang bridged the communications gap
for these organizations, call us. Toll free.
U.S.AIR FORCE

ORUMMAN®
SHEARMAN

&

STERLING

Wang is helping all these organizations become
more efficient, more competitive. Because Wang, the
vendor with an integrated and compatible line of VS
minicomputers, is installing information networks that
get departments talking to each other. Networks that
have different computers communicating with each
other like never before.
Wang helped all these organizations run smoother,
run easier, run faster. And we can help you run the
same way.
.
Call1·800·225-WANG today, and let's talk.

WANG
© 1987 Wang Laboratories, Inc.
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Why the new Midframe com)
is small, requiring less space than
an ordinary desk. .
It's not fussy about

It's like vintage champagne for the price of table wine.

perry is proud to present the
2200/200-the very first
Midframe computer.
It's small, inexpensive and easy
to use, like a minicomputer. Yet it
has all the power and functions of

S

a mainframe.

temperature or humidity,
so you can install it anywhere.
You can do it yourself, too, by
simply connecting a few plugs.
It even plugs into a standard
220-volt outlet.

Suppose you are looking for a
departmental or single-solution
computer. A minicomputer would
be your natural choice.
But let us tell you why the Midframe would be a better choice.
Like a minicomputer, our Midframe

Perhaps· the best way to de- .
scribe it is "the best of both worlds'.'
And that's just why we thought it
deserved a category of its own:
the Midframe.
It's like a
concert grand
that fits in the space
of an upright.

It's like a Concordc

And like a minicomputer, the
Midframe is easy to use. We've
created a software package called
SHIELD that lets just about anybody in your office use it, without
extensive training.
What's more, it's priced like a
minicomputer.
But to judge the Midframe by
its performance, y~>u'd swear you
were looking at a mainframe. As a
matter of fact, the Midframe is

I

I

~----------------------------------------

It's like a family car with t~
power of a race car. . .

Itter almost defies description.
I

I
I

,

I

•

t

I

range of time-tested OS 1100 softpowerful enough to serve as a
ware products to choose from.
for most midsized
(Including MAPPERT:I the tool that
compames.
lets you create your own appliIn its most basic form, a
cations and maintain them-even
single processor unit, the
if you've had no formal computer
Midframe offers up to
training!)
6 Megawords (24 MB) of
main storage, and more
The Midframe offers enormous
connectivity, not only to Sperry
than a billion bytes of mass
storage in the main cabinet.
computers, but to those made by
·.
It can grow, as your computer needs IBM and others.
I
If you're wondering how the
do, into a four-processor system
with 12 Megawords (48MB) of main Midframe can be both a mainframe
and a minicomputer at the same
storage.
time,there's a very simple answer.
The Midframe offers enough
That answer lies in a new
I capacity to support over 100 users
chip technology developed by
Sperry, called CMOS IIINLSI.
This lets us pack all the
processing power of a mainframe computer into six
small chips, which can fit
into the palm of your hand.
It also lets us give
you some features you've
never had before
in any computer,
micro, minicomputer or mainframe. Such as a complete duplicate set of
chips to ensure full error
containment.
If you're looking for a departmental computer, consider a Midframe. It offers you mainframe capability for about the same money
as a minicomputer.
And if you ~re looking for a host
~u can fly yourself.
system, the Midframe is a mainframe that can grow with you, at
running different applications at the far less than you'd expect to pay.
I
Would you like to know more
same time. Just like a mainframe.
And it uses the same operating
system that runs on Sperry's Series
1100 mainframes.
That means you'll have a full
hostco~puter

I

1

I

I

I

I
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It's like a dinghy that can grow
to the size of a ketch.

about the Midframe?
Just call Sperry today toll-free
at 1-800-547-8362 Extension 8.
Or write to Sperry Customer
Service Center, PO Box 1804,
West Chester, ..JLSPE~Y
PA 19382.
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10,000 systems.
IBM is not the only beneficiary of the
S/38's modest rebirth. Applications software companies such as System Software
Associates (SSA) of Chicago and Software
International of Andover, Mass., report
their S/38-relatedbusinesses are growing
nicely. Sales of Software International's
S/38 financial packages have increased
about 50% over the last year, significantly above the company's overall 10% to
15% sales growth rate.
According to SSA technology vice
president Larry Roches, the S/38's low
support costs and recent performance improvements aren't the only factors making it attractive to some 43xx users. "IBM
is creating a division within the 4300
product line," he says. "At the high end,
IBM is anxious to migrate users to MVS/XA
and the 3090. But the low-end 4300 users,
who aren't ready for MVS/XA, haven't
seen any major operating system improvements in a long time. They want
new database technology. Right now
IBM'S not providing it. The improved
S/38, with its built-in database at the microcode level is an alternative."
IBM's new 9370 system, although at
a performance level that competes with
-the S/38,· doesn't provide any significant
new operating system or database solutions, says Roches. "It's a stopgap measure that we see providing off-line program development for the 4300. But it
still doesn't provide any major operating
system improvements."
While some S/38 users say they
will take a look at the new low-end 4300
machine, others doubt in the end it will be
as inexpensive to support as the S/38.
According to Mead's Sterner, "It's a VM
machine, and VM is no less manpower intensive to support than DOS or whatever
else you have running on a 4300."
. Of course, not everyone is convinced that the S/38 is attracting more interest or that IBM is more committed to it
now than it seemed to be a year ago. A
recent survey of large corporate users by
Cambridge-based Forrester Research
showed little improvement in the perception of either the S/38 or S/36 since the
June announcements, according to research manager John McCarthy. The
S/36 and S/38 were held in especially low
esteem by users in search of a departmental system to act as a PC integration station. "The announcements made existing
36 and 38 users happy, but it didn't win
many new customers," says McCarthy.
"People still see those machines as based
on an old 16-bit architecture."
Also suspicious of an S/38 rejuvenation is Cullinet Software Inc., which
has bypassed the S/38 market with its
embedded database in favor of the 4300
and DEC VAX markets. According to Cul-
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linet product marketing director Bob
Barr, "There's still a lot of uncertainty
surrounding IBM'S midrange strategy. In
the long run it goes contrary to IBM'S interests to have users switch from the 370
architecture to the S/38. Users making
that switch may be making a mistake."
IBM, however, says users switching
to the S/38 aren't making a mistake if
what they are looking for is lower initial
hardware costs and reduced support
costs. "It all depends on the customer ·environment," an IBM spokeswoman says.
"There may even be some shops where
both a 3X system and a 4300 would be
used. We don't feel that improved demand for the System/38 is coming at the
. expense of the 4300. Demand for the 4300
continues to be strong."
So far, most users who have completed the switch from a 4300 or some
other system to one of the new S/38s
seem satisfied. The Erie, Pa.,-based products division of GTE made its decision to
switch from a 4341 to a System/38 about
18 months ago, well before this summer's
S/38 enhancements were even rumored.
"Sure, we were concerned about the 38's
life expectancy," says GTE technical support manager Pete Swoger. "But we took
a trip to-Rochesterand-got-promisesthatthe system would continue to grow. The
370 is still at the center of IBM's strategy,
but we're now satisified that they're going
to have to continue to be aware of and
take care of 36 and 38 users."
@
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than 300 output devices. Prices
start at $3,600.
Find out more. Mail this
coupon to ISSCO and we'll rush
you a report on Million Dollar
Applications.

Most HP users are holding
steady in the wake of Spectrum's
latest delay, but there are some
blf dt t
rum mgs 0 Iscon en •
by Susan Kerr

Although many Hewlett-Packard users
appear to be shrugging their shoulders at
the latest six-month delay of HP'S new
top-of-the-line, RIsc-based Spectrum
minicomputer, the postponement may
have crimped HP'S attempts to woo muchneeded new customers and has sent the
company scrambling to hold on to the orders it had already signed for the new
line.
Scheduled to ship this quarter,
HP'S Spectrum 930 minicomputer is being
held back until mid-1987 for additional
work on the operating system, with the
primary job being to shrink path length or
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10505 Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego. CA 92121. (619) 452-0170

Recently, transportation
costs were out of control
for a leading automaker.
Field managers relocated thousands of new
cars through seat-of-thepants dedsions, ignoring
computer sales projections.
Transportation costs
skyrocketed.

HOWAMA]ORAU1U . R
FOUNDABETIER W&
10 MOVE ITS CARS.
To make projections more credible, a visual information system from ISSCO took control of communicating data. As a result,
the automaker saved $4 million 9n a single car model alone.
Providing a leading automaker with better ideas for moving
its cars is just one of hundreds of success stories associated with
ISSCO graphics.
Seventy-seven of the top Fortune 100 corporations have
chosen ISSCO, the only company with more than 16 years experience developing visual information systems.
ISSCO software runs on 32-bit workstations, departmental
and centralized computers and supports more than 300 output
devices. Prices start as low as $3,600.
Having transportation problems?
Send for your free report on Million Dollar Applications. Call
toll free, 1-800-556-1234, ext. 530. In California, • rr?~D
1-800-441-2345, ext. 530.
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®
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talk to the mainframe, using
software alone.
In fact, PCs
Thlk about resource sharing.
can talk through
All it takes is one PCOX
morethan a single
Gateway to deliver full mainframe
PCOX Gateway.
privileges to all the PCs on a LAN.
They can automatAnd talk about resource savjng.
ically seek mainA PCOX Gateway can save you
frame sessions
-all kinds- of modems~- controllers;
- through multiple-terminal emulators and line costs.
PCOX Gateways
on a LAN. Then they can carry out
Each PCOX Gateway is a
3278/79 emulation, 3270 PC emulasingle board that plugs into a single
tion, send-receive file transfers,
slot on a single PC on the LAN.
or even 3287 host printer emulation
And unlike other gateways, PCOX
with their PC printers.
. Gateways leteve/y PC on the LAN

Now pes on your LANs can talk
to your mainframe as easily as
they talk to each other.

PCOX Gateways work in all NETBIOS-compatible LANs, including
IBM's own Thken Ring and PC Network;
plus LANs from AS! AT&! Novell,
Sytek, Ungermann-Bass and others.

S:
PCOX/GATEWAY COAX connects directly to a 3274 cluster
controller, and supports up to five
concurrent host sessions. In fact,
you can even make a PCOX Gateway
Coax out of your existing IRMATM
board.
PCOX/GATEWAY-16 and
PCOX/GATEWAY-64 each connect
to a mainframe communication .
controller over modems and phone
lines, and support up to 16 or 64
host sessions.
You can also put any number
of PCOX Gateways on any size LAN,
and control access to the mainframe through configuration and

security features built into the
gateway itself.
PCOX Gateways are products
of PCOX Thchnology, a modular
system of advanced micro-tomainframe connections that helps
manage PC demands for mainframe
access.
And PCOX Gateways are at the
top of the PCOX product migration
path. Which means all you need is
software to turn any existing PCOX
micro-to-mainframe link-coax or
remote-into a PCOX Gateway.
So find out how PCOX Thchnology can help connect any number
of micros to your mainframe. Call

now for more information about
PCOX Gateways. And ask for the
name of your nearest CXI distributor.

800-225-PCOX
In California, call 415-424-0700.

CXI, Inc., 3606 West Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303. Thlex: 821945
PCOX and all PCOX products are trademarks ofCXl.lnc.
IBM is a Il'~istercd trademark of International Business Machines.
IRMA is a trademark of Digital Communications Associates. Inc.
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ORACLE stores data from different
tables on the same physical disk page.
This technique-called multi-table
clustering-permits you to access data
from multiple tables in one disk read
operation. Clustering improves ORACLE
performance on all multi-table operations, such as join queries, update transactions, etc.

GET HALF-A-COMPUTER

FREE
WITH ORACLE VERSION 5

o REASON #5: HIGH-SPEED
RELATIONAL SORT FACILITY
OPTIMIZES DATA AGGREGATION
Ad hoc relational queries frequently
request that data be grouped, ordered or
otherwise sorted. V5's internal sort facility
performs aggregation and elimination early,
faster than previously thought possible.
o REASON #6: EFFICIENT RowLEVEL LOCKING OPTIMIZES
TRANSACTION THRUPUT.
Row-level locking and a read-consistency
model optimizes ORACLE V5 transaction
concurrency. For the first time, high
transaction thruput is achieved by a fully
relational DBMS.

ith ORACLE version 5, you save half the computer you thought
you needed in order to "go relational': .. some benchmarks indicate
you save even more.

THE ULTIMATE REASON

W

Oracle introduced the first relational
DBMS and the first implementation of
SQL back in 1979. Thday ORACLE is
Relational DBMSs have always dealt
installed on thousands of minis and
WHY IS VERSION OF
with logical sets of data. But they
mainframes, and over ten-thousand PCs.
. manipulated only one physical record-at---ORACtE-is-the-only'SQL-compatible--- ----- - - - - .- ORACLE-SO FAST -ON -a time. V5 eliminates overhead by physirelational DBMS that's portable across
MAINFRAMES, ON MINIS
cally delivering arrays of hundreds, even
IBM mainframes, DEC, DG, HP and
thousands, of records at a time.
most other vendors' minis and micros,
AND ON MICROS?
o REASON #3: PARALLELincluding the IBM PC. And ORACLE
PROCESSING OPTIMIZES COMPUTER applications and databases are
D,REASON #1: AI OPTIMIZES
RESOURCE USAGE.
connectabl~ across differen.t ~ardware
QUERY PROCESSING.
V5 is 100% re-entrant shared code, and a~d operatIn~ s~stem, provI~hng you
V5 applies artificial intelligence to SQL
ORACLE's parallel-processing architecture ~Ith a t~e distrIbuted solutIon to your
query optimization. For example, few
fully exploits modern dyadic and quadratic InformatIon needs.
..
DJ3MSs can optimize the query "Select
processors from IBM, and other multi. Spend .half a day at an Oracle semInar
accounts' 90-days overdue and accounts
processing computers such as those
In your City, an? find out how you can
over $10,000." But only ORACLE can
have th~ beneflt~ of a portable, DB2optimize "Select accounts 90-days overdue from DEC and Stratus. So ORACLE uses
all the MIPS in parallel-processor
compatIble relatIonal DBMS: .. and sa~e
or accounts over $10,000."
configurations.
half a .computer. Call our natIonal semu:ar
o REASON #2: ARRAY PROCESSING
coordInator at 1-800-345-DBMS. Or WrIte
OPTIMIZES ACCESS TO LARGE SETS
o REASON #4: MULTI-TABLE
Oracle Corporation, Dept. V5, 20 Davis
OF DATA.
CLUSTERING OPTIMIZES]OINS.
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002.

5

ORACLE®
COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • CONNECTABILITY
Ottawa (613)238-2381 0 Quebec (514)337-0755 0 Toronto (416)362-3275
ORACLE-U.K. (SURREY) 44-1-948-69760 ORACLE-EUROPE (NAARDEN, THE NETHERLANDS) 31-2159-49344

Call (800) 345-DBMS today.
©1986 by Oracle Corporation. ORACLE~ is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation. SQL/DS, DB2 and IBM are registered trademarks of IBM. DEC, DG, AT&T,
Stratus, HP and Bell Laboratories own numerous regist~red trademarks. TRBA.
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the number of instructions required to obtain data. Yet, while HP officials are
downplaying the complexity of the remaining work, it's becoming clear that
the company's reputation rests on getting
Spectrum Qut the door-and soon.
HP has often been credited with one
of the most loyal user bases in the computer industry, and, for the most part,
this feeling prevailed at the company's recent user group meeting in Detroit. But
from those users who have reached the

HP is dealing with "concerned
customers on a one-by-one basis
to demonstrate to them that this
is not a disaster."
limits of the current HP 16-bit 3000 minicomputer line, and have been patiently
waiting throughout the five-year Spectrum development cycle for a solution,
some rumblings of disenchantment are
beginning to be heard.
One example is Lunn Poly Ltd., a
London-based travel agency and current
HP user. On July 15, HP proudly announced that Lunn Poly had signed the
first contract in the U.K. for a 930 system. Two months later, after being faced
with a delay it's not sure it can handle,
Lunn Poly revised its contract with HP

and is evaluating other vendors.
Lunn Poly is not alone. Doug
Spreng, general manager of HP'S Computer Systems Division, acknowledges that
"some" orders for the 930 have been "reconfigured," but says that he's "not
aware of any yet" that have been canceled. "I' haven't found any cases where
people have said, 'That's it, we're going
elsewhere.' ... It's hardly a fatal sort of
thing," Spreng says. Still, HP is dealing
with "concerned customers on a one-byone basis to demonstrate to them that this
is not a disaster."
What is troublesome, Spreng admits, is the effect the Spectrum delay is
having on new business opportunities. HP
has been perceived as being weak at the
high end of the minicomputer market,
and counts on Spectrum to be the cure.
For example, the 930 will deliver twice
the throughput and the second Spectrum
release (the Series 950, to be based on
NMOS VLSI technology) will deliver three
times the system throughput of the previous high-end HP 3000 Series 68. Yet,
while there are at present no benchmark
tests, on a theoretical performance basis
the 930 will be comparable to Digital
Equipment Corp.'s 8600/8650 systems,
according to Spreng.
Despite denials from HP officials,

"

leading market researchers estimate that
HP has lost ground in the commercial
minicomputer arena in recent years.
Dataquest Inc. industry analyst Kimball
Brown, based in San Jose, says that HP's
position in the worldwide commercial
business marketplace has slipped to 2%
in 1985 from 3.1% in 1983. Likewise,
Forrester Research Inc. president George
Colony concludes that .HP held between
15% and 17% of the U.S. minicomputer
market in 1985, dropped to 13% to 15%
in 1986, and next year will at best stay
even or else drop to 10% if Spectrum isn't
delivered by midyear.
Analysts say that HP has primarily
lost business to IBM, DEC, and Prime
Computer, with DEC winning the award

. "HP'built Up a lot of goodwill
with its customers over the
years. Right now they need it. "
as most highly visible HP attacker. HP executives, however, shrug off the threat.
"We pioneered commercial data processing," says Spreng. "They are coming into
our business-business we understand extremely well."
That's all well and good, bu.t for
some users that may not be enough. "I
have DEC and IBM knocking on my door

-
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TURNKEY AUTOMATIC TEST SYSTEMS
Test virtually any voiceband modem.
HARDWARE All that you need to build your own system.
• Channel simulation with delay and echo effects.
'
• Switched line simulation, with loop current,network tones,
ringing voltage, dialed number decoding.
• RS232 digital interfaces with transmission tests.
(BERT, Block, Throughput,. Asynchronous, Polling).
• Control messages via the main or secondary channels.
• Computer control. via the IEEE488 instrumentation bus.
FULL SUPPORT CAPABILITY
• Fast response repair service.
• Extensive application notes and support software.
• Technical help bV telephone.
• Comprehensive testing and consulting services.
• User training courses.

AEA Electronic Ltd.,
26 Melbourne Office Centre
1250 S. Harbor City Blvd.,
Melbourne Flo 32901
(305) 727-9977

142 Perth St..
Richmond, Ontario. Canada KOA 2ZQ
Telephone (613) 838-2554
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TAKE A loNG HARD LoOKATTHE 01
Consider the AT&T 6500 Multifunction Communication System. For the first time, you have a
real choice in 3270 Systems. From a company
every bit as solid as Big Blue.
Which means, for a start, that complete 3270
compatibility in both SNAlSDLC and BSC protocols is a given.
A HOST OF HOSTS.

The AT&T 6500 will tie together data and applications from up to three synchronous and 16 asynchronous hosts. Not to mention allowing PCs to
work as terminals.
What's more, you can switch back and forth between synchronous and asynchronous hosts with
the touch of a single keystroke.
.

WINDOWS WORTH LOOKING INTO.

The 6500 lets you create up to four windows at
the same time-into both synchronous and asynchronous hosts-and freely pass information
among various databases.
For example, an inside salesperson taking an
order could access: the customers credit status in
one host; relevant inventory information from
another host at a completely different location; and
the order form to fulfill the request from yet another
host at another location.
All, on a single screen.
That kind of power means big productivity
gains with no outlay for costly systems and applications development.

• IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
© i986 AT&T Information Systems
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HER THREE INITIALS INTHE 3270 WORLD.
PEACE OF MIND.

The 6500 incorporates AT&Ts experience with
three previous generations of 3270 equipment. As
well as the kind of service that smaller companies
just can't provide.
And we make the pieces fit. Modular architecture assures you of smooth system evolution:
upgrading doesn't even require a new communications controller, and you can easily reconfigure your
system with almost no disruption.
That's what you'd expect from the company that
makes "The Computers With The Future Built In:'
MORE PEACE OF MIND.

Even with performance that matches or sur-

passes comparable IBM *equipment ,the AT&T 6500
looks a lot better on your balance sheet.
So before you decide on 3270 compatibles, call
on your AT&T Account Executive, or simply dial
1800247-1212.
We'll make sure you get a lot more to look at.

===.-~-- AT.T
~

~

The right choice.
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every day," comments one HP customer.
"HP built up a lot of goodwill with its customers over the years. Right now they
need it. But the longer they go [without
Spectrum] the more vulnerable they are."
HP depends on the decade-old HP
3000 minicomputer family for around
33% of its roughly $6 billion in revenues,
and the growth of the line is crucial to its
future. Currently there are more than
26,000 installed HP 3000s that provide fertile ground for follow-on business. But
until Spectrum is successfully proven at
customer sites, it will be difficult for HP to
increase its revenue base significantly.
That can be done only by selling to a new
crop of customers.
First, however, HP must make
Spectrum a success with its present user
base. To meet that objective, it has designed the 930 so that it runs software
written for the old 3000 line.
Many originally thought that this
software migration scheme would prove
Spectrum's undoing. HP has managed to
maintain software compatibility-but at a
cost. In writing a new but compatible operating system, HP to date has found it

"My.fe·elingis they're doing us a

"favor if it"comes·out "and" it's

----

right."
can boost performance of the 930 only
roughly 1.6 times that of the Series 68.
That, says the company, is not enough.
"Unless we ship a machine significantly improved over the Series 70, it's
better [just] to ship the model 70," HP
executive vice president John Doyle told
DATAMATION. The Series 70 is HP'S current top-of-the-line minicomputer.
That decision was greeted with approval by many HP users. "My feeling is
they're doing us a favor if it comes out
and it's right. For us it's not a problem,
since we won't need it for a year and a
half. People are making too big a deal
about it," remarks Terry Simpkins, MIS
manager at Spectra Physics, Eugene, Ore.
But some customers do need the
product now. Although HP says no major
defections have taken place, the delay has
given some users pause.
"I have two Series 68s," says one
MIS manager, who, like many others, requests anonymity. "I'm fed up." While
attending the user group meeting he took
the opportunity to visit a forum held by
rival supplier DEC. Asked if he would
consider moving to DEC equipment, he replies, "I'm real interested."
Likewise, another MIS manager of
a Fortune 500 company says that while
he is reasonably content with his current
HP systems, he questions whether people
"want old systems running on new machines.... The whole delay is a good deal
36 DATAMATION

WAITING IN THE WINGS
If Hewlett-Packard had the biggest contingent at its recent user group meeting,
it's a good guess' that second place was
held by none other than Digital Equipment Corp.
DEC wasn't. exactly attending the
meeting. That point its officials want to
make ~lear. Rather, Digital set up shop at
a hotel suite directly across the street
from Detroit's Cobo Hall-:-the site of the
HP user group meeting-to advertise its
VAX Systems Attract Program for HP
Users.
.
Is DEC trying to take advantage of
the delays HP is facing with Spectrum?
Not exactly, say DEC attendees in a feeble
attempt at delicacy. DEC has been planning this program since late last year,
long before Spectrum was introduced,
they explain.
"The VAX seemed like the logical
upgrade to the HP 3000," says DEC marketing manager John McDonnell.
"There's considerable overlap between
the 3000 line and the VAX. We want to
emphasize that to the commercial community. Some [HP users] are surprised we
have COBOL compilers. They thought all
we have is FORTRAN."
. Still, DEC· isn't going to will "many
awards for subtlety. Playing on HP'S
"What if ... " advertising campaign, DEC
handed out flyers and buttons asking
"What if ... you choose Digital?" If that
wasn't clear enough, canvas bags and other literature boldly proclaimed how Digital has it "Now."
Traffic through the suite was
heavy, with a good portion of the gawkers
employed by HP. While few HP users questioned after receiving the pitch say they
are seriously considering buying DEC in
lieu of HP, they took the DEC appearance
good-naturedly. "I think it's funny. They
have a right" to show up, says John Churylo, MIS manager of Daniels & Associates
Inc., Denver.

HP general manager. Doug Spreng
echoes that thought. "I think they [DEC]
are wasting their time, but they have every right to be here. But I can't imagine
it'd be practical" to convert from the
3000 to a VAX.
In a room full of various VAX systems, DEC hawked its migration tools for
conversion from the 3000 to a VAX, including HP COBOL and FORTRAN converters and a scheme to convert HP's Image
database to v Ax!Ultra. While praising
DEC for "a very well thought through program," Robertson, Colman & Stephens
analyst Richard Edwards says many of
the conversion programs have yet to be
done and points out that most are supplied by third-party companies. Additionally, says HP'S Spreng, "Just the cost of
conversion for a Series 68 is $50,000 and
then there are no plug-compatible· peripherals. You'd have to start from zero."
This is the first time DEC has actively camped out at another vendor's
usergroup meeting. As to what results or
level of sales DEC expects from its presence, it's too early to guess, says McDonnell. "We're not talking about physically
moving HP out the door [at customer
I·· sites] and moving Digital systemsin;Dig~'
ital is interested iIi new growth opportunities, " he adds.
When HP actually starts shipping
Spectrum, HP "may well double our efforts" against DEC, notes HP Business
Computing Sector marketing manager
Bill Murphy. "Given that imitation is the
best form of flattery," he laughs, "we're
flattered that they copied our ad."
While HP might not be planning to
set up shop at DECUS, DEC's user group
meeting, it's not sitting still in the game of
one-upmanship. Playing on DEC'S Systems Attract Program name, Spreng
quips, "We're calling it SAP. Our motto is,
'Don't be a SAP for DEC.' "

-S.K.

since it give us time to rethink" the comThose Who've tested their software
in the first stage----compatibility modepany's computing strategy.
report success. "Definitely, HP'S claims
One possibility, he says, may be
not to migrate to the 930 or 950 but just . regarding compatibility are absolutely
true," says Donn Lewis, vice president of
network upcoming 32-bit personal cominformation resources at Allegheny Bevputers. He claims software written for HP
minicomputers is beginning to be rewriterage Corp. "We've taken Series 68 software and run it without alteration on
ten for smaller systems, which provides
Spectrum successfully." Some have suchim with new options.
cessfully executed programs in native
To date, an estimated two dozen
mode, including Ask Computer Systems
customers and software suppliers have
Inc., HP'S largest 3000 reseller. Ask, Los
tested their software on the more than
Altos, Calif., has been running its Man400 preliminary 930 systems HP has inman manufacturing software in "fully nahouse. The testing process begins with
these companies running their software in
tive mode for at least two months," says
software development vice president
compatibility mode. But for any noticeMartin Browne. "We're very pleased with
able performance gains, applications then
must be recompiled, usually with optihow migration took place."
Yet, while all the components may
mized native mode compilers.

The success of a corporation is increasingly dependent on its ability to satisfy
the growing demands for accurate and
timely information.
To ensure successful information management, Software AG has engineered
a system that is both integrated and
comprehensive. Asystem that integrates
the functions of data communications,
end user services, applications development, data base management, and
the advantages of an automated office
environment - without compromising
performance.
In addition, Software AG protects your
investment by providing environmental independence. Your applications
become portable across multiple hardware and operating systems ... while
giving you the flexibility to grow and
change over time.
Forming the foundation of this fourth
generation technology are ADABAS,
NATURAL, and PREDICT ... the basis
of successful information management
for over 2200 clients - worldwide.
We're Software AG. For nearly two decades, we've been engineering success.
Our clients experience it ... our customer service teams support it ... and
our status as an international leader
proves it.
Software AG. Because success is your
only alternative.

ADAIAS IlATUIW. PRfDla ••• AIID MORE

f1FfCIM AlTA BA.Sl MAIIAGEMBIT

IOUIIJJI GEIISlATIOII APPlKATIOIIS
DfVEIDI'MBIT

HIGH I'lrOOUCIMIl'AClM
DIC1IOIIAIlY

II: SOftWFlRE FIG

'l1li' PROGRAMMING BUSINESS SUCCESS

United States: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroi~ FI. Lee (New Jersey), Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New
York, Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, SI. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C. International: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Denmark, Rnland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, Venezuela.
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These days, everybody with a few PCs
wants a LAN. Your problem is to find a PC LAN
that can be tied to the rest of your company.
Guess what. You just found it.
Introducing the NETBIOS-compatible
System 6000 PC network, from Sytek. It can
link a department full of PCs, or a compariy
full. All on a single network that can grow as
your needs grow.
What's more, we can easily link your
System 6000 network to your corporate network. So you can share data and communicate
throughout your whole company.
You'll also have plenty of software to
choose from, thanks to our industry-standard
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interface and choice of operating systems,
including NetWare™ 6000.
And naturally, we'll handle the planning,
installation, training and support. As only a
company who's made over 260,000 network
connections worldwide can.
So talk to us. Sytek, Inc. 1225 Charleston
Rd., Mountain View, CA94043. (415)966-7430.
After all, your PCs could surely use the
company.
NetWareisa trademark of Novell, Inc. © 1986, Sytek, Inc.
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be there, the raw performance is not.
Mitchell Kertzman, president of
Computer Solutions Inc., a Burlington,
Mass., firm that jointly markets manufacturing solutions with HP; says his software
has run in compatibility mode on Spectrum. But "there's a lot that goes between
working and being ready to ship. I believe
the first' push was compatibility-that's
what HP focused on. To some extent the
absolute performance of native mode
suffered."
The real problem, according to
Doyle, lies in the new operating system
developed for the 900 series and its relationship with I/O functions. "The only
question seems to be in the MPE operating
system; in particular, as we integrate all
the different modules together, we're
finding that the I/O pathlength must be
further refined," he says.
For example, according to one HP
insider, one corrective measure will take
place in the demand paged virtual memory scheme of the 930. Each virtual space
is divided into fixed-size blocks. Those
blocks will be doubled to 4KB from 2KB.
To maintain compatibility in the
3000 line, HP has had to upgrade its MPE
operating system, which is based upon
SPL. The new operating system, dubbed
MPE XL, is written primarily in Pascal,

though it has borrowed 55 modules from
MPE. That still leaves "several hundred
thousand lines to be written," according
to Spreng.
HP expects to place the 930 in beta
sites in April. Meanwhile, theHP 9000.
Model 840, a Unix-based computer for
engineering and manufacturing applications, is already at beta sites and should
ship on time in December. Although built
around essentially the same RIse hardware as the 930, the 840 was easier to develop because Unix is newer and more
portable than MPE, says Doyle.
Although MPE is getting the most
publicity, there are several other concerns
and question marks remaining with Spec- .
trum. One is I/O bottlenecks.
"The area that worries me is I/O
capability," says Mark Mojonnier, data
processing manager of Reliable Electric
Utility Products, Chicago, a three-year
HP user. In his application, "the amount
of access to disk drives is very heavy.
We've put in every option to deal with it
and we still get bogged down in disk I/o."
He says he's heard that I/O bottlenecks
may still occur with the first release of the
930. Reliance Electric will wait and migrate to a 950.
To deal with potential bottlenecks
on the more powerful systems, HP is de-

veloping a' new fiber-optic I/O bus structure. The current 3000s and the initial
version of the 930 utilize the slower HP-IB
electrical link. But while fiber optics will
"offer a lot more performance ... be faster," says HP product manager Lee Courtney, HP-IB will allow customers to continue using many of the same HP peripheral
devices they already have.
Another concern with the initial
930 release is networking. The first release will support only peer-to-peer or HP.;.
to-HP networking. To access, for example,
an X.25 network, a site will need a smaller system such as the HP Series 37 to act
as a file server. HP is working on correcting that problem, insiders say.
"In the first release, HP will just
bring out a very reliable product. With
the second cut they'll address some of
these deficiencies," says Lewis.
While HP'S engineers are scrambling, so are its marketing employees. The
arrival of the 930 should occur only a
month or so before the new Series 950.
The 4.5MIPS 930 is priced at $225,000
while the 6.7MIPS 950 will be between
$300,000 and $350,000. HP is now positioning the 950 rather than the 930 as the
follow-on product to the current high-end
Series 70. The 930 now is seen as the follow-up to the midsize 3000 models.

SECURITY
SPECIALIST

.I

. ;

GS-080-12/GM-080-13

$31,619-$37,599 PER ANNUM
(Salary dependent upon qualifications)

The Security Branch is seeking an individual who will be responsible for ADP and
operations security as well as to coordinate all special access programs and
maintain the Special Access Program
Information System. The incumbent will
also be the Deputy Branch Head.
Qualifications: Three years of general experience in analytical, decision-making or
administrative work plus three years of ex. perience in ADP and operations security.
Interested applicants should submit a
SF-171 by 30,November 1986 to:

NAVAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY
Civilian Personnel Division
Attn: 12-30B-13.1:MB (D)
4555 Overlook Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20375-5000
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

•

In the DBMS world, productivity comes from power. ADABA)
unleashes the power of information by presenting it simply.
and by delivering the performance and relational features
you need to use it effectively.
With ADABAS, information is available when you need it,
thanks to an innovative architecture that accommodates
change and recovers from problems more effectively than
any other DBMS.
And as your information needs change and grow, ADABA.~
adapts to new requirements without incurring costly, timeconsuming maintenance ... giving you more time to develop
new applications.
Powerful relational capabilities, non-stop availability, and
adaptability to change are just three of the ways ADABAS
helps you solve critical information management problemswithout creating new ones.
Power, performance, flexibility, and efficiency ... that's
ADABAS. Because in business, success is your only altenlative.
FOIlIIlFOllAUTIOII 011 AAUIAS tAU 1-Il00-336-3761
(III WI""'. 01 CAlI.'., c.u 103-160-S0S0)

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
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CCI'S
OFFICEPOWER®
SYSTEMS
WILL EAT THE LUNCH
OF ANY COMPUTER

OR OFFICE

-~--~----~---~~-~~~~ ~

LET US SHOW YOU WHY.
CALL 800-345-1942.
In California, ca11800-237-4552.

OFFICEPOWER systems run fully integrated office automation on ultra-fast, UNIX-based
superminis with the best price/performance in the industry. CCI systems incorporate industry-standard
communications and database management options. Our technology base is built on
years of success in large fault-tolerant database systems closely coupled to communications networks.

CCI

COMPUTER
CONSOLES

INCORPORATED

OFFICEPOWER is a registered trademark of Computer Consoles, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Wang is a registered trademark of Wang Laboratories, Inc.
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"If we make it though the next
three months [with the Series 70s], we'll
make it through the rest of the year," says
Reliance Electric's Mojonnier. "If we survive that, we're probably not looking at
a 930 but a 950. We don't want a little
jump-we want a big jump."
After spending more than $250
million to develop Spectrum, HP hopes a
big jump is what it gets. Its officials brush
aside comments that the first Spectrum
minicomputer offerings are comparable
to already established systems from other
vendors. Without naming names, HP people say that these other suppliers have
topped out on their current minicomputer architectures. Spectrum, they say, is
new and scalable. Once-and if-the
bugs are ironed out, the basic RISC architecture can be the basis for higher- and
lower-performance systems than currently unveiled. They just hope people will
wait them out.
Some definitely will. Kertzman of
Computer Solutions is one of them. "I
think Spectrum will be the VAX of the early 1990s," he says hopefully. "But there's
a lot of pain involved to get there."
@

LEGAL AFFAIRS

BOLT

OF
liGHTNING

A decision concerning copyright
infringement may descend on
clone makers like the plague.
by Tom McCusker

A court ruling this fall that semiconductor microcode is subject to copyright laws
has been hailed as an important new
weapon for IBM and Apple in the battle
against some· compatible microcomputer
manufacturers.
The long-term result could be
higher prices for hardware as these clone
makers begin to pay expensive license fees
to use the microcode, engage in costly
court fights, or go out of business.
The ruling came in round one of a
copyright infringement lawsuit brought
by Intel Corp., Santa Clara, against NEC
Electronics Inc., San Jose, U.S. subsidiary
of the Japanese electronics company. U.S.
District Judge William A. Ingram ruled
in San Jose that software in any formincluding software embedded in a microchip that interprets commands-is a form
of expression that can be protected by a
copyright.

The judge did not rule on whether
NEC infringed on Intel's copyright for the
microcode embedded in the Intel 8086
and 8088 microprocessors. That issue
should be decided in round two of the suit
sometime later this fall, when NEC explains to the court how it developed the
microcode for its V20 and V30 chips.
The decision is being applauded
by some micro vendors. "This decision
will demonstrate [to clones] that the secret to long-term success is innovation,
not copying," declares Irving Rappaport,
associate general counsel of Apple. He
says Apple knows of no clones that are
not infringing on Apple patents or copyrights. "There is no such thing as a legitimate clone," Rappaport adds. Apple is
currently embroiled in a patent infringement suit with Video Technology, a Hong
Kong clone maker.
IBM does not say that all IBM PC
clones infringe, but the company is diligent in warning or prosecuting those that
do. J. Lyle McGuire, a spokesman for
IBM on legal matters, says a majority of its
complaints have been lodged against far
eastern companies. He says IBM has taken
legal action 24 times against companies
that infringed its copyrights or patentsthis despite the spirit of IBM'S so-called
Open Architecture policy, which encour-

ages connectivity of non-IBM products.
It is generally believed, for example, that IBM'S basic input/output system
(BIOS) was loosely written so that competitive machines would be able to use a
comparable BIOS without infringing on
the computer giant's copyrights. (An
IBM-like BIOS is essential if application

Judge William A. Ingram ruled
that software is a form of
expression that can be protected
by a copyright.
software written for PC/DOS is to be fully
exploited on non-IBM machines.) When
Phoenix Technologies Inc., Norwood,
Mass., wrote its first commercial BIOS in
May 1984, every major pc-compatible
manufacturer was at its door.
.Those were the days when IBM
was trying to increase the size of the PC
market. Now, as it changes strategy and
seeks a larger market share, the rules may
change. Big Blue may be slipping in a few
hurdles for clone makers in the future.
For example, says software expert
Brian Boyle of Novon Research Group,
Menlo Park, Calif., programs written for
IBM's windows environment, TopView,
will execute only on IBM'S original BIOS.
More such products are on the way, in-

2.IIATUIlJU.

fOURTH GENERATION APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
Software AG customers at thousands of sites around the
world have proven NATURAL to be the single, most successful path to efficient applications development ... the beginning of the end for applications backlogs.
How has NATURAL achieved this unmatched record of
improved productivity?
• By providing a simple means to develop complex applications with a common set of tools;
• By accommodating a wide variety of file structures,
operating systems, teleprocessing monitors, and hard·
ware configurations; and
• By providing the foundation for extending NATURAI:s
4th Generation technology directly to the end user.
Offering the most advanced, most powerful program·
ming capabilities in an intelligent manner, maximizing
efficiency and productivity ... that's NATURAL. Because in
business, success is your only alternative.
FOR INFORMAnON ON NATURAl. CALL '-8oo-336-316J
(I" II"GI",A OR CA"ADA, CALL 103-860-5050)
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BALANCE OF POWER.

Introducing the new power in AT·class personal business computers. The NEC Advanced Personal Computer IV:
You're the kind of person who's very serious about personal computers. The kind of person who will never settle
for just a powerful machine. Or just a compatible machine. Because you want them both. You're a Power User.
And the NEC APC JVrM is the one machine that strikes a perfect balance between compatibility and power.
Because the APC IV offers both 6 MHz and 8MHz processing speeds.
So you can run all the industry standard software. Like Lotus 1-2-3.™ dBase ~ pY~
IIpM Multiplan.™ Windows.™ You name it.
Plus the APC IV has the power of NEC behind it. The S10 billion leader
in computers and communications. So you never have to worry about
support. The new NEC APC IV. Because sooner or later, you're going to have
~. ~ ~
...
to take it to the limit. For more information, call NEC at 1-800-343-4419 (in
(
-.....;
MA 617-264-8635). NEC Information Systems, Inc., Dept. 1610, 1414
Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough, MA 01719.
NEe Information Systems, Inc.
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cluding one before year's end in the
graphics field. Boyle adds, "How are all
these things being done? In microcode,
which nobody now can touch."
A hint of just how far IBM intends
to go to maximize its share of the market
is offered by Robert Simko, executive director at International Technologies
Group, .Los Altos, Calif., a market research house. Simko predicts that IBM'S
future products will be built around the
company's own 32-bit chip, not the Intel
80386. Under cooperative technology
agreements between IBM and Intel, long a
major IBM supplier, IBM' has the right to
modify the 80386 and to sell it as a proprietary product.
Simko thinks IBM would customize the 32-bit based computer to make it
fit into SNA networks. Regardless of IBM'S

"This decision will demonstrate
[to clones] that the secret to longterm success is innovation, not
copying."
eventual use, it would again have the effect of locking out-at least for a whilea lot of pc-compatible companies.
Meanwhile, Apple's Rappaport
says the company soon will be registering
all of that company's microcode with the
copyright office. "We have programs
called PALS [program array logic devices]
and HALS [hardwired array logic devices]
and all sorts of custom software embodied
in microcode," he explains.
The ruling was generally considered a surprise. It should not have been,
say those who have observed a national
trend toward protecting intellectual property (see "Circling the Wagons," May 15,
p. 42). "It should be a surprise only to the
bad guys," Rappaport says.
"People who are infringing on
copyrights generally do so because they
believe the lower the level of utility [in
this case in firmware], the less copyrightable it is," says Boyle of Novon. You can
copyright the plans for a house, but you
can't copyright the' house, he adds.
"In this case, the old idea doesn't
work because software is a way of accomplishing certain algorithms and that's
what computers do-accomplish algorithms. The judge probably asked, 'Is this
a utilitarian object or an expression?' He
concluded that it was an expression."
NEC, if it can prove to the judge that
it did not infringe on Intel's microcode
copyright, will be able to continue to sell
the V series in the U.S. It is unclear what
effect the loss of the suit would have on
the companies to which it now sells the V
series. One such company is Epson America Inc., Torrance, Calif., whose Epson
Equity line of IBM pc compatibles uses the
V series. Epson refused to comment. @

USED EQUIPMENT

SECOND·
HAND
ROSE

Small firms specializing in used
computer equipment are making
it big.
by Edith D. Myers

Greg Chartrand, a technical specialist
with Fermi National Accelerator Center
(Fermilab), Batavia, Ill., is delighted with
several Micom Systems Inc. (Simi Valley,
Calif.) data PBXs he's purchased over the
past year. What's most delightful to him
is that he saved 60% over what it would
have cost to buy them new-his' PBXS
were purchased used from Century Computer Brokers, Culver City, Calif.
Like most managers in computers
and data communications these days,
Chartrand sought to keep costs down. He
heard about Century from a colleague at
Fermilab. Chartrand had once purchased
some used terminals, but he was uneasy

about buying anything more.
"I was concerned. I didn't want to
buy anything complex from anyone who
didn't understand the equipment,"
Chartrand says. Century changed his
mind. "They did understand it. There
were some cosmetic problems, some chips
and dents here and there, but they don't
affect fl,mction and I plan to buy more."
The used computer equipment
business has come a long way since Adolf
F. (Sonny) Monosson, president ofAmerican Used Computer Corp., Boston, used
to advertise his wares on a sandwich
board on Atlantic City'S -boardwalk during Spring Joint Computer Conferences
. (see "On the Boardwalk," July 15, 1970,
p.72).
It became a $1.6 billion business
-by 1978,' with dealers handling predominantly used IBM equipment. Its voiCe at
that time was the Computer Dealers Association (CDA), headquartered in Chicago. As some used computer dealers, like
Com disco Inc., Rosemont, Ill., became,
for the most part, leasing companies, CDA
was merged in 1981 with the Computer
Lessors Association (CLA) to become the
Computer Dealers & Lessors Association. CDLA is now a 305-member organization headquartered in Washington,
D.C.

3.PRED'",.

HIGH PRODUaMTYAaM DICTIOIIlmV

When you need a powerful, active data dictionary, choose
PREDICT from Software AG.
PREDICT's no-bottleneck, integrated architecture
delivers consistent availability and fast response ... reducing
resource contention and increasing your productivity.
PREDICT's Active Cross-Reference facility captures and
maintains critical management information accurately and
automatically. So you always know precisely where and how
your data base resources are being used, even at the field
level.
And PREDICT's command driven/menu-assisted design
makes novice users productive quickly, while giving experienced users immediate access to every PREDICT function.
Managing the production DBMS and 4GL development
environments with sophistication and power ... that's
PREDICT. Because in business, success is your only
alternative.

FOR '"FOIlMATIOII Oil PRmICfWJ. J-800-336-316'
(IN IIIRGINIA OR CANADA, CALL 103-860-5050)
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COST SAVING

CONNECTIONS
RS232 INTERFACE PROBLEM SOLVERS ... FROM WESTERN TELEMATIC INC.

END DATA SWITCHING
PROBLEMS

CONCERNED ABOUT
DATA SECURITY?

AFFORDABLE
RS232 NETWORKING
Create your own local network with
our Any-port to Any-port Smart
Switches. Available in either 8 or 16
port versions, the Smart Switch is ideal
for computer port expansion, computer sharing, engineering work
clusters and much more.

Is switching data cables becoming a
pain in the ASCII? Automatically switch
between computers, printers,
instruments-just about any
RS232 device.
Economically expand
computer ports, access
multiple computers or
---------re-rTioteperipheyals.-- ---- .- ~~..;.J
From simple A~
switches to intelligent
196 port code activated-switching systems, our reliable, easy to use,
interface switches will help end your
interconnect problems.

EFFICIENT
PRINTER SHARING
It's time to make more efficient use of
your expensive printers. Share up to
two plotters, daisy wheel, dot matrix or
laser printers with up to 8 computers,
word processors or CAD systems.
Ideal for the automated office, school
or engineering lab.
COMPUTERS

Each port has its own spooling
buffer. So any baud rate can communicate with any other baud rate and
parity anywhere in the system.

A special supervisory port lets you
monitor activity on any other port,
connect ports together, broadcast
messages or designate the supervisory power to other ports.

Prevent unauthorized access to your
computer system. Our Dial-back
Security Unit prevents outsiders from
peeking at, destroying or tampering
with your data. Only users entering
authorized passwords and dialback numbers stored in the
200 number battery backed
directory will be allowed
access.
An auxiliary command port is used to
\.......-...:........;;.;;;.J-seFiipth1ftfir"Efctory-and------ security levels as well as
log each password attempt
and duration of each call.
Simply connect the DSU between
your computer and modem and feel
secure about who's using your data.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

The Smart Switch is easy to use.
User friendly commands allow you to
select ports, disconnect and display
port activity. A push button defines
each port for either DCE or DTE. So if
you need an intelligent, affordable way
to link your RS232 system, you're
ready for the Smart Switch.

Every WTI product is designed and
manufactured with quality and reliability as a major requirement. We're so
confident you'll like our products that
we offer a 30 day return policy. Compare our features, quality, customer
support and prices with any other
manufacturer and you'll know why
WTI is a recognized leader in the Data
Communications industry.

IT'S ALL IN THE BOOK ••• IT'S FREE
Descriptions, diagrams, specifications and prices for
the above products, plus many more, are in our colorful new catalog. It's your cost saving connection
... just ask for it!
(Parallel)

(Serial)

Dot Matrix Printer

Laser Printer

Our 4 or 8 port Printer Sharing Units
work automatically with up to 256K
buffering. No cable switching or knobs
to turn. Software changes are usually
unnecessary since they use standard
Ready/Busy or XON/XOFF
handshaking.

ca~~!~~

1.800.854.7226
(in California 714/979-0363)

n n nIS 0
~b

western
D telematic inc.

2435 S. AnneSt., Santa Ana, CA 92704· Telex 467741

Visit us at COMDEX ... Booth 1198
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Jini Benton, CDLA executive director, says the market was $2.8 billion in
1985 and is projected to grow another
20% this year. He anticipates an attendance of 800 at an association conference
this week in Colorado Springs.
The discount that customers can
get for used equipment varies widely, depending on the type of equipment, its condition, market demand, and availability.
None of the dealers interviewed by DATAMATION wanted to venture a guess as to
the average savings, but all agreed that
there are some very good deals to be had.
Several large. companies-Comdisco, CMI, Continental Information Systems, and DataServ, to name a fewdominate the used equipment market, but
a number of young, small- to mediumsized companies have entered the scene
and found it rife with opportunity;
One such company is Centuryone-and-a-half years old with 25 employees and doing $8 million a year in business. Although it might find itself with an
occasional IBM terminal or PC in its constantly changing inventory, it deals primarily with non-IBM equipment. Century
is unique in the used equipment field because it deals with data communications
gear as well as modems and terminals.
Another young firm is Tectran,
Cranston, R.I., also one and a half years
old. Tectran began in Cambridge, Mass.,
as a one-man band: its president, Lome
Adrain. It moved to Cranston in the first
quarter of this year and now has 10 employees. "I had worked for AT&T for five
years and got interested in videotex and
the whole notion of an information industry both there and while getting my MBA
at Harvard Business School."
He views Tectran ,as an information service. The company doesn't buy or
sell anything-it puts buyers and sellers
in touch with each other. Sellers could be
end users, dealers, or manufacturers

Jim Benton, CDLA executive director, says the market was $2.8
billion in 1985 and is projected to
grow another 200/0 this year.
phasing out a line or wanting to rid themselves of traded-in goods. Tectran charges
companies from $19.95 to $600 to be listed for 90 days in both a hardcopy bulletin
with a 60,000 circulation distributed every other week and a database that can be
accessed either electronically, like a bulletin board, or by calling an operator.
The listed equipment runs the
gamut from microcomputers, peripherals,
minicomputers, mainframes, and mainframe peripherals to telephone equipment
and facsimile machines. Supply and demand, he says, "is a reflection of the market. Right now we're seeing a lot of

activity with IBM PC XTS, Altos machines,
AT&T micros, a variety of Unix-based systems, MicrovAXS, and CAD/CAM equipment." He says he's beginning to see
activity with IBM System/36s and 38s.
At the other end of the spectrum is
l1-year-old 'East West Computing Inc.,
Los Altos, Calif. Its president, Bob Pearson, admits to being "kind of on the trailing edge." Pearson's firm specializes in
IBM 3505 card readers and 3525 card
punches.
Aside from the dominance of Big
Blue in the market, there are other reasons for the prevalence of IBM in the used
market. "IBM'S attention to the- aftermarket is very high," says CDLA'S Benton.
"They give good support."
Dealers echo this sentiment. Cameo Computer Corp., Torrance, Calif.,
sells IBM cpus from 34s, 36s, and 38s up to
the 303X series. Steve Mack, Cameo's
small systems manager, says the company
has sold, "an occasional DEC and Data
General machine," but adds, "No one is
as good as IBM as far as support. IBM is
conservative except for maintenance."
David Wolff, vice president, El
Camino Resources, Sherman Oaks,
Calif., which is among the top 10 used
equipment dealers in the country and has
a DEC division in Irvine, Calif., tends to

agree. "The contributions to earnings is
lower," he says, "because there is more
reconfiguration and parts swapping, more
technical expertise involved. A VAX 8600
could have 60 variations whereas a 3081
is a 3081."
A few computer dealers, notably
old-timers CMI of Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., and Econocom, Memphis, have
ventured into the telecommunications
marketplace with used AT&T equipment,
particularly PBXS, but most mainstream
dealers prefer a one-vendor orientation.
Wolff says his firm has considered PBXS,
but it's "a tough industry," and the company has no plans in that direction.
There doesn't appear to be a consensus as to exactly where the used computer market is headed. There are those
who see a shakeout and others who see
the number of companies growing steadily. Wolff believes there will be "fewer
players in the long run, not more." Mack
of Cameo _says the competition has increased dramatically in the last two years
and will continue to increase in the future. "There are more people getting in
than getting out."
Whatever wrinkles the future
holds for the industry, there doesn't seem
to be a place for sandwich boards any
mill~
@

4.SOFIWARfMi
ADABAS, NATURAL, and PREDICT are part of Software AG's
family of more than 35 strategic products, designed to address
your comprehensive information management needs. Whether
it be 4th Generation applications development or data base
management; office automation or communications; end user
facilities or micro-to-mainframe linkage, Software AG's product
line offers power, flexibility, and full integration.
But even a technologically superior information management system isn't enough. Without effective customer support and services, your chances for real success are slim.
Software AG provides an outstanding array of customer
services and support teams, including Custom Solutions,
Professional Services, Customer Education, and Customer
Support Centers on duty 24 hours a day.
Advanced, flexible technologies, fully-integrated product
lines, 24-hour support ... that's SoftWare AG. Because in
business, success is your only alternative.

FOR INFORMATION ON SDFJWARE.AG CALL '-800-336-3161
ON VIRGINIA Oil CANADA, CAU 103-860-5050)
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philosophy. One that created two
hard-working matrix printers perfect
___19! your medium-speed printing
requlrementsJrom 180- to 220 cps~-----Ready to take on multipart forms of
up to 6 layers. Or produce Near Letter
Quality text at 45 cps for wordprocessing applications. And although
they're tough, Datasouth printers are
easy to use, with front panel controls
instead of dipswitches and jumpers.
Each and every OS 180 and DS
220 printer that comes out of our
Charlotte, North Carolina plant has
been put together and inspected by
The Datasouth High Per/ormance Matrix Printers. hard-working people who take alot
of pride in building the world's toughthe proven ability to run around the
est printer right here.
Power. Toughness. Sticking to
clock around the calendar, in some of
Put aworking-class printer to
the job until the work gets done.
These are some of the working-class
the toughest applications imaginable. work for you. To find your nearest
That kind of blue-collar reliability Oatasouth distributor, call us at
virtues we build into Oatasouth print1-800-222-4528.
ers. Giving the OS 180 and OS 220'
is the resu~ of avery advanced design
- --

-

Dafasoufh
AMERICA'S HIGH PERFORMANCE
PRINTER COMPANY

p.a. Box 240947, Charlotte, N.C 28224, (704) 523-8500, Tlx: 6843018, DASO UW SALES: 1-800-222-4528, SERVICE 1-800-438-5050, West Coast Office: (818) 702-9065
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
MERGERS

FOCUS*
Enhancer!
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Virtually eliminates time
developing finished fonn entry
screens.
""D-'~8D ~ ---;;:a:-:-m
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In seconds, produces routines
with only a master file
description!
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It's easy! With or wIthout PC
FOCUS. Generates code for
all FOCUS versions.
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&.,..

.. ···yollre·iIiconfrohvilliiheoption·of specifying validations~ titles,
screen ID's, colors!

FREE

15-0AYTRIAL!
SPECIAL INTRO

$1951
You won't be billed 'til
after the trial period!
Regularly $250.
Send check, money order or
purchase order - plus $4.50
handling and shipping.
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COD~
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(213) 931-2211
419 N. Larchmont Blvd Suite 131
Los Angeles, CA 90004
*FOCUS a trademark of Infonnation
Builders Incorporated.
code: SPEED is a registered
trademark of Generation Software.
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ing costs, which he implied could be
passed along to the user in the form of
lower prices.
Initially, look for Memorex to offer tape drives and terminals to the Sperry
user base. Sperry officials also indicate
that the company may convert Sperry's
Mapper program development tools and
SperryLink office automation products to
the Burroughs environment. There is already a version of Mapper in C being
readied for release. Burroughs is also
Sperry users express concern
marketing the Sperry pc (oemed by Mitabout the recently announced
subishi) to its users.
A task force of Burroughs and
Burroughs-Sperry brand manageSperry employees charged with studying
ment strategy.
the two product lines will make recom~
by Robert J. Crutchfield
mendations by the end of this year, acThe merged Burroughs-Sperry company
cording to Peter D. Bakalor, director of
may not yet have a new corporate name,
market development for Sperry's inforbut it does have a strategy, which, two
mation systems division. The group
months after the companies came togethlooked at "commonalities in communication capabilities" ofthe two architectures,
er, is being revealed to users.
The strategy is basically a repeat
Bakalor says, but he does not elaborate.
of promises that Burroughs and Sperry
Meanwhile, users remain skeptical
made when they merged, with a new
of the positives put forth by Sperry. They
twist. At a recent meeting of Datametrics,
continue to express concern, doubt, and
a group specializing in education, softconfusion about the effect the merger will
ware, and consulting services for users of have on their equipment over time.
the Sperry 1100 series, executives from
"I see a lot of negatives," says a
. the recentlyformed-merger-relations-de---datacenter-manager-aLan.airline,.but,.he_
partments at both companies told dp/MIS
added, "in the end, I think it will work."
executives that their systems would conAnother user, who also requested
tinue to be supported and enhanced.
anonymity, says, "When you support two
According to John Wise, director
architectures, someone has to lose. I am
confident that the Sperry base will be supof merger relations at Sperry, and Sharon
Koshak, who holds the same title at Burported but at some point I think the new
roughs, the new company will treat each
company will move towards one architecproduct line as a separate brand, much
ture-they have to."
the same way General Motors does with
Other users are worried about
its Chevrolet and Buick divisions and
where the R&D money will go. "When the
Procter & Gamble does with its personal
companies combine their resources, they
care products.
are not going to double the R&D budget,"
Wise echoes Burroughs chief Misays a user. "Where is the money going to
chael Blumenthal's statements in the earbe spent-on a project for Sperry or a
ly days of the merger talks by referring to
project for Burroughs? I don't see how it
his "We're No.2" slogan. As a "strong
can be both."
number two, we can develop a 'counterUsers also expressed concern for
punch strategy,'" Wise says. He likens
their Sperry support teams. "There is
the new company competing against IBM
bound to be a lot of fallout with the mergto such companies as Ford, Avis, or Pepsi
ere It hasn't" started yet, but I see a lot of
competing against GM, Hertz, or Cocacombining of personnel resources," a dp
Cola.
manager says.
"We are not going to spend one
Meanwhile, the company is trying
dollar to converge product lines," Wise
hard to instill confidence in users. Sperry
says, adding that the Sperry and Burrecently introduced a new family of midroughs architectures will remain separate
range mainframes and two new 32-bit
but equal.
Unix-based microprocessor systems (see
Sperry is still trying to convince its
Off-Line, p. 115). The introductions, Bacustomers that the merger will benefit the
kalor says, are proof that the company is
Sperry user base; According to the mergcommitted to supporting its products.
er team, product planning, common
Will these new products and long
hardware sourcing, and R&D budget dolspeeches quell users' fears? Sperry sure
lars are areas where users will see immehopes· so. "There are a lot of fence sitters
diate benefits. Wise says that while the
out there," says a Sperry insider. "It is
two companies' architectures are differcrucial for the company to instill confient, the combined buying power of a $10
dence in its users who are unsure about
@
billion company will lower manufacturremaining with the company."

SEPARATE
BUT
EQUAL
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Don't take this book because
it saves you $72.34
You will save $72.34 off the publisher's
list price of $77.50, but that's not the best
reason to send for The Handbook of
Computers and Computing.

Don't tal<e this book because
of the bonus gift.
When you accept The Handbook and
trial membership in the Data Processing
Book Service, we'll give you a handsome,
gunmetal gray canvas portfolio with
4 roomy pockets, free. But that's not the
best reason to respond.
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The Handbook of Computers
and Computing

The latest edition of the most informationpacked computing resource is the most
convincing reason to try the Data
Processing Book Service.
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Try it for 15 days before
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Take this book for what it means
to your career
The Handbook of Computers and
Computing will help you catch up with
the rapidly changing technology. 50
original articles by 52 experts are written
for busy computer professionals like you,
who need to keep current. Read what's
new in Components .. Devices ... Hardware
and Software Systems ... Programming
Languages (13 chapters!) ... Procedures.
Whether you're a systems designer,
programmer, consultant, installations
manager, system user or engineer, you'll
depend upon this thorough, fully
illustrated reference.

Take 15 days to look over The Handbook.
Then, if you can think of a better $5.16
investment in your career, send it back
and owe nothing. But if you're as
convinced as we are, keep it and look
forward to the full benefits of membership
in the Data Processing Book Service.

Your savings have just begun
As a member, you'll save 20-35% off
each book we offer. Every 3-4 weeks we'll
present you with choices: Main Selection,
Alternate or no book at all. You agree to
purchase just 3 books during the next year.
Use the postage-paid Savings Certificate
to get your Handbook and trial membership today!

YOURS IFRIEIE
WITH TRIAL MEMBERSHIP!

When you enroll in the Data Processing
Book Service, we'll send you this rugged,
handsome canvas portfolio absolutely
FREE, It's perfect for carrying your papers
and materials.

Send no money! Mail coupon to:
_ .·::"1~=7:,'".~1
Data Processing Book Service
= - = - - '-', .. ~'> - .,. - - Enrollment Center, Box 442
- iiiio'ok~:';~':'-··""·
West Nyack, NY 10995
=-=-~ Se,.",ice

ENTER my request for this great book!
58-8 3TID4-4 DP102-AA(6)
Please rush me The Handbook of Computers and Computing (a $77.50 retail value) and
enroll me as a trial member in the Data Processing Book Service. After 15 day FREE
examination, I may return it, cancel membership and owe nothing, If I keep the book,
I'll pay just $5.16 (plus shipping, handling and applicable sales tax) and agree to
purchase 3 more selections during the next year, according to the terms of this offer.
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Send me the canvas portfolio FREE
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just for trying the Data Processing Book Service,
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BENCHMARKS
IBM STRIKES BACK: IBM, striving
to defend itself from DEC, which has been
enjoying great success at IBM accounts
with its easily networked VAX, unveiled a
new line of small 370 processors, the
9370s. The four machines will not be
shipped in volume until late next year,
but their low prices and promise of new
technology should help IBM in certain major accounts where distributed 370 cpus
are desired. IBM also says it will begin.
charging users sliding one-time fees for
some 90 systems software packages, de-

pending on which cpu they run the software. It also unveiled the first of a series
of so-called SolutionPacs, consisting of
bundled software and support services for
specific industry applications. Also,
maintenance charges for certain networked IBM machines were cut by 16%.

GOODBYE, HONEYWELL? Honeywell Corp. is in negotiations with NEC
Corp. of Japan and Groupe Bull S.A. of
France to restructure its Information Systems division. Honeywell says it intends

66
My one-time investment
in REALIA COBOL
paid for itself in a month.
. -- --------- -- -- fugo/kach, manager of programming . ---- --Industry Construction Project Division
Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, PA

DRI FORMS SUBIDIARY: Microcomputer software maker Digital Research Inc. has formed a subsidiary to
develop software for tying differing machines together with industry standard interfaces. Interconnexions Inc. is headed
by. former DRI senior engineering vice
president John Hiles, who says it will develop software that allows microcomputers, minicomputers, and mainframes to
work together. Interfaces used will include MAP, pc-Net, SNA, TOP, TCP-IP,
XAOO, and X.25. The subsidiary will develop products for oem distribution and
will do some contract development work.
SEI'S NEW DIRECTION: Officials
at Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU),
Pittsburgh, have tapped one of the origi-

--- ._---- -----.-------------.9-9- -?:~ vi;~~~~~:: o~S:)~~~tw~:C~~~in~~~

"Mainframe development costs thousands of dollars per
programmer per month. Now our development projects are done
on the PCs. It's great for our productivity and our budget."
Like Yugo Ikach of Westinghouse, you can move expensive
mainframe development projects to the PC. Realia' s programming
environment breaks all the speed and compatibility barriers to
provide the tools you need: REALIA COBOL, the micro
COBOL with the fastest compilation and execution times and the
largest file capacity. ReaICICS, to develop and run mainframe
CICS programs on the PC. ReaIFILE, for multi-user filesharing,
rollback and' recovery. RED, a fast program editor with no limit
on file size. ReaIMENU, a convenient programming shell.
ReaIDBUG, an interactive source-level debugger.

Get Realistic. Call us: 312/346-0642.

Ill&ll,c
. 10 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60606
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to hold talks with the two firms regarding
the "combination of HIS with Bull and
NEC." Sources indicate that the company
will, along with Bull and NEC, form a new
u.S. subsidiary of Honeywell to take over
HIS'S functions. Honeywell will retain· its
federal systems division, sources say. All
three companies have declined to comment further.

institute's new director. Larry E. Druffel,
48, who had helped charter SEI two years
ago while serving as a technical manager
in the Pentagon, replaces John Manley,
who resigned last July in a "philosophical" dispute with CMU officials (see
"Question of Balance," Sept. 1, p. 24).
Manley had been pushing to establish private-sector ties for SEI, a governmentfunded software R&D center administered
by CMU (see "SEI: The Software Battleground," Sept. 15, p. 109). Druffel, most
recently a vice president at Ada developer
Rational in Mountain View, Calif.,
avowed that the goal for SEI under his
leadership "is not to create new companies. Our goal is the transition of technology to practical uses in support of the
Department of Defense."

ADR'S GOETZ SHIFTED: Martin
A. Goetz, a founder and president of Applied Data Research Inc., Princeton,
N.J., has left that job to become senior
vice president and chief technology officer, a new position. Replacing him as
president and chief operating officer of
ADR, which was acquired early this year
by Ameritech, is Dennis F. Strigl, former
president of Ameritech Mobile Communications. Goetz, 56, a well-known software industry pioneer who, in 1968, was
awarded the first u.S. patent on software,
requested thejob change, ADR says. ADR
also named William T. Clifford, formerly
vice president of planning and services, to
the new post of executive vice president.@
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HOW AFLEXIBLE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
MAKES IT USY TO
GROW AND EXPAND.
There are a lot of reasons you might be in the market for an advanced communications system. One reason is that you expect your business to grow. It only
makes sense then that the system you select should be
able to grow right along with it.
The AT&T System 75 is an integrated voice and
data system flexible enough to do just that. Its modular
architecture lets you custom-tailor a system that not
only fits your needs today, but can expand as your business does. At full capacity, it can accommodate up to
800 lines. And with our unique system management
function, its easy to change and rearrange the equipment as often as you need to.
Thanks in part to AT&T's universal wiring scheme,
System 75 can connect to data systems and networks
easily and inexpensively. And to make your move to
System 75 even smoother, AT&T Credit Corporation
offers a range of purchasing and leasing options that
are as flexible as the system itself.
For a free brochure about how
AT&T can give your business
the flexible communications
system it needs, call us
at 1800247-1212, Ext. 500.
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ATs.T
The right choice.

BEFORE WE TRY Til
T-l MUI.WE'D LIKE TO LISl

We have a T-l Mux for any network, for practically any application.

Admittedly an unusual approach. But thats
how we' dlike to introduce you toAmdahl
Communications. And more precisely, to our
MultiStar family ofT-l multiplexers, featuring the new MultiStar ill and Iv.

You won't start from scratch.
You can use all your data processing
equipment with our T-l multiplexers.
Which means you can use a variety of inputs
- asynchronous and synchronous data,
voice, or digitized video - all on the same
network.
We also make our multiplexers to work
with the current, as well as emerging T-l

network setvices, enabling you to make the
most out of any network.

You won't be the first.
Amdahl Communications has been a
major manufacturer of datacommunications systems for nearly 20 years. Our systems are in place, moving data for some
of North America's largest corporations. In
fact, we designed the world's first national
digital network for Canada's Dataroute®, a
system that, today, uses thousands of our
multiplexers.
The point is, we've years of experience
and expertise built into all our hardware.

I

5ELLYOU ASINGLE
rHE THINGS YOU WON' GETI

I

'You won't get boxed in.
Our systems are designed with unique
flexibility. Because MultiStar is software
driven, you can configure your network
quickly and easily from a centralized console.
Features such as DACS compatible
D4 format and framing, multitrunking with
, DSO crossconnect capability, drop/insert
and bypass capability, and a complete range
of clocking options allow you to design your
own network to your own needs.

the-art enhancements, as new technology
and services evolve.

You will be satisfied. No ifs, ands,
or buts.
Simply put, we think there's no better

product available for the money. What's
more, you're supported
by aworldwide network
of expert sales and service staff, as well as some
of the best technical
, expertise in the industry.
You won't find yourself down and out.
Critical functions in the MultiStar
Finally, in addition
family are available with redundancy options. to our new MultiStar ill
At the network level, the system automatiand IV T-1 multiplexers,
cally monitors link status, and at the hint of a we offer a complete line
problem, automatically re-routes data to
of data communications
an alternate path. ,
equipment for all your
needs.
You won't get taken to the cleaners.
Of course, now
Yes, data networks aren't cheap.
that you know what we
But there's no reason to pay more than you
won't do, we'd like to
should.
'
tell you more about the
We can show you products that offer
things we can. So write
The MultiStar family offers
US at D epartment A-4,
the best price/value buy in the
more features for the money than any in
2200
North
Greenindustry, bar none.
the industry. With the MultiStar family we
ville, Richardson, Texas 75081, or call
think we have the best price-value story
anywhere. And we're so sure, we don't mind 1-800-325-6029, in Texas, 1-800443-2414.
ifyou shop around a little.
See us at TCA, Booth 516-517.

You won't become obsolete overnight.
Our modular design makes the
MultiStar line easy to maintain and economical to expand.
Equipment installed last year doesn't
have to be tossed aside the next.Your network can be updated with the latest state-of-

Multiplexers • Data Sets • Packet Switches
PAD's • Modems
® Dataroute is a registered trademark of Telecom Canada.
® Amdahl is a registered trademark of Amdahl Corporation.
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MACHINE
POLITICS

At first glance, the job of counting
votes seems perfectly suited to the computer; it's a classic dp application involving the repetition of a simple task, adding
up the number of marks or holes found on
a stack of voting cards. In fact, vote tallyCharges of vote fraud and sloppy ing turns out to be a rather tough computing problem, mainly because the
technoIogy cIoud the roIe 0 f
hardware and software doing it must be
computers in electoral politics.
mass produced and yet be able to handle
by John W. Verity
the myriad individual ballot formats of
It's time to vote again, but look outthe nation's thousands of voting precincts. Each precinct has its unique set of
your vote may not get counted at all next
week. Worse, someone else's may get
candidates and issues to be voted on, a set
counted twice. Or 10 times. Who knows?
that varies not only in number but in
The computer isn't telling, that's for sure.
complexity of interlocking requireChances are that sometime after
ments-for example, if you are a regisyou step out from behind the curtain,
tered Democrat, vote for three candidates
your ballot will be counted by a computin column A but only two in column B,
er. If so, it is likely to be processed by a
and so forth. Add in the necessity for efmachine whose accuracy and logical infective security against fraud and the need
tegrity have been severely questioned by
for complex vote-tallying software becomputer experts and whose vendor has
comes obvious-but just how complex?
been accused several times of helping to
As DATAMATION readers know,
throw elections to candidates who would
the best software can be quite complex in
otherwise have lost.
its logical function without being overly
An estimated 60% of American
complex in its structure. That's what
voters cast their ballots in 1984 with the
structured programming methods are all
help of a computer. Leading the market
about, even if they've never fully lived up
for computer-based vote-tallying systems
to their promise. As readers will also rec-and-servicesis-a-comparty-tlianntlie pase ogmze, COQe1hatis easy to read (i.e.,
six years has been sued four times on
structurally elegant and sound) is generally the easiest for others-those who
charges of fraud. Although the vendor
has never been convicted of any wrongdohave never seen it before-to understand.
ing, disturbing questions concerning techAt first glance, the job of
nical sloppiness, suspiciously complicated
counting votes seems perfectly
programs, and outdated technology remain unanswered .
suited to the computer. In fact, it
. The latest and apparently best
turns out to be a rather tough
documented incident of such alleged vote
computing problem.
fraud occurred in Texas. Last year, A.
Code that has no structure-that relies
Starke Taylor, Dallas's incumbent mayor,
heavily on mysterious GO TOS and whose
won reelection against three challengers
flowchart resembles a plate of spaghettiand avoided a runoff by just 472 votes. (A
is usually unfathomable to the outsider
runoff is required in Dallas elections if the
leading candidate receives less than half and, one can surmise, difficult for even
the original author to understand and
the votes cast.) After 18 months of examining election records and interviewing
maintain.
This is where Computer Election
numerous workers involved in the vote,
Systems of Berkeley, Calif., enters the
Terry Elkins, campaign manager for unpicture. Founded in the 1960s by former
successful challenger Max Goldblatt,
IBM employees, CES has since become a digathered enough evidence of potential
vision of Business Records Corp., Dallas,
vote fraud-3D separate discrepanciesthat the Texas attorney general began inand its name has been changed to BRC
Election Services. It is the company
vestigating the election. The investigation
whose machines have most frequently
may have national implications: more
been criticized by specialists and whose
than one third of the votes cast in the U.S.
officers have been accused in court of
in 1984 are said to have been processed by
helping put in the fix. CES'S machine, critthe company whose machines are at the
ics claim, relies on a heap of spaghetti
center of the Dallas controversy.
code that is so messy and so complex that
"On their face," Elkins told the
it might easily contain hidden mechaNew York Times, the election documents
nisms for being quietly reprogrammed
"indicate there was fraud." Meanwhile,
"on the fly" (see "Suing CES").
the newspaper reported, Texas state elecIn other words, challengers say, a
tion authorities are investigating the need
for additional security measures in this
certain pattern of holes in an otherwise
innocuous looking vote card, one that
month's elections. Mayor Taylor has not
looks to the outsider like all the others in
been implicated.
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BEHIND THE NEWS
SUINGCES
Richard Clay Bodine, a Democrat who
lost his 1983 bid for election to Indiana's
Third Congressional District, joined seven other losing candidates that year to sue
members of the Elkhart County Election
Board and Computer Election Systems
(CES), Berkeley, Calif. Bodine and his fellow plaintiffs charged that the counting of
votes in the election was "false and fraudulent," according to their lawyer, David
Stutsman. CES, which supplied the systems used to tally the votes, has since
changed its name to BRC Election
Services.
To plead their case, the plaintiffs
hired a computer consultant to examine
in detail as much of the CES system as she
was able to. In her report, Deloris L Davisson, president of Emerald Software &
Consulting Inc.; South Bend, Ind., and
the chairman of nearby Ancilla Domini
College's computer science· department,
identified a series of potential vulnerabilities and areas where the CES system did
not meet professional dp standards.
For instance, the NCR Century
mainframe used by CES to count votes was
fOl;lnd to be programmed in such a way as
to use nonstandard translations of stan-dard"80.;.column-Hollerith'punchcards;
"We have no way of knowing for certain
how the NCR [software] actually handles
the assignment of characters," Davisson
stated. Without an opportunity to scientifically test the system, she added, there
was no way of determining how certain
"extraneous or 'funny' punches" were
handled. The NCR machine was programmed in a 1971 NCRversibn of COBOL,
for which no manual could be found.
Davisson went on to state that the
program "does not halt or give any error
messages if, in fact, there are more votes
recorded than there are registered voters.
"The whole process is further
complicated by the source code," the consultant stated, "which is so convoluted,
-unstructured, and undocumented as to
make following the logic anything but
clear and straightforward."
Another peculiarity she identified
a stack, might quietly reprogram the CES
machine and alter its final tabulations
with nary a sign to election watchers.
This change in logic might be triggered by
accident, but, more disturbing to election
specialists, it might also be initiated as
part of an illegal scheme to fix a close
election. In many cases, only a few ballots
would have to be altered to change an
election's outcome.
BRC, once an independent company,
was recently purchased by Cronus Industries, a Dallas-based firm understood to
control several other companies that supply vote-counting equipment.
56 DATAMATION

gram switches which can be used to alter
was the CES program's use of certain areas
the program while it is executing." She
of main memory over and over, through
repeated program overlays, which "serves quoted another consultant who had examined the program: " ... it would be
to obfuscate what is going on in the program ..•.. The mind finds it extremely
easy to sabotage the computer in this sysdifficult to keep track of all the possibili- tem (CES)... The switches are therefor the
switching." Console hardware switches,
ties. The REDEFINES [a COBOL term]
memory overlay is unnecessary with totoo, were of major concern, for they could
enable source code, control cards, and
day's larger computer memory and very
ballots to be changed quietly and without
hard to audit. It does cloud the logic and
makes it much easier to manipulate the
a trace "during the election tally.
"Election officials, who are not
incoming data."
knowledgeable of. computer operations,
She also found that the program's
WORKING-STORAGE memory allocation
and who are not operating the election
processing, may be entirely unaware· of
held incoming data and control card information along with the tables that store operator intervention to bypass either inthe actual vote counters: "The nondocudividual ballots or whole precincts," Damentary names of these memory locavisson noted in her written report.
tions, being continually redefined, make
Finally, she expressed concern
about the system's security, auditing, docintermediate contents of the storage areas
incomprehensible. It's a shell game!"
umentation, and testing. Maintenance of
Davisson said she also discovered
the program, she contended, was unthat the program might easily use the
documented.
"This program, in- its execution,
same counters for different· electoral
does not follow basic accounting proceraces, which made auditing the system
dures of counting and reporting on all inextremely difficult. In addition, the program relied on the ALTER verb, which
put data, valid and invalid .. There is no
"can change the execution of the program
way the operator or user can track what is
ON THE FLY, or while it is executing. The
happening to the data, especially ballots
use oftheALTERverbishighlyunstruc-- "which the program decidesareinvalidfor·- I - - - - tured and adds to the cloudiness of the one reason or another. Coupled with the
source code. It creates convoluted logic.;
problem of translation tables and nonstandard codes, the program can obscure
.... Further, the undocumented 'maintenance' of the CES programs prevents any
the way it processes any ballot."
The original Elkhart County suit,
consultant from knowing what the prowhich charged that the candidates' civil
gram actually didat any given time" (emrights had been violated, was dismissed as
phasis in original).
a result of a summary judgment and an
She went on to describe a CALL to
appeal was denied at the circuit court levan exterior subroutine for .which no
el. Lawyer Stutsman says Davisson's
source code was available. "On one copy
technical. criticisms, as well as several
of the source code the CALL was· comotper similar analyses prepared by those
mented out," she stated. "However, we
suingcEs, have gone unanswered in any
have no way of knowing if there was a
formal way. "We have no counter opinsubroutine, how it was .used, why it was
ions or official written evidence which
used, or why it was commented out.
contests or disputes our expert's report.
"Where you see .one cockroach,
CES's general response has been that the
you know there are hundreds you do not
see," Davisson concluded, referring to the ballots themselves are an audit trail,
which we consider to be a fallacious arguCES program's logic.
ment," he states.
Of particular concern to Davisson
-J.W.V.
was the CES system's "frequent use of proAt press time, BRC had not responded to repeated telephone calls
placed to its Berkeley and Dallas offices.
Last year, John H. Kemp, then the company's president, denied to the New York
Times that BRC was involved in fraudulent schemes, but he conceded that all
computers could be tampered with. "It is
totally economically infeasible to have a
fraud-proof system," he told Times reporter David Burnham.· BRC'S current
president is Richard H. McKay.
Suits have been filed against CES
by losing candidates in Indiana, West Virginia, Maryland, and Florida, charging

the company and local election officials
with miscounting votes. Several of the
suits are on appeal, but none of the plaintiffs has won a case yet. CES has denied all
wrongdoing.
The vulnerability to fraud of computer-based vote tallying is a recent discovery, although the Texas case seems to
represent the first time state officials have
begun an investigation into alleged improprieties. DATAMATION'S coverage of
the subject goes back as far as May 1965.
In May 1970, the magazine published
"Cheating the Vote-Count Systems," in
which authors James Farmer, Colby

------

Building a better network . ..
Increasing the productivity of VTAM
networks means getting users on line
and lined up - with the data, with the
application programs, with the jobs
that must be done.
Westinghouse Software Solutions is a
portfolio of program products that
can be used, either separately or concurrently, to increase your systems
productivity and effectiveness.
NC//XF (Network Control Interface/
Extended Features) is a network-wide
single point entry system. NCI/XF
helps VTAM users access applications quickly and easily, while reducing user support requirements and
simplifying network administration.
NCI/XF also provides message and
broadcast capabilities.
NCI/XF adapts to your installation
needs.

o Customized network entry
procedure
o Accommodation for network configuration changes
o Basic or total network security

Getting the job done . ..
MUL TSESS, the most efficient multiple session manager available today,
orchestrates the complex connections
between users and applications for
improved productivity and data
availability.
MUL TSESS switches a user from one
application to another in the time it
takes to press a predefined function
key, as easily as changing television
stations.
With the optional Automated Transaction Processor (A TP), MUL TSESS
users can get to the working levels of
their applications automatically.
MUL TSESS provides fast transaction
processing with minimal storage
requirements. MUL TSESS is also a
security controller. Access to programs is secured by user or terminallD. For protection during brief
absences, MUL TSESS has easy disconnect/reconnect capabilities.
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NCI/XF and MUL TSESS are tools to
align your network users and their
functions for peak effectiveness. The
Westinghouse Software Solutions
portfolio makes your network an
organized, efficient, easily managed
data processing resource. Westinghouse Software Solutions makes it
easy to get the job done.

~
You can be sure... ifitS Westinghouse

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
p. 0. Box 2728
Pi~tsburgh, PA 15230-2728

Call (412) 256-2900 or
1-800-348-3523

In the new world of the mM
Token-Ring netwotk itS
nice to see an old familiar face.

The Token-Ring LAN is areality. NETBIOS-compatible LANs: IRMABest of all, IRMALAN can do
It shouldn't surprise you that IBM® LAN SNA Workstation is software all that with the ease and simplicity
1M

of IRMA. Which means your users
can feel as comfortable working
with IRMALAN now as they have
been working with IRMA.
To find out more about DCA's
IRMALAN, call us today at 1-800241-IRMA, ext. 507.

was the company that developed it that provides the PC with the 3270
functionality of IRMA; IRMALAN
that the technology that best allows APA Graphics Workstation is the
the Token-Ring to communicate only software that not only offers
with the mainframe comes from
that same IRMA functionality and
DCA, the makers of IRMA~
power but can display mainframe
graphics on the PC too.
Introducing IRMALAN.
IRMALAN is a new family of
The IRMALAN family includes
software and hardware products gateways that connect Token-Ring
that can exploit the full power of networks to both DFT controllers
PCs on the Token-Ring and other and SDLC communication lines.

It should be equally unsurprising

1M

1M
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IRMA. IRMALAN, IRMALAN SNA WorkstaJion and IRMALAN APA Graphics Workstation are trademarks ofand DCA is a registered tmdemark ofDigital
Communications Associates, Inc. IBM is a registered tmdemark ofInternational Business Machines Corporation. ©l986, Digital Communications Associates. Inc.
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BEHIND THE NEWS
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS AN ANSWER
Maybe, just maybe, the fault lies not in deck, devised by the board of elections
the machines, but in the humans.
and CES, is used to check the counting
"As the election software compa- program seven to 10 days before the elecny's client, you have to take control of the
tion. The tape from that test is then
situation/' says Audrey Piatt, director of locked away for posterity.
operations of the Virginia State Board of
"Almost all the articles about
Elections. "You have to be very knowlcounting problems have been· written
edgeable about every aspect of the situa-' from the perspective of a large, central
tion. You have to establish your own counting system," Piatt says. "I think
managerial control. You can't let them
that's due more to a lack of proper adslough you off."
ministrative control in the computer
They haven't, at least not in Vir- room than the counting program itself. If
ginia. Since .1982, when the state started you want to make sure that works, devise
voting with' electronic counting devices,
a test program and work out the bugs.
"If we ever did use a central
using punch cards and Computer Election Systems (CES) software, election offi-counting procedure-and the Virginia
cials have found one-count it,one-bug legislature is a long way from allowing
in the system. That was in a jurisdiction the transportation of uncounted ballotsusing for the first time a ballot for a you can bet there would be a very strinmultiseat office, and that type of election gent test to check it before the election."
is so complicated most voters don't even
Sometimes that's irrelevant, immaterial, and inadmissible. A 1980 evalulook at the choices, much less punch one.
When voters do punch holes be- ationof CES's VotomaticSystem in
side their favorite person or issue,they Pennsylvania said the system "is based on
can be pretty damn sure the powers that seriously outmoded computer technolobe will get it right. Virginia voters drop gy"; it was "a security nightmare, open to
their ballots into enclosed ballot boxes,
tampering in a multitude of ways'''; that
which stay put during the election.
"tampering with the tabulating element is
After the election is over, then,
not only easy, but virtually encouraged";
and-only:then,the ." ballots are counted. ···.and ~~the.tampering. tha L. could .. be per::
They are tallied on the spot, in the preformed by an imaginative and determined
cinct, not in some remote central count-:- individual is only hinted at." The examining room that is neither seen nor heard by er, Michael Shamos of the University of
the general public.
Pittsburgh, recommended that the state
"In a centralized counting system,
deny the system certification. So did another of the three examiners. Still, the secthe computer operator is the person controlling the election," contends Eva
retary of state certified the system.
Waskell, a writer from Reston, Va., who
"I think state election boards realwas among the first people to bring this
ly want elections fair and free of taint,'"
problem to national attention. "Who are
Shamos says. "But they're being buffeted
these people? Who's paying them? We by state and local governments and elecknow more about Steve Wozniak's. life tion systems salespeople. They're not perthan we do about people writing and run- suaded by the farfetched writings of a few
ning programs controlling our most funtechnologists. Punch cards result in dis'damental right. Someone has to check out enfranchisement,'" he says. "They were
these companies and their codes."
obsolete 10 years ago. The CES system is
They've gotten the message in Virriddled with scandal potential. It's in
spite of the technology that they sell it."
ginia. Each precinct's' counter system is
required to' be .tested by the elections
Sell it they do, though Shamos is
board before every election .. A special test
hardly out there by his lonesome. A re-

port by the California attorney general
underscores many of the same concerns.
The study notes that the Votomatic's counting program, the EL-80, was
written in 1971. It's actually not a single
program but a family of programs that
can be customized to different computers
and different jurisdictions-and the problems are all in the family.
"The CES EL-80 program has been
strongly criticized both for its structure
and its lack of tamperproof audit trails," .
says last May's report by Robert Granucci, deputy attorney general of the criminal
division. "The style has been described as
'spaghetti code.' The instructions have no
logical. sequence.
"Experts who have studied the EL80 program conclude that it is possible to
alter its functioning without leaving any
record. This defect is more ominous than
the spaghetti code, but it may be attributable to the state of programming art at .
the time the EL-80 was written.... By today's standards, the lack of a reliable audit trail in a program performing any
sensitive furiction is unacceptable."
The attorney general is encouraging the secretary of state to adopt the National Bureau of Standards' software
stand~rds, .which'were'released'Iiiaraff'
form 'at a recent meeting of the Federal
Election Commission's National Clearinghouse on Election Administration.
Those standards contain requirements
that the software be structured and written in a high-level language, provide an
audit feature, and run without alteration
until the program is completed.
"There was considerable bitterness from the vendors about doing programming in high-level language," says
Robert Naegle, a consultant for the California secretary of state who for 20 years
has been evaluating vote-tabulating
equipment. Naegle's other consulting
business is done through Granite Creek
Technologies, Laselva Beach, Calif. Naegle defines a high-level language as. anything but assembler.

Springer, and Michael J. Strumwasser, all
of Systems Research Inc., described several ways in which fraud could be perpetrated in vote-tallying computers.
Farmer, Springer, and Strumwasser identified three vulnerable elements in the mainframe-based systems of
the time, namely the supervisor, or operating system, the object deck, and the
vote-counting program itself. Each, they
showed, could be modified in ways that
would be undetected by the unaware system operator. "Many techniques of computer vote fraud require the access of only
one person and, at most, an operator and
a programmer."

a set of programs with several pathological weaknesses," they reported, after interpreting a technical analysis of how the
county actually employed its IBM-SUPplied, 360-based Votomatic system.
Just the year before, IBM had declared its intention to leave the votecounting market by 1974, ostenSIbly
because it had decided its marketing effort could be better spent elsewhere. It
had licensed several small firms to support the Votomatic systems already in
use.
Perhaps as a result of the negative
publicity it received when first using comput~rs to count votes, Los Angeles Coun-
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They concluded, "The faith of the
general public in computer operations,
frighteningly demonstrated by the reaction of one election official to our findings
('If IBM is acceptable to billion-dollar
banks, it's acceptable to me.') must not be
shared by those who know better. Computers may be foolproof, but the men who
program and operate them are only human, and subject to human weaknesses."
An accompanying article by
DATAMATION advisor Robert L. Patrick
and associate editor Aubrey Dahl heavily
criticized Los Angeles County's votecounting dp operations. "We regretfully
report that our votes are being counted by

._---._----
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"You're dealing with Z80 types
here," Naegle explains. "The vendors also·
complained about the difficulty and the
cost impact of providing a real-time audit
trail for precinct counters. I don't think
either of those are valid."
Those standards will be voluntary, .
not mandatory. They can be adopted by
the states as they see fit.
"The states need something, and
they know it," Naegle contends, "but in
all the time I've been doing this, there's
been nothing wrong with the hardware or
the software. Even where there is something wrong with the software, it could
have been fixed. But people are too dumb
to do it. I think the complaints have more
to do with perception than reality. There
isn't a conspiracy, but a lot of people are
dropping the ball." If so, CES seems to be
recovering all the fumbles.
"CES is getting bigger," says an observer who requested anonymity.
"They're not unstoppable, but nobody's
interested in stopping them. It's very dangerous to have computer vote counting in
the hands of one company, especially
when there are no federal, state, or local
laws regulating the ownership of that
company. What's to prevent the Mafia
from running an election? How do you
stop CES? By requiring massive scrutiny
of companies selling computer voting
software and hardware." Or by remembering that machines and programs are,
after all, as fallible as their creators.
"Elections don't happen every
week," Piatt says. "You've got to realize
that these companies are going to be understaffed and spread too thin, so you
have to take control."
"The technology exists to capture
results of voting instantly," says a source
who asked not to be named. "If you can
do it for a lottery, you can do it for elections. But there we're only talking votes.
In a lottery we're talking cash."
Did someone say something about
a constitutional right?
~Willie

Schatz

ty made great efforts in subsequent years
to tighten security and fix administrative
glitches. As a result, it is now considered
by specialists in the field to be a model
user of computers in this area.
As the use of computers in voting
spread during the 1970s, so, apparently,
did awareness of the potential for fraud
and other problems. A series of widely
publicized voting snafus occurred in various cities, and they were blamed, at least
initially, on computer-related problems
ranging from ill-prepared voting officials
operating newly installed machines they
did not understand to excess chad and
moisture in decks of punch cards. Conse-

-----_ _-_.. _._..

quently, numerous calls were heard in
Washington and elsewhere for guidelines
to help local election boards run smooth
voting operations and prevent the public
from losing faith in the election process.
In 1975, the National Bureau of
Standards' Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, prompted by the
General Accounting Office, issued a 130page report on "Effective Use of Computing Technology in Vote Tallying." By
1978, when a slightly revised version of
, the report was released, only about 10%
of American voters, most of them in western states, were' using punch cards to cast
their ballots. The idea, however, was
catching on throughout the country.
The Bureau of Standards in its report identified many potential problem
areas, ranging from technical issues such
as the accuracy and security of computer
systems to administrative concerns such
as the management of the entire election
process. It recommended that further research be done and that uniform guidelines be developed to help voting districts
throughout the nation use computers properly and effectively' for tallying votes.
Key to the report's recommendations was
extensive training of election administrators in both basic computer technology
and related security issues.
"Technology and the management
of technology are inextricably linked,"
the report concluded. "The effective use
of technology requires management control; and the effective management of
technology requires the utilization of appropriate technological expertise." Almost 10 years later, the bureau still
receives requests for the report. Even
though computing technology has
changed a great deal, the report remains
the best overview of security and fraudprevention issues available.
What has changed since then?
Roy G. Saltman, a bureau computer scientist who led the project that produced
the 1978 report, notes that new computing technologies have created new problems in electronic vote counting. "The
appearance of microcomputers means
that there is a greater likelihood of individual computers used where before there
was only a central vote-processing system," Saltman says. That change has
both positive and negative effects.
On the one hand, individual computers located in each precinct or polling
place means depending less on timesharing and avoiding the security risks of telecommunications. "Security could be said
to be improved," Saltman says. On the
other hand, he notes, special-purpose voting computers may not be programmed in
high-level languages, which means it
would be harder to evaluate them for logical correctness. Microprocessors are of-

ten programmed with firmware that is
unavailable to outsiders to check for accuracy or logical function.
"You could impose design criteria
on high-level code, but that's insufficient
when you really need performance," he
states. He points out that New York City
is contemplating replacing its current
electromechanical voting machines with
functionally equivalent, computer-based
machines that would be operated through
pushbuttons, not high-level programming. In that case, he states, "structured
programming issues would be mute."
(New York voting officials could
not be reached for comment. It is understood, however, that the city is investigating electronic replacements for its current
machinery.)
"The technology has changed, but
much of the [1978] report is still valid,"
Saltman adds. "The primary problems
still concern control over election resources-ballots, computers, and their
software-and the security of all aspects
of the vote-tallying process. You must
look at election processing from a systems
point of view."
Saltman says he is well aware of
the national attention that has been focused recently on computers and voting,
and, at the suggestion of other government agencies, he is currently attempting
to secure funding to update the 1978
report.
Meanwhile, the National Clearinghouse on Election Administration, a
division of the Federal Election Commission, is soon to release a set of guidelines
that will be available for state and local
election officials to apply voluntarily to
their computer operations. The guidelines, produced by a panel of election spe-

"Computers may be foolproof,
but the men who program and
operate them are human, and
subject to human weaknesses. "
cialists and vendors, will cover hardware,
software, and management issues, according to Penelope Bonsall, director of
the clearinghouse.. Two key elements of
the recommendations are the testability
and the auditability of systems.
"Most problems election districts
have with computers occur in the first
year of their use," Bonsall notes. "These
are simply administrative problems that
stem from the installation of a new technology that people are just not used to.
But there have been problems with all
vote-counting technologies, from paper
ballots to pure electronics."
She also notes that suits have been
filed against suppliers other than CES/
BRC, but for one reason or another those
suits have been far less publicized.
@
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So the MIS executive asked,
"How do I get departmental systems
that keep everyone happy?
Including me~'

And we said,
"That's our department:'
With Honeywell's ONE (Office Network
Exchange) PLUS Departmental Systems, computer pros and department heads together can
make fully integrated departmental computing a
reality. And at the same time protect their present
investment in WANG and IBM systems - by tying
them together through ONE PLUS's communications capabilities. ONE PLUS also supports IBM's
SNA. Honeywell's ISO-based DSA. Ethernet. MAP
and TOP protocols. DMI interfaces to AT&T PBX's.
Much more than communications, ONE PLUS
provides business applications like office and data
processing. Transaction Processing. Business
Graphics. Electronic Mail. Document Translation.
Plus access to islands of computing through data
base tools such as ORACLE®* and ONEbase.

Through ONE PLUS's unique document
translator, all your systems can share information
in their native format: Users can create, revise
and transfer files among IBM and compatible PC's
using Multimate, Words tar and Displaywrite;
WANG OIS and VS systems; and Honeywell.
The heart of ONE PLUS is Honeywell's
new DPS 6 PLUS family of 32-bit virtual memory
superminis. With shadow processing and tightly
coupled multiprocessor architecture, these systems are more than a match for IBM's System 36,
WANG's VS, Data General's Eclipse MV, and
Digital's VAX.
For more information, call1-S00-32S-5111,
ext. 9712 or write Honeywell Information Systems,
MS440, 200 Smith Street, Waltham, MA 02154.

Together. we can find the answers.

HoneY"'ell
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*Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation, Menlo Park, CA

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT POWER PROTECTION INTO THE COMPUTER ROOM FIVE YEARS AGO.

TWlCETHE POVIER PROTECTION.
HALF THE SPACE.
ONLYFROM ElIDE ELECTRONICS!
Up to 125 kVAina UPS just six feet
tall and about six feet wide. Including the battery! (That's double the
capacity and one-half the size of
our previous 100 kw UPS.) And
best of all, Exide ElectronIcs has it
for you today.
The Exide Electronics
Series 6000 uses power transistors
and pulse-width modulation to
increase capacity, reliability, and
efficiency; In fact" it has the most
power in the smallest~ackage of
any computer room UPS available.
But a lot of power in a small
package isn't all the Series 6000
has gO]J1gforit. Its Quiet, automatic
operation. Its sealed,maintenancefree batteries in a wide selection
of sizes. And the fact that it's UL
listed. These are all good reasons
to depend on Exide Electronics'
Series 6000.
The best reason, however, is
that it is from Exide Electronics.
We've spent more than twenty
years buildipg UPS's and earning a
reputation for quality products
and power protection leadership.
We're committed to makiI)g
sure that our products are exactly
what we say theyare.Uninterruptible Power Supplies.
If you want a UPS you can
really depend on, buy it from the
company you can really depend on.
Exide Electronics. Call us today' at
1/800/554-3448. In North Carolina,
call 1/800/554-3449.

€XIDE -ELECTRONICS
p.o. Box 58189, Raleigh, NC 27658, 9191872-.3020, TLX 289968
In Canada, 5200 Dixie Rd.,Suite 20, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1E4
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Wandel &Goltermann
Electronic MeasurementTechnology
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Data network
diagnostics?
ONE offers
a flexible solution
for both large and
small networks
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We welcome comparison
50 % faster 1/0 speeds

Eliminating bottlenecks

BASF's latest range of high speed direct
access storage systems maximises
processor throughput by minimising the
bottlenecks encountered with traditional
DASD systems.
The new BASF 6085-S/6580 series of
semi-conductor storage systems has
dramatically reduced the delays in response
time which characterise today's large
storage devices. This has been achieved by
simply eliminating time-consuming
mechanical access procedures.
Maximising System Performance

I.

What would have been considered impossible - namely an improvement in system
throughput by up to 50 % - is now available
from BASF's latest storage systems. This
remarkable achievement has been realised
through the use of today's most advanced
semi-conductor technology.
Each storage system ranges from a minimum of 128 Megabytes to a maximum of
2 Gigabytes. That's what we would call
releasing the full potential of your total
system complex.
System compatibility with absolute
data security

The 6085-S/6580 emulates the most
commonly used high capacity disks installed today and is therefore transparent to
the operating system. Data security is
ensured by incorporating a battery-powered back-up disk as a standard component.
When the system is powered down or in the

event of a power failure data is automatically
saved and is restored when power is returned to the subsystem. The new semi-conductor storage system takes up very little
space. In its maximum 2Gb configuration it
requires a floor area of only 80 cm x 455 cm.
The introduction of this powerful new
storage system represents for BASF yet
another step towards our goal of providing
the highest performance ratios in the IBM
marketplace today.
Talk to us now and we will prove to you that
a business partnership with BASF makes
most sense because we offer:
• a comprehensive range of system
compatible CPU's and peripheral
equipment
• a logical systems "growth path" to meet
future data processing requirements
• the finest systems support in the industry
• cost-effective solutions to both medium
and large scale DP requirements
• the stability and reliability expected of
today's systems supplier.
More than 2.500 customers and an
installed base of over 20.000 machines
make BASF Europe's leading supplier of
plug-compatible equipment.
For further informations please contact:
BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Dept. Datentechnik
Gottlieb-Daimler-Strasse 10
0-6800 Mannheim
West Germany
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Network security could make the difference between
being safe and being sorry.

GUARDING
THENETWORK
by Nick Anning
A few months ago, the City of London's
fraud squad was called into the offices of a
major international company in the heart
of England's financial square mile. Its task
was to investigate an attempted $8.5 million theft that involved false data entries
on the company's electronic funds transfer
network.
Lax password security at the London office of New York investment bank
Prudential-Bache Securities had allowed an
unauthorized Eurobond transfer to be set
up. On the Pru-Bache system, only one
password, known to several employees, was
enough to set the bond transfer in motion.
Normally, funds transfer systems require
transaction authorization to come from a
separate source using a different password.
By the time Pru-Bache's parallel accounting procedures had thrown up. the
$8.5 million shortfall in' the company
books, the securities had already been
transferred via Eurobond clearinghouses in
Brussels and Luxembourg to an account at
the Lombard-Odier Bank in Geneva. PruBache was saved from becoming the victim
of one of the U.K.'s biggest computer network frauds only by the mandatory sevenday period before bonds can be cashed. A
Swiss court granted an injunction that
blocked the payment and thwarted moves
to get cash across the counter.
As the levels of computer crime
continue to rise around the world, that type
of networked fraud is becoming a favorite
among computer criminals. Yet the popular press, and quite probably much of the
public it serves, still believes. that most
computer fraud is the result of twitchy-fingered hackers poring over a pc keyboard in
the dead of night in some seedy suburban
basement.
Not so, counters Clive Blatchford,
security strategy manager at U.K. computer company ICL. Blatchford believes that
the single greatest threat of computer fraud
comes from people with inside knowledge
64·4 DATAMATION

of systems and networks. "We've built ber of techniques being used by the world's
these huge, powerful machines," says computer criminals to interfere with netBlatchford, "and we're in awe of them. works and systems (see "Tricks of the
We've created a special group to service Trade").
Those problems of fraud and sabothem, interpret them, and attend to their
every need. That group includes systems tage are affecting a rapidly growing numengineers, programmers, and maintenance ber of network-based computer users.
personnel. The 'vestal virgins,' I call them. National and international banks, stock ex. I don't want to cast doubts on the great ma- changes, commodity traders, oil and airjority of honest professionals, but it's worth craft corporations-all put their faith in
remembering that by no means every vestal data networks. Without trusted networks,
in the temples of Ancient Greece would credit card agencies, travel and entertainment booking systems, car rental compaqualify as a virgin."
Insider fraud is not the only worry- nies, and cash dispenser terminals would
ing problem for a company dependent on all cease to function. Security and reliabilinetworked computers. Deliberate network ty have become top priorities for these large
sabotage can cause considerable headaches users on everything from the humble LAN
too, and also is often the work of people to giant transcontinental and global transaction processing systems.
with inside knowledge of a system.
As British computer security anaThat sabotage can take many forms,
but there are basically two main categories. lyst Donald Davies points out, most of the
First, there's the danger of physical attack commercial networks now in operation
on parts of the network, as when political were built up without much thought to soactivists cut cables of the Japanese railway phisticated security procedures. These
net last year. Second, there's the problem of were, as he puts it, "patched on later, and
hidden sabotage, where the network is de- that's the situation we have to live with."
Davies has some apocalyptic views
stroyed from within the system. That's
what recently brought a West German re- on the way in which such technical comsearch network to its knees during an oper- promises in data and network security can
ators' strike at the Technical University of affect a company. "There are major manufacturing corporations that exchange inBerlin.
When the strike began, the network formation of the utmost confidentiality on
was switched to function automatically, lines across the Atlantic," he explains.
but within a short time it was paralyzed. "They have to be protected not only
One node had received the apparently in- against their own competitors but also
nocent instruction to perform a simple against discovery by other countries.
"The economic effects of this could
counting operation, but soon, other nodes
on the network began to follow suit. Before be considerable. Large companies, corpolong, the entire network was occupied by . rations, and subsidiaries of large corporathis one simple operation and the whole tions, could disappear from the map. They
couldn't survive if some of their important
thing had to be shut down.
commercial secrets were lost."
Such a corporate crisis could also
That method of tying a
GROWING
have
broader
consequences, he adds.
network
into
knots
is
well
NUMBER
known to the criminal "There are lots of ways in which this could
OF TRICKS
computer fraternity and affect the world's economies. The worst
is called the "computer virus" because the kind of breach of security in large-scale
infection spreads throughout the system. banking could, if not destroy the economy
The virus is only one of the growing num- of the West, upset it for a long time."
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SIGNAL SECURITY
EAVESDROPPING CAN OCCUR AT ANY POINT ALONG THE NETWORK,

According to some U.S. observers, ford Research Institute. "The trouble with
complacency among the networking frater- any computer crime figures," she says, "is
nity about frauds and system failures that nobody really keeps track, so they
makes the situation even more dangerous. have to be treated very cautiously."
A panel at Georgetown University of U.S.
experts discussing crisis management in a SPECIAL
Some figures have nevernetworked society concluded that "the vast FRAUD
theless come to light. The
majority of network disruptions that have
U.K.'s Audit Commisoccurred in the U.S. have been sufficiently SQUAD
sion has worked out that
local in impact, brief in duration, and mi- during 1984 a total of just over $1.5 million
nor in cost that our society has become was lost by U.K. companies through comconditioned to the frequency of inconve- puter fraud. The situation has become so
nient failures and, as a result, inured to the serious that the British police at New Scotgrowing risk of catastrophic failure."
land Yard have recently set up a special
But the task of changing peoples' at- Computer Fraud Squad, which is now intitudes about the vulnerability of net- vestigating some 25 cases.
worked systems is not an easy one. One of
In France, computer security con.,
the major problems here is working out just sultant J.M. Lamere estimates that the
how much network interference, particu- country lost around $150 million over the
larly computer fraud, actually takes place. same period through computer crime. In
The situation is complicated by two things, West Germany, meanwhile, the number of
the number of uncheckable stories floating reported cases doubled to over 70 between
around the industry (see "The Folklore of 1977 and 1983. In Japan, where there were
Network Crimes") and the reluctance of 59 major computer crimes reported during
real computer crime victims to speak out. 1985, more specific figures relating only to
Companies that have suffered a ripoff do networked automatic teller machines
not relish pUblicity, usually citing the risk (ATMS) show the number of ATM cases
of copycat attempts and the potential loss rocketed to 472 in 1982 from 64 in 1977.
of client confidence. Often the police are
In the U.S., meaningful figures are
the last to hear what has taken place.
equally rare, although the National Center
Calculating the total amounts of for Computer Crime Data in Los Angeles
money lost through computer fraud is even has tried to make some sense of what's
more difficult than persuading companies available. Without putting a value on the
to talk about individual cases. That's a -amount of U.S. computer crime in 1985,
point picked up by Kathleen Lucey, senior center director Jay Bloombecker has been
consultant at the Paris office of the Stan- able to work out who's at risk. "The pri-

SITE, TERMINAL, USER &
SYSTEM SECURITY MUST
BE REPLICATED AT ALL
OTHER SEND/RECEIVE
POINTS IN THE NETWORK

mary victims of such crimes," he says, "are
the commercial companies, followed by the
banks, and then the telecom carriers."
So what can these victims do to protect themselves? A lot, it seems, if they only
take the trouble. "Computer security," explains consultant Davies, "has polarized
into two very different subjects. There is
the rather esoteric area of operating systems security and multilevel secure systems. The other is the very general question
of running a computer center-ensuring
physical controls against fire and flood,
making sure it's safe against intruders and
that operators do their jobs and don't
dive in and destroy the system if they're
sacked."
In Davies's view, it is artificial to di¥ide communications and network security
from computer security. "In the area of access control they all come together," he argues. Davies's own specialty is in the field
of data security within networks, and this
involves various aspects of encryption. But
he stresses that security must -start from
simple safeguards like access controls.
"You've got to know, or have a good idea
about, who is sitting at the other end of the
line," he points out. "That involves both a
communications network, the terminal itself very often, and the computer. They're
all collaborating."
While the way they collaborate may
be different for different networks, there
are some general security rules that can be
applied at the most vulnerable points (see
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Fig. 1). Here are some examples:
• Site security. Physical protection against
fire, flood, and break-ins; security locks on
all access points; identity checking to authorize access to installations; secure handling and storage of software and sensitive
data; security locks on line junction boxes.
• Terminal security. Machine locks on terminals, user passwords; tamperproof modems; protective cages to block signal
radiation from terminals.
• User security. Authenticated users should
have personal identification numbers or
similar passwords; security routines to prevent careless use or loss of passwords; encryption keys used in signal validation or
sender identification.
• System security (where terminals dial up
mainframe databanks). Authorization filtered by smart modems, network management systems, or system operating software; signal validation and security grading
for file access and data input.
• Signal security. Encryption with secure
handling of code keys; use of fiber optics to
reduce access points for passive/active
taps; built-in error checking to reduce error
propagation on high-speed links; special
care taken with vulnerable satellite and microwave signals.
Security rules cover most aspects of
network vulnerability, although they are '
not exhaustive. More detailed recommendations can be found in a growing number
of official reports from around the world
such as the U.S. Department of Defense's

The convergence of voice and data will give rise
to new security problems.
1983 report, "Trusted Computer Systems
Evaluation Criteria." Subsequent draft updates of this document have concentrated
specifically on problems of network security. The report suggests various grades ofsecure systems from Class D systems, which
have minimal protection, to Class A systems, which are described as verified designs. Some U.S. observers would like to
see these gradings being used more regularly in the commercial world. "If such ratings can be made practical and specific
enough to be placed in requests for all critical systems," suggests Lance Hoffman,
professor of computer science at George
Washington University, Washington, D.C.,
"the effective result could be a significant
enhancement in the overall resiliency of
computer and communications systems."
The U.K.'s National Computer
Center in Manchester has also been working on the problem. Its latest report, titled
"Audit Control of Computer Networks," is
to be adopted by the U.K. Department of
Trade and Industry before the end of 1986.
In a preface, the authors of the National
Computer Center report state that their
aim is to increase general awareness of the
need for security in wide area networks by
examining threats to network security and
recommending ways to protect them. The
range of topics covered includes physical

security, logical access controls, availability, resilience, data encryption, and hacking.
Peter Olson, a senior consultant at
the National Computer Center and coauthor of the report, is concerned not just
with present problems, but also those that
will arise in the near future. "The convergence of voice with data, text, and fax traffic," Olson argues, "could well give rise to
different security problems at the data and
information level. Voice security is new to
the data processing world and to commercial organizations. But with ISDNS [Integrated Services Digital Networks], there
won't necessarily be point-to-point linksmessages will take the most effective route
from A to B. They'll be multiplexed into
channels, mixed down in packets, and fired
off into networks. PITs must already have
in mind systems for network management,
traffic analysis, and network diagnostics."
This theme is taken up by Ken
Wong, manager of the security and privacy
division at BIS Applied Systems and an authority on computer security. "British
Telecom has already had problems with
Prestel," Wong points out, referring to the
well-publicized case in which hackers
tapped in to the Duke of Edinburgh's videotex mailbox. "There are inevitably going
to be network security concerns when ISDN
comes on stream, and when a whole series

TRICKS OF THE TRADE
There are numerous techniques used by
computer' criminals and network. saboteurs to defraud, infiltrate, or disrupt a
system. Here are some of their favorites.
• The computer virus. A small. program
that exploits existing features in the network management system t() produce an
automatic follow-on effect across the network. For example, one. node in' a network can be asked to store messages and
continually pass them on to neighboring
nodes for storage arid forwarding. Within
a relatively short period, the network's
capacity becomes hopelessly clogged and
ceases to function.
• The salami. A software patch that slices
a small amount of money from many repeated transactions so that no one notices
anything missing.
• Superzapping or easypatch. Bypassing
applications or .operating controls to
alter systems software without leaving a
record.
• The Trojan horse. An addition to an existing program that contains routines to
collect, modify, or destroy data.
• Logic bombs. Pieces of software designed to clog up a system or destroy
data. These are hidden in the system and

become operative only under a certain set
of conditions. They can be left bydisgruntied ex-employees to crash a system from
a remote terrilinal at a later date.
• Asynchronous attack. Changing· the sequence of' certain operating instructions
to gain financial advantage in electronic
funds transfer. For example, altering the
system so that all credits are posted to
accounts before the debits. For a brief period, the account gains interest on 'an inflated amount. This interest is then put
into a secret account.
• Masquerading. Assuming the identity of
a user, or in some cases a coded terminal,
to carry out unauthorized transactions.
• Piggybacking. Intercepting signals to a
terminal and modifying them before they
are passed on to their intended recipient.
• Scavenging. Collecting sensitive data
left behind after a transaction has been
completed.
• Data massage. The misuse of corporate
data' held 'on' file to run simulations or
models. For example, privileged information on sales, taxation, or payroll records
that is then used illicitly to produce a revealing corporate model.

-N.A.
.
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Some large companies couldn't survive if their
commercial secrets were being lost along a network.
THE FOLKLORE OF NETWORK CRIMES
Computer' fraud and network sabotage
stories' are a stock-in-trade with security
consultants. Many of those tales are apocryphal, most are uncheckable, and. a few
have entered into computer industry folklore. But whether they happened or not,
they do highlight some of the possibilities
of network crime.
Take the well-known tale of the
operator on a check-clearing bank network who instructed the system to round
off, by half a cent, all the millions of daily
transactions at the bank. The money was
then put into a secret account, but it soon
mounted up to such a large sum that the
fraudster became embarrassed, and, as in
aU good fairy tales, the villain came clean
and confessed to his employers.
Not all fraud involves spectacular
sums. One busy day in a small branch of a
British bank, a request arrived' for the
. transfer of. 200,000 French francs to a
bank in the south of France~ An employee
entrusted with the transfer asked his superior for the proper authentication that
was required, but his superior was busy
and simply called his authentication code
number across the office for the employee
to key. in himself.·· The transfer was duly
entered in the SWIFT network' en route to
France, but the currency sign had been

accidentally changed. The result was that
200,000 pounds sterUngwas paid into the
recipient's account; .this translated to 10
times the. original· amount. .Scarcely able
to believe his luck, the cllstomer with':'
drew the money ,and spent it.
" When .. the. bank's investigators
traced back the transfer, the recipient refused to return the money. It took a court
ruling before he agreed.to pay backwhat
he owed overa 10-year period.
.
Some cases involve cash sums several orders of. magnitude .greater~ .Two
years ago, Chase Manhattan's London
branch received a' telex purporting' to
come from the director-general of the National Bank of Colombia, It requested the
transfer of $13.6 million to a bank in
Switzerland.. The payment. was sent via
SWIFT to New York, where Morgan
Guaranty forwarded it toSwitzerland~
Once there, the money was rerouted'. to
the Bank of Panama, from which it was
withdrawn.
The original authorization turned
out. to be. fraudulent. At first it was
thought that· the operation had beerimasterminded by M~19, the revolutionary
Colombian opposition group.· L3ter, 'sus;'
picion fell. on PIT workers and bank staff
in Bogota. It is even suggested that some

of electronic services can be piped through
to domestic tv sets."
Last year, the management advisory
group Input, based in Mountain View,
Calif., produced an in-depth report on telecommunications security that covered the
risks associated with running data networks. Input's document also tackled the
important aspect of cost-after all, there is
little point in management being acutely
aware of the need for security if it is then
reluctant to commit cash to providing it.
And the more sophisticated the system, the
higher the cost of making it secure.
The European Commission is now
preparing to draw on this fast-growing
body of expert knowledge on computer security. The EC has set up a year-long project involving French researchers, the
National Software Center in Dublin, Denmark's Elektronikcentralen, and the U.K.'s
National Computer Center. The goal is to
draw up guidelines, standards, and recommendations on risk analysis, operational efficiency, and the latest technology available
for network security.
The work of this group is to be supplemented by another Ec-sponsored study
headed by U.K. consultant Coopers & Lybrand. It hopes to raise around $600,000

from the EC and industry to look into the
best methods for securing data and programs and maintaining interference-free
networks.
Watching the development of these
research projects closely is Henry Beker at
U.K. electronics multinational Racal.
Beker is a visiting professor of mathematics
at London University's Royal Holloway
College and he's also head of Racal Guar.data, a newly established security systems
company. Racal Guardata was set up with
the express purpose of offering a complete
service to large users of data networks,
from the initial design stage through installation to maintenance. "At present," says
Beker, "data integrity and data security
aren't generally thought of as important.
We're in the business of selling integrity
and security. Apart from a few systems that
handle transactions of a high financial value, things are in a very immature state. Few
people really do protect their data."
Beker explains that Racal Guardata's approach to security is to focus on
four key areas: access control and user verification, protection of messages or transactions from corruption or unauthorized
modification, message authentication and
privacy, and protection from insiders.
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of the parties involved in Colombia were
subsequently murdered to prevent any
further .details of the Traud from
emerging.
But perhaps the most serious instance of attempted fraud,. which could
have had catastrophic economic and poUtical repercussions, was. thwarted justin'
time by U.S. authorities;
An American software . designer
was approached by representatives of organized crime to.whomhewas related by
marriage, alld wasaskedtohelp sefupan
alternative to the SWIFT international
banking network. .This'· would!Jeoffered
to all the Arab states that had boycott~d
SWIFT over Israeli participation~ Theproj-.
ect was to be backed by the designer's
contacts, and he would be handSOmely rewarded .. One essentiaL condition was included in the deal: he was to build a
trapdoor in the .·.managements.~f~ware
that would allow the racketeers to access
the new network at wilL
. . . . . " ........ ' . . . . ..
He had alreadystarteg".negotiations with General Electric'stimesharing
giant, GEISCO, when the FBI began tapping his phone. Soon after, he was. arrested, tried," convicted,and jai1ed~· His
coconspirators were not.

Clive Blatchford, meanwhile, is
convinced that a totally fresh approach to
security is now called for. "Security mechanisms cannot just be add-ons," he suggests.
"They must be an integral part ofthe whole
system. We need to go back to fundamental
architecture principles. We should now be
able to build in security, not just at the
applications levels, where the insiders still
have access, but at the node and network
levels, too."
Of course you can't protect against
everything, as one West German consultant points out: "Just as there is no such
thing as an unbreakable code, so there is no
such thing as a totally secure network.
Flaws appear, faults turn up-you can't anticipate every single thing, but you'd better
have it all covered!"
You can see his point. When one
U.S. financial network developed a fault recently, a major New York bank ran up a
$12 billion deficit with the Federal Reserve
Bank in just three hours. With those kinds
of sums at stake, it's better to be safe than
w~.

@

Nick Anning, an investigative journalist
specializing in the computer and communications industries, is based in London.
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System security in Japan is more a matter of honor than fact.

JAPAN'S
INSECURITY
COMPLEX
by Bob Poe
"Water and security are free," runs an old
and curious s~ying in Japan, still often
quoted by Japanese executives. It illustrates
a widespread attitude among Japanese
companies that exasperates security conscious dp managers. The foundation of
tiust upon which Japanese business relationships are based means that "managers
think it's absurd to have to pay for security," says Azuma Koiwai, a former IBM Japan employee, now director of Computer
Engineering and Consulting (CEC) in
Tokyo.
To some extent that attitude is understandable. The most spectacular case of
malicious network damage. in Japan resulted from physical attack rather than ille-·
gal access. That was in October last year
when radicals at numerous points around
Tokyo simultaneously cut communications
cables belonging to Japan National Railways. The sabotage virtually paralyzed the
urban train system for a day.
Physical damage was also the cause
of another major incident the previous
year. In November of 1984, a fire destroyed
the main underground cables of an on-line
ATM network, knocking out the entire system over a busy weekend. Apart from these
two examples, system crashes due to software bugs, or' mechanical and electrical
failures are by far the Japanese dp manager's most common security problem.
In comparison, illegal access is regarded as an almost insignificant problem.
"Many companies think just guarding the
computer room is security enough," says
Katsuhiko Suzuki, information systems
control manager at Mobil Oil Japan. Even
when computer crimes such as embezzlement do occur, they are often treated as
personnel rather than security problems.
"The managers in the [victimized] companies always blame it on an isolated character flaw in the individual," says CEC's
Koiwai. "They never think their security
system was at fault."
Mobil's Suzuki, who takes security
seriously and last year was appointed president of the Japanese chapter ofthe EOP Au64-12 DATAMATION

ditors Association (EOP AA), agrees with
Koiwai. "Employers believe that since they
checked their employees' backgrounds before they hired them and have lifetime em-,
ployment contracts, they'll always be safe,"
he observes.
Most Japanese executives echo the
belief that computer crime by employees is
highly unlikely. "Japan has very good people," says Manabu Ikeda, securities information manager at Yamaichi Securities in
Tokyo. "Company and family unity are
very strong. If a person committed such a
crime, he would be excluded from society."
Koji Okamoto, general manager of
Toshiba's Information Network Systems
division and also an advisor to the government's Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI), views this sense of unity
from a broader perspective. "The most important point is that we are all Japanese,"
he says. "There are no whites, no blacks, no
Chinese." While Okamoto is at a loss to explain exactly how this racial homogeneity
results in trustworthiness, he and many
others in Japan clearly believe that it does.
Such attitudes may represent a dangerous blind spot among Japanese managers. Last year, 59 computer crimes were
reported to the National Police Agency,
says Shinju Tezuka, the agency's technology specialist. This may not seem like many
at first, but, Tezuka admits, "We have no
idea how many were not reported."
This year, the number of
crimes is expected to rise,
forcing the Japanese legal
system to work out new
ways of dealing with the problem. For example, Japan has no law against the theft of
data. When three men were brought before
the courts in September this year, accused
of stealing valuable data from a vehicle
company by copying magnetic tapes, they
had to be convicted only for the theft of the
physical tapes. The result was a two-year,
suspended jail sentence.
According to most experts, this failure to accept the possibility of interference
has left Japanese networks poorly protected. "I would guess that less than 10% of

INCREASE
IN CRIMES
EXPECTED

Japanese firms have any file protection
software like IBM'S RACF [Resource Access
Control Facility]," says Mobil's Suzuki.
Even those using such software
aren't necessarily safe. "Most companies
protect only 10% of their data, because it
takes a lot of work to update all the protection rules using RACF," says Koiwai. "They
don't want to spend the money to hire more
computer staff."
For non-IBM users, the situation
may be even worse. Fujitsu has a software
security package that it says is equivalent to
early versions of the IBM RACF product.
This, however, has not been updated along
similar lines, possibly because of the widespread anxiety in Japan over software disputes with IBM. Third-party software is,not
the solution· either. According to Koiwai,
whose firm imports the ACF2 file protection
software for IBM mainframes from SKK
Inc., Rosemont, 111., this U.S. product cannot be used on supposedly IBM-compatible
machines like those from Fujitsu and
Hitachi.
Things are beginning to change,
though, and a number of moves within Japan over recent months have made data security an issue almost as important as
physical protection from accidental and
criminal damage. MIT!, which established a
Computer System Security Committee in
1976 and published its first guidelines on
security in 1977, has recently caught on to
the problem. In January of this year, it took
a close look at data integrity and published
a newtset of guidelines covering the auditing of data in dp systems. MITI also added
dp aUditing as the fourth category in its annual skill tests for dp workers. Previously,
MITI ran only three certification tests of
skill for programmers and system engineers. The new test, which started in October this year, is for dp auditors. MITI
expects around 8,000 dp workers in middle
and senior levels of management to take the
test before the end of 1986.
Both the new MITI guidelines and
the new test are partly a reaction to the enthusiastic response of local companies to
the new EOPAA chapter. After only a year,
the EOPAA has around 200 members in To-
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~
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specialized minis and super-minis for engineering, scientific and realtime applications in manufacturing and research.
The BULL Questar range of multi-purpose, ergonomic termi_ nals and workstations, is designed specifically, for distributed processing and office automation systems.
BULL Micral family of professional micro-computers combines
high performance single and multi-user stations with industry standards compatibility.
The ISO/DSA network architecture, adhering to international
standards, enables all of these systems to communicate within
homogeneous or mixed networks.
BULL tailors its solutions to the customer's specific needs,
in cooperation with software houses, and in a close dialogue with
the users.
BULL. The tree of communication ..
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HACKING IT IN JAPAN
Hacking hasn't been much of a problem
in .Japan. The. first. major case, in· fact,
happened only last March, when someone guessed a password for the country's
Venus-P international packet switching
system and used it to access databases in
the U.S. This relative quiet on the hacking front compared with other computerwise countries might be due to some inherent honesty in the Japanese character.
Or it might be because the Japanese don't
know how to hack-not yet, anyway.
If it's a lack of ability, then things
will change in the next few years. Until
recently, there have been few opportunities for budding Japanese hackers to polish their skills, but in the· past year. or so
those opportunities have proliferated;
Software· house ASCII Corp., until
recently Microsoft's Japanese distributor,
started things offonMay 1, 1985, with its
ASCII Network· for computer hobbyists..
The network-three Unix VAXS serving
64· phone lines-":"'now offers bulletin
boards, electronic mail, games, conversation programs, and conference services to
more than 20,000 registered members.
Surprisingly, the average user isa busi-

nessman in his thirties who wants to learn
more about computers,. though. the most
enthusiastic contributors to the bulletin
boards are teenage boys.
ASCII Corp. takes a tolerant attitude
toward members··who try to do things
they shouldn't. "We have two types of
hackers," . . says Hidenori .Miyazaki, the
system administrator. "Thebeginners are
proud to think of themselves as hackers.
They just do.· things like posting dirty
words .. on the bulletin boards. But· we
know who .they are because they've
logged in, so we just send them a message
telling them to stop it."
The other type is more skilled; it
includes such people as engi:neers. Often
they have access to a Unix system manag~
er's manual, and try different commands
to see what they'll do. "If they're in a.n
area where security is not tight, they may
be able .to read some Jiles they··normally
couldn't," says Miyazaki. "When they
reach a certain stage, we might send them
a message." But the message· probably
isn't a reprimand.
"Usually; we praise them fortheir
skill, and try to find out how they got into

kyo, with another 40 or so in Osaka. The tection against criminal misuse. It includes
association has held its own Certified Infor- the results of a survey sent to all the compamation System Auditor (CISA) test for two nies on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, and
years, first in English and now in Japanese, puts forth guidelines for' network protecand over 200 people have passed so far.
tion, covering both physical and logical acThe Ministry of Posts and Telecom- cess control quite thoroughly.
munications (MPT) has also gotten into the
Among the most significant of the
security act. Its main concern, according to survey's findings was that 61 % of the comKouji Omura, deputy director of the tele- . panies said they did not educate employees
communications system division, is the at all about proper computer security pracproliferation of common carriers since the tices, 28% educated irregularly, and only
deregulation or"the Japanese telecommuni- 6% had a system for periodic training. Tecations market. The 237-page booklet it zuka considers this a major weakness.
published in July was developed in consul- "Education is the most important factor,"
tation with NIT, the formerly state-protect- he says, "since inside people can do the
ed telecommunications monopoly. It most damage."
covers some 165 points, including both
The evidence suggests they have
physical and logical security, which the been doing· just· that. Tadahiro Uezono,
ministry hopes the new common carriers marketing manager of security products for
will implement.
financial systems at IBM Japan, compared a
The latest entry into the security sample of Japanese computer crimes with a
arena is Japan's Home Affairs Ministry. similar sample from the U.S. He found that
Earlier this year, it conducted a survey on whereas 47% of the U.S. crimes were comcomputers used by 762 regional and local mitted by employees of the company, the
governments in Japan and found their secu- figure for Japan was 59%.
rity generally inadequate. Guidelines cov':
But internal security isn't the only
ering 224 items were published in August, worry in Japan. The days when computers
but once again they emphasized physical can be completely shielded from outside acrather than logical access control, along cess are drawing to a close. "There has
with the usual subjects like power supplies, been more use of dial-up lines since dereguseparate storage of backup data, and build- lation began," says Mobil's Suzuki, "and
ing construction techniques.
more firms are using links with other companies." Services for individuals using perPossibly the most useful sonal computers are also .increasing.
POLICE
booklet, however, was Besides the Japanese networks for pc hobSECURITY
put out this spring by the byists, which are mainly playgrounds for
GUIDANCE
National Police Agency. budding hackers (see "Hacking It in JaTitled, "Information Security for the Fu- pan"), major financial institutions are proture Network Society," it is the only official moting the networking trend as well. Home
publication in Japan concentrating on pro- banking systems are being developed, and
64·14 DATAMATION

that area. It's a good way for us to find
bugs in. our system.• And if they're very
good, we try to hire them."
So far, no one has gotten in deep
enough to gain system manager's privileges, for example, or to crash the system.
If someone did, though, it wouldn't mat~
terthatmuch."We don't keepa.ny important i:nformationinthe VAXS," says
ASCII. Corp. executive vice president Ken
Tsukamoto; "If the. system crashes, we
can have it backup in halfan hour or so."
Other companies .. have followed·
ASCII Corp. 's lead and set up .their· own
networks, Illost notably Nippon . Electric
withits PC-VAN. These playgrounds are
likely to be.where the·budding Japanese
hackers learn their trade. Unlike other
countries, Japan has few nationwide networks, althou.gh a numberof projects are
underway to set up research nets across
the country; To date, "few ofthe systems
are linked together,'.' says Microsoft Jao:'
panpresident SusumuFurukawa. "Japan
has nothing to compare with the universities' UUCP network and the ARPA defense
network in the U.S."

-B.P.
Yamaichi Securities, for example, has just
started a Home Trade service so that customers can buy and sell securities via their
personal computers.
Alongside the growth of national
networks in Japan has come the growth of
international networks and these cause
their own security problems for the Japanese. "In the future, our financial institutions must tighten security because
networks are becoming international," says
Yuzo Asaka, general manager of Yamaichi
Securities' systems planning department.
He cites the company's worldwide financial
information service for institutional investors as an area that must be closely watched
to prevent foreigners from getting into the
system.
Of course it works the other way
too. Shinichi Hirabayashi is a former Toshiba employee, now· president of Japan
Communication Corp., a small computer
consulting firm. He warns that Japan could
become a popular access point for hackers
around the world if it doesn't tighten up its
controls. "If a U.S. company makes a secure system but its Japanese branch is insecure, then U.S. data can be lost," he says.
The worry is especially acute for companies
making products with defense applications,
and even the National Police Agency admits in a recent report that "it is extremely
difficult to arrest [spies]" in Japan, whether
they are politically or industrially
motivated.
@
Bob Poe is a Tokyo-based writer who
works for Japan Economic Journal, HighTechnology Magazine, and Economic
Materials R,eport.
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This is why BULL has introduced BlueGreen.
BULL is one of the leading European manufacturers
of distributed information processing and office automation
systems. BULL provides a genuine alternative in all the different
•
areas of information processing.
And BlueGreen is the name we give to our new integrated
approach to Information and Communication Solutions.
BlueGreen offers you a wide choice of data processing,
office automation and communication systems, within a structure
of communication networks complying with international
standards.
BlueGreen enables you to implement functions such as
electronic mail, decision-making aids and user-friendly processing.
And you can choose the level at which you want them to
be integrated in your company.
In the full knowledge that, because of the way it's assembled,
BlueGreen can fit in anywhere.
BULL. The tree of communication.
* BlueGreen is a trademark of Group BULL.

In terms of size, activities, history and environment, no two
companies are exactly alike. .
So naturally, when you're choosing an information processing system you need one which is adaptable to your company's
way of doing things.
~
And one which has the potential to expand and branch out
~ along with your company.

Bull_
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Call Ericsson Information Systems: Australia (03)3092244 Austria (022l)613G41 Bclqlum (02)2438211 ("fl"del (416)8219400 Denmark (02)843366 Finland (0)1241 F'"flu' (01)41 (l() I1II
Italy (06) 50 10895 The Netherlands (03480)70911 Norway (07) 3860 00 Spain (91)4" 71111 Swedefl (08) 7642000 SWlt1<"I.",o (01) 391 <)711 UK (021) 10730'>0 USA (714)8953962 West GerrruflY (0211 )610')11

What you see here is an unmatchable
choice of workstations. From basic terminals
and pes right up to the most advanced workstations with multihost communication, windowing and file transfer. All with a choice of
screen size, presentation mode, keyboards
and carefully designed ergonomic accessories. These building blocks will enable you to
give every user in your organization the best
combination of communication capabilities
and local workstation power. They will enable you to design local networks and sys-

tems that optimize the future capability, efficiency and economy of your staff and your
mainframes.
And they will help you turn user individuality into a company asset.
U Ericsson Information Systems is one of the very few
companies today that can supply products, systems
and services for your future integrated business system. Such as PABXs, networks, workstations and business computers. And with all the commitment that
goes with a true partnership.
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With CAMIC your software development is
independent of your target machine model, operating system and configuration.
CAMIC runs on VAX systems from DEC and
Targon/35 from Nixdorf. Right now more
than 23000 software engineers worldwide use software development environments from Softlab, the leading company
in that field.
We will be very happy to supply you with
further information, call us at your convenience.
Softlab GmbH,
Zamdorfer Str. 120, D- 8000 MOnchen 80,
Tel. 0049/89/9252-0
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Of fIBRONICS

Experts in On-Premises Communications
Individual instruments in skilled
with cableless communications
. within the same network.
hands can produce beautiful music.
But together, artfully orchestrated
Our PASCIpM Series Protocol Conunder the maestro's baton, the mu~ic
verters let your IBM data play in the
takes on a different character all its
right key for asynchronous ASCII
own. Fibronics, like a gifted concommunications, to help you share
ductor, directs your communications . resources more efficiently.
network to playa masterful score.
Then there's the Fibronics FM -1600
Each Fibronics on-premises comCable Bandit ™ Data Distribution
munications product delivers a virSeries that gives you maximum
tuoso performance.
flexibility while transmitting the
For example, Fibronics' FM-800
output of an entire IBM, ITT Courier,.or Wang controller over a solo
Series mUltiplexers combine
fiberoptic or coaxial cable.
different standards of data and voice
into a single,. harmonious network.
The Optigraphics Series FOV-4011
And when cablingisn 't possible,
RGB Video and Data Link gives you
our Digital Air Link provides you
colorful performances in ultra-high
resolution video transmission .
. And the Fibronics Cabling System

~~Ud~.~~~~
fiberoptic communications
Fibronics Ltd.
Advanced Technology Center
Haifa 31905, Israel
Tel: 972-4-566111
. Tlx:.46857 FIBRO

lJ.S.A.- Fibronics International Inc., Tel: (617)778-0700
W. Germany- Fibronics GmbH, Tel: 6103/85083
U.K.- Fibronics Ltd., Tel: 0256/468794

lets you reduce cable overload with
an elegantly orchestrated, "wireonce" network.
Fibronics has unparalleled experience in fiberoptic and on-premise
communications technology. All
our products give you safe, secure,
high-speed communications to meet
your present and future networking
needs. But we do more than just sell
you a product. We use our experience to give you truly comprehensive support that includes expert
consultation, efficient installation,
and on-going service.
So call today and find out how you
can enjoy Fibronics' virtuoso
performances.

Twinax Compatible

Whisper Quiet

PC Compatible

Impact's Laser is fully IBM 5219,
5224, 5225 and 5256 compatible.
The laser connects directly to IBM's
twinax cable providing cable through
and terminate facilities.

Impact's Laser 800 is so quiet that
you will wonder if it is actually
switched on. The Laser 800's whisper
quiet operation is ideal for the modem
office. No longer will you have to buy
expensive acoustic covers.

Impact also manufactures laser
printers that have RS232 and
Centronics interfaces and are
compatible with IBM Personal
Computers. These printers emulate
the HP LaserJet, Epson FXI00, Diablo
630, Qume, NEC and Lineprinters.
Impact's family of printers can be
upgraded to 2112 megabytes of memory
supporting full bit map graphics
applications.

5219 Compatibility

Versatile and Creative

Impact provides the most complete
IBM 5219 emulation available in the
market today. Just ask BIG BLUE!
Impact provides 100% compat,
ibility with IBM's Displaywrite/36.
Impact's interface is internally
mounted within the printer and
communicates with the operator via an
intelligent front panel- no clumsy
external boxes with dip switches or
difficult set,up procedures.

Alternate fonts can be selected to
distinguish report headings,
subheadings, superscripts, subscripts,
footnotes and you can even emphasise
certain text by printing in italic mode.
Not to mention graphics. Intermixed
with your text you may print
histograms, pie charts, bar charts,
circles and other graphical
representations.

Lightning Quick

Fonts/Typefaces

Impact is an Australian company
whose R&D activities commenced in
1977. The Company has powerful
shareholders like Citicorp, Westpac,
Aetna Life Insurance, Security Pacific
Bank, BT, Pratt, CDFC, Koitaki and
Macquarie Bank.

Impact's Laser 800 prints up to 8
pages per minute! This is up to 20 times
faster than the best letter quality
printers. You can now forget about
waiting for long reports and documents
- they are now available on demand.

The Laser 800 contains the most
powerful font processor in the industry
today. The user is able to transform
existing fonts into thousands of
different fonts and typefaces by varying
bolding, rotational and scaling aspects.

United Kingdom Tel 44,9,323 51531.
France Tel 33,1,423 88199.
Holland Tel 31,33,943 964.
Distributor enquiries: 61,2A06 6611.
Telex AA 176123. Fax 61,2,406 6218.

Impact

IMPACT SYSTEMS UMITED, 7 GIBBES STREET, CHATSWOOD, SYDNEY 2067, AUSTRAUA.
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When the world's banks move money, SWI"
secures the route.

BANKING ON
A SAFETY NET
by James Etheridge
Moving money among the world's banks
has always been a tricky task. Today, with
over 800,000 messages passing through a
global banking network every 24 hours,
that task has grown even bigger and the
tricks more technical. The Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (swIFr), claims to have all the
tricks it needs to make that system
impenetrable.
SWIFr's satisfaction with the security
of its world banking network is borne out
by its record. In more than nine years of
message carrying, it claims that there has
been no attempt to penetrate the network.
The only minor blots on its record have
been a few delays in delivering messages
due to technical mishaps.
The organization's success is reflected in its regular 20% annual growth in
the volume of traffic, and the constant addition of new members. Based in Brussels,
Belgium, SWIFf is effectively a cooperative
owned by the banks that are its customers.
At last count, there were 1,326 member
banks in 61 countries, with 2,054 branches
connected to the network. Users pay an average of 40 cents a message, enabling SWIFf
to make a modest profit on its $100 millionplus turnover and to finance its own development. Some 20% of its revenues are
derived from SWIFf Terminal Services
(STS), a separate subsidiary that supplies
software and terminal interfaces to users.
The group was initially established
in 1973 with a charter to develop a totally
secure international network. That applied
not only to the switching installations, but
also to access procedures and data. The
network facilities are protected by the usual
kinds of looping, backup systems, and
physical checks, while access control and
data protection are guaranteed by password and encryption methods pioneered by
SWIFf.
Along with these safeguards,
SWIFf'S customers demanded nonstop
availability of the service. Jacques Cerveau,
general manager of SWIFf, explains, "Our
bankers wanted fully redundant systems

from day one. If one center was prevented
from operating, for whatever reason, the
other center could take over total operation
of the network without undue trouble."
There are two operating centers;
one in the U.S. and the other in the Netherlands. They are linked to regional processors in every country covered by the
network. Interconnection between operating centers and regional processors and
from regional processors to user terminals
is made over lines leased from national or
commercial carriers. All lines are duplicated to safeguard against breakdowns. SWIFf
insists on two separate cables going
through different access points into each
country. There is complete hardware backup both at the operating centers, which are
manned, and at the regional processing
sites, which are unmanned and located in
secret installations within buildings belonging to PITS or financial institutions.
The dependence on lines provided
by PITS and commercial carriers is a cause
for concern at SWIFf. "Our main problem
is the poor quality of the international system," observes Cerveau. Since deregulation
in the U.S., he adds, chaos has reigned and
the service has deteriorated. To give it additional backup and greater control, SWIFf
has installed its own satellite earth station
in the U.S., although Cerveau points out,
"The problem is not undersea cables, it's
the last 20 miles."
Acts of both God and
man have put the SWIFf
network to the test in recent years, none more so
than the Mexican earthquake in September
1985. The organization was fortunate insofar as its regional processor, located in a
local PIT building, emerged unscathed
from the tremor, but all communications
with the U.S. were cut. It took SWIFf days
to set up an alternative route, using a satellite link from Mexico to Spain and then cables to the European operating center.
Another part of the system was
temporarily put out of action earlier this
year when high winds caused a Soviet cargo ship moored in a Dutch port to drag its

NETWORK

PUT TO
THE TEST

anchor, severing a cable that carried both
of SWIFf'S lines into .the country, even
though PITS are supposed to provide two
separate links. It took several hours for
normal service to be resumed.
Harry Steele, SWIFf'S chief inspector, is in charge of a department that is responsible for security at all levels within
SWIFf. He considers such isolated incidents
as just one-and not the most importantof the hazards that a network has to be designed to overcome. "The biggest risk from
my point of view is the capacity of the network," says Steele. SWIFf was originally designed to handle 300,000 messages a dayit has now been expanded to a capacity of
930,000. Further expansion of the existing
network was considered impractical, so the
installation of a replacement system was
decided upon.
Known as SWIFf II, the new network is based on a different architecture,
with virtually unlimited scope for growth
and with support for additional value-added services. It was initially .scheduled to
start up in June 1986 but has been pushed
back until the end of 1987. The delay is
chiefly due to the late delivery of software
from Burroughs, the main contractor.
When the transfer to the new network is complete, SWIFf will have invested
some $30 million in new software. Another
$40 million will be spent on additional
hardware over a three-year period.
Yet, SWIFf II will only involve minor improvements in security because the
existing array of procedures has proved satisfactory.
Access to SWIFf is controlled by
what Steele describes as a unique log-in system. It requires each bank to use a different
password for each message transmission
session, and there may be several sessions
every day. The password consists of eight
digits and corresponds to a separate input
sequence number. Passwords are sent to
banks in two parts, on carbonized paper.
The top sheet must be torn off befor:e the
numbers can be read. If the person responsible in the bank thinks that the document
has been interfered with, he or she can refuse to use it and can fall back on a continNOVEMBER 1, 198664·21
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Some banks even pin up the password lists
on notice boards.
gency set of numbers.
The system is designed to cut off
any terminal automatically if three unsuccessful attempts are made to access the network. The same log-in procedure will be
retained under SWIFf II, except that there
will be a second stage for gaining access to
particular services. Steele concedes that
sending out paper lists of password numbers by mail is less than ideal, but experiments with alternative methods have not
yet produced a better procedure.
After it is established that
the person at the bank's
terminal is authorized to
be there, the next step in
the security chain is to ensure that the message sent into SWIFf is not modified by anyone before transmission. For this, the
message carries an authenticator in its trailer. The authenticator is the product of an
algorithm supplied by SWIFf, combined
with two keys agreed on bilaterally by the
sending and receiving banks. It is applied to
every character in the message.
The receiving bank can then verify

INSURANCE
AGAINST
TAMPERING

that the message delivered is the one that
the sending bank officially approved for
dispatch. Any tampering with the message
between authentication and transmission at
the sending bank would produce the wrong
result when the receiving bank tries to unlock the code.
The algorithm was developed by
SWIFf and will be used in the extended
SWIFf II network. A second authentication
algorithm will be added, ·giving an addi~
tional guarantee that the message sent is
the one received. "This is a less sophisticated algorithm designed to protect against
accident, not against fraud," explains
Cerveau.
The third level of protection concerns the data alone, which are encrypted
by the SWIFf system. SWIFf was one of the
first civil organizations to use encryption,
but it didn't develop its own algorithm.
That was acquired under license from a
Swiss firm and it will continue to be utilized under SWIFf II. At the time SWIFf began, IBM's Data Encryption Standard (DES)
was in its infancy, but despite the campaign
to make DES an international standard, it

has never appealed to SWIFf. "We've refused public algorithms; why let the world
have a crack at you? We prefer proprietary
algorithms examined and checked by outside experts," says Steele. SWIFf is not
against standards in general, though; one of
its main tasks has been to establish standard message formats, and these have since
been adopted by ISO.
Under SWIFf II, a second level of
encryption is being introduced to provide
total secrecy for messages transmitted. It
will allow only the banks to retrieve messages in encrypted form, preventing national authorities from being able to require
SWIFf to divulge their content. SWIFf will
still be able to store and retrieve the full
history of messages it carries in case of any
dispute over delivery.
SWIFfcannot require messages sent
by banks to be encrypted before they enter
its network at a regional processor, but it
does encourage users to use encryption. Its
product sales division, STS, markets a device called SWIFf Terminal Encryption
(STEN). SWIFf itself keeps a constant stream
of garbled data flowing through its system,
so that any interference would show up
immediately~

ASCII PRINTER INTERFACES
IBM 34/36/38 Interface
Impact provides emulations for IBM
5219, 5224, 5225 and 5256 printers.
Device addresses can be set on the
interface and the interface supports cable
through or terminate designations.
IBM 3274/3276 Interface
Impact's 3274/3276 interfaces provide
complete IBM 3287 printer emulations.
Interface Design
Impact's interfaces are available in
small robust external interface boxes or
alternatively very practical slim line
interfaces that have a large base plate that

supports the footprint of most printers
minimising the amount of desk space
required.
Impact
Impact is an Australian company
whose R&D activities commenced in
1977. The Company has powerful
. shareholders like Citicorp, Westpac,
Aetna Life Insurance, Security Pacific
Bank, BT, Pratt, CDFC, Koitaki and
Macquarie Bank.
Distributor enquiries: 61,2,4066611
Telex AA 176123 Fax 61,2,406 6218
~ IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation,lnc.

IMPACT SYSTEMS LIMITED, 7 GIBBES STREET, CHATSWOOD, SYDNEY 2067, AUSTRALIA.
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The lines between the banks and
SWIFf'S regional processors, however, are
only the second weakest link in the security
chain, Steele says. The weakest link is comprised of the banks themselves. "None of
SWIFf'S security procedures can prevent internal fraud," says Steele.
Roger Anderson, director of
SWIFf'S bank support division, is more specific: "The main risk is collusion between
two banks' employees. Many banks are not
sufficiently security conscious as regards
controlling access to SWIFf." He concedes,
though, that at the end of the day banks
have to make their own assessment of risk
vs. investment.
Computer fraud at banks is a
growth industry, and insurers have seen the
consequences of that trend in the number
and size of the claims. Sources close to
Lloyds of London report that premiums for
bankers' blanket bond insurance, which
covers employee fraud, computer fraud,
and errors and omissions, went up by
300% this year. SWIFf'S premiums have
risen much less dramatically.
"We haven't claimed a single Belgian franc on our insurance policy," asserts
Steele. The only penalties incurred by
SWIFf have been payments in cases where it
has failed to deliver a message on time.
This deprives the banks and their customers of interest. That has happened on three
occasions in the past five. years, according
to Steele.
@
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The T 1100 is a perfect compu• ter and truly portable. It requires no power supply and weights in
at a mere 4.1 kg. The T 1100 is compatible with IBM software.
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mely compact and only weights 6
kg. It features two floppy disk drives, a main memory with a storage
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The new T 3100 features a
• 80286 microprocessor, which
enables it to operate at four times

drive and a main memory with a
storage capacity of up to 2.6 megabyte. The T 3100 is compatible with
the IBM AT and is mains operated.
If you require further information
about our intelligent computer
family, please write to us:
TOSHIBA Europa (I.E.) GmbH,
IPS Division, Hammer Landstr. 115,
4040 Neuss 1, West Germany.
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2

The new T 2100· offers more
• advanced facilities than any
other computer of the same class.
Nevertheless the T 2100 is extre-

capacity of up to 640 K byte and a
legible plasma display. It is compatible with the IBM XT and is mains
operated.

the speed of conventional desktop
computers. The T 3100 is as compact as the T 2100, incorporating
a plasma display, a hard disk

TOSHIBA
IN TOUCH WITH TOMORROW.
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The performance of Facit Opus 2 enables you to
create new, more efficient routines in your office.
For example, you can skip the photocopier when
. several copies of a document is, required. Facit
"Opus 2 gives you the power of printing them
immediately. Each "copy" being an original.
Facit Opus 2 easily interfaces with all computers using the "industry standard" Diablo 630
command set Both parallel and serial interfaces
are provided.
State your printing requirements to your Facit
representative. He will provide an exact quote
on how much the Facit Opus 2 will save you.
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Facit opus 2 prints 8 pages/minute of letter-quality,
multi-/ont text and graphics.

I=ACIT
Head Office: Facit AB, S-172 91 SUNDBYBERG, Sweden.
Phone +4687643000.
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054.
Phone: (603)424-8000

AUSTRALIA: EAI Electronics Associates Pty Ltd., 427-3322. AUSTRIA: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH, 0222-613 641. BELGIUM: Ericsson S.A., 02-243 8211.
CANADA: Facit Canada Inc., 416-821-9400. CYPRUS: LBM (Lillytos) Ltd 5164634. DENMARK: Facit A/S, 02-63 3311. FINLAND: OY Facit, 90-420 21. FRANCE: Facit
S.A.,l-4780 7117. GREATBRITAIN: Facit 0634-402080. GREECE:Computer Application Co. Ltd., 01-67197 22. HONGKONG:Gilman & Co. Ltd., 5-89300 22. ICELAND:
Gisli ]. Johnsen HF, 354-641222. INDIA: Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co. Ltd., 22-20 48 081. IRELAND: Ericsson Information Systems Ltd., 753093. ITALY: Facit Data
Products S.p.A., 039-63 63 31.JAPAN: Electrolux Oapan) Ltd., 03-479-3411. KOREA: K.D.C. Corporation, 723-8555/8236. THENETHERLANDS: Ericsson Information
Systems BY., 03480-70911. NEWZEALAND: Northrop Instruments and Systems, 501-801, 501-219. NORWAY: Ericsson Information Systems A/S, 02-355820. PORTUGAL: Regisconta SarI,1-56 00 91. SINGAPORE: Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd., 7458288. SPAIN: Facit, 91-4571111. SWEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige
AB, 08-282860. SWITZERLAND: Ericsson Information Systems AG, 01-3919711. WEST GERMANY: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH, 0211-61090.

FIG. 1

TOP DOZEN MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS 1986-87
A. Based on number of respondents acquiring systems (7/86-12/87)

up, are selling particularly well-and taking significant business away from traditional minicomputers. Office systems in
general are selling above average, too. Digital Equipment Corp., in particular, is winning new market share from IBM and other
vendors in both sectors and evidently is enjoying above-average user loyalty. On the
other hand, despite much public criticism
of the product, IBM'S System/36 is enjoying
respectable demand. IBM still dominates the
organizational market for personal computers, even though it's suffering increasing
competitive inroads by the PC clones.
Some other survey findings follow:
• Despite the introduction of new circuit
technologies and systems architectures that
provide great improvements in price/performance, raw performance itself is not yet
an important enough factor to lure most
users away from their current minicomputer vendors.
• Compaq, the Houston supplier of trans~
portable IBM-compatible computers, has
bumped Apple as the number two pc supplier to the corporate market.
• Santa Clara-based Intel appears to be enjoying a near tripling of orders for its
microprocessor chips, taking over from
Motorola as the leading microprocessor
supplier in this survey.
• IBM'S token ring looks as if it will double
its share of local networks installed by respondents as of June of next year.
• Growth in the use of Lisp, a language
popular in so-called artificial intelligence
applications, has tapered off compared
with last year.
• Data processing hardware budgets will
continue to grow at a lesser rate-only
8.6% a year, compared with the 11.8%
measured in 1982-over the next few years.
• For the next generation of machines, personal computer users say they are interested most in additional processing speed and
better communications capabilities.
Although growth in per- .
sonal computer shipments is still well ahead
of that for minicomputers, the boom times are over and show no
signs of returning. Asked to look ahead and
compare their pc spending for the year ending June 1988 with that for the current year
(ending June 1987), the survey's respondents were not particularly optimistic.
Only 35% of them, down from a high of
54% in the 1983 survey, expected their pc
spending to be higher in that future year.
About a quarter of them said spending
would be lower.
As in previous years, the survey
measured users' spending for small com-
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MANUFACTURER

SYSTEM

DEC
IBM
DEC
DEC
IBM
DEC
DEC
Hewlett-Packard
IBM
DEC
DEC
DEC

MicroVAX-2
System/36
VAX, unspecified
VAX 8200
System/38
VAX 8600
VAX 8500
3000, unspecified
Series 1
PDP-11/73
VAX-11/780

VAX-11/750

NUMBER OF
SITES
ACQUIRING

AVERAGE
UNITS
PER SITE

287
197
114
74
70
44
42
39
33
31
31
30

2.7
3.7
2.2
1.3
1.2.
1.3
1.4
2.2
7.4
2.7
1.4
1.3

B. Based on number of units being acquired (7/86-12/87)
NUMBER OF
UNITS BEING EST. VALUE
ACQUIRED ($ MILLIONS)

MANUFACTURER

SYSTEM

IBM
DEC
IBM
Burroughs
Honeywell
Texas Instruments
NCR
DEC
Wang
IBM
Sun
NCR

RT PC
MicroVAX-2
System/36
B25
DPS 6, unspecified
Business System, unsp.
Tower XP
VAX, unspecified
VS 6
Series 1
Sun-3, unspecified
Tower, unspecified

1,209*
787
721
537
386
385
301
256
252
245
167
107

$12.9
36.5
36.6
2.8
8'.0
8.5
6.9
55.0
5.6
12.0
3.4
4.0

·Includes a fOOD-unit purchase by a single respondent organization (a university prominent in
computer-related research and education).

FIG. 2

ONLY MODEST SPREAD IN USAGE OF UNIX DURING
LATEST 12 MONTHS
Query: What if any plans do you have for the use of Unix (Ultrix, Xenix, etc.)
as your primary or secondary operating system?
PERCENT OF SITES

AS SECONDARY

AS PRIMARY

PLANNED r-o--~
WITHIN
NEXT 18 ~~~
MONTHS
IN USE NOW

1984
SURVEY

1985
SURVEY

1986
SURVEY

1984
1985
SURVEY SURVEY

1986
SURVEY

FIG. 3

ORIGINAL VAXs LESS IMPORTANT TO DEC
PERCENT OF RESPONDENT VAX PURCHASES
UNITS

DOLLARS

111725-750
11/78X
MICROVAX
VAXSTATION

8200-8300
8500
8700-8550
8600
8800

1/85-6/86

7/86-12/87

1/85-6186

7/86-12/87

FIG. 4

SYSTEM V MOST WIDELY USED VERSION OF UNIX IN
LABS AND OFFICES
Query: If already using Unix or planning to, which version?
PERCENT OF MENTIONS

OTHER

ULTRIX

XENIX
4.2 BSD
(BERKELEY)
SYSTEM V
(AT&T)

SCIENTIFICI
ENGINEERINGI
FACTORY

OFFICEI
MIS

PRINCIPAL APPLICATIONS ORIENTATION

puters during the previous and forthcoming 18-month periods (see "Survey
Method"), and tallied their responses to
questions about a wide range of specific
economic and technical topics. One of
these topics is the all-important issue of
pricing, which can be quite volatile in this
end of the computer market.
End users this year reported a slight
increase-12.4% vs. the 11.6% recorded
last year-in the price concessions (above
and beyond normal quantity discounts)
they received from their minicomputer
vendors. Oems and systems houses reported average concessions of 19.5%, up from
18% last year.
Some of the largest concessions
were reported by those respondents that
purchased machines from Apollo and Sun
Microsystems, two of the leading workstation vendors. Vendors were reported to discount workstations an average of 16.4% off
list prices, compared with only 10.7% in
the less competitive small business systems
arena.
On the whole, list prices in all systems categories were found to be falling.
The average minicomputer system price for
the 18 months before July 1986 was
$83,800, but during the following 18
months, the price was expected to be only
$71,200. The average workstation price
will fall to $18,500 from $28,000.
Looking ahead 18 months, the survey found that 81 % of oem/systems house
sites, up from 77% last year, indicated that
their current minicomputer inventories
were "about right." Only 7% of those sites,
down from 12% a year earlier, described
their inventories as "too high." This is seen
as a sign of confidence among these sites
that, if business should pick up, needed
hardware can be procured quickly and in
sufficient quantities. In other words, the
minicomputer business as a whole has lost
some of its cyclical nature.
Fig. 1 shows a ranking of the machines that survey respondents said they intend to purchase during the year and a half
ending Dec. 31, 1987. Notably, two VLSIbased machines, DEC'S MicrovAx-2 and
IBM'S System/36, show up as two of the
most popular machines for the near term.
In terms of the dollars they plan to
spend for minicomputers, respondents indicated they would increase substantially
their purchases of DEC gear. In the previous
18 months, they spent 36.5% of their money with DEC, but in the following period
they planned to spend 40.9%. IBM'S share,
by contrast, was seen falling to 18.1 % from
19.3%. This seems to indicate that DEC is
gaining market share from the industry
leader. Hewlett-Packard's spending was
NOVEMBER 1,198667

FIG. 5

CONVEX AND ALLIANT LEAD STILL YOUNG
MULTI/PARALLEL PROCESSING MARKET SEGMENT
projected to hold around 6%, but that may
not take place,. given the company's postsurvey disclosure of technical problems
with the new 32:bit Spectrum line.
DEC'S share of minis planned for use
in scientific, engineering, and factory applications was projected to rise slightly to
52.3% from 51.6%; IBM's share of total
dollars in that category is expected to fall to
7.8% from 8.4%. In the highly competitive
workstation market, DEC stands to receive
31.7% of the total respondent dollars, compared with 39% previously, while Mountain View, Calif.-based Sun's share goes to
14.7% from 11.4%. (Apollo's share was recorded as falling to 7.5% after the survey
from 10.1 % before, but it should be noted
that the survey ignores the international
market, where the Chelmsford, Mass.,
company is understood to be a relatively
strong player.) Finally, DEC seems to be the
big winner in office minicomputers, where
it competes with the All-in-One software
package. There, DEC stands to see its share
of spending rise to 35.3% from 27.7%; IBM
in that category will see its share fall, to
17.9% from 24.3%; Wang's share will go
to 9.0% from 8.0%.
the leading mini
vendor, is enjoying strong
demand for its VAX line,
FOR VAX
particularly relatively
new models such as the 8650 and MicroVAX. Pre-1984 VAX models, namely the 11/
XXX series, will account for only 10.4% of
the dollars respondents said they would
spend for VAX hardware in the following 18·
months (see Fig. 2); that is far less than the
41 % those machines contributed during
the previous like period. The model 8800's
dollar contribution will rise to 10.8% from
only 2.4% earlier. But it is the MicrovAx-2
that is doing best: in both scientific and
commercial applications categories it is the
model of choice for more than half of those
using v AX systems (including both end user
sites and oem/systems houses).
Data General sites plan to spend
42 % of their upcoming dollars on MV /
20000 systems, 28% on MV/lOOOOs, and
4.2% on MV /8000s. These figures compare
with the previous 18 months' respective figures of 8%,43%, and 21.5%.
Prime sites are primarily using the
company's model 9950/9955, which stands
to garner 55.4% of the dollars to be spent
- in the following 18 months, down slightly
from 60% in the previous like period. Shipments of the model 2350/2450 are also
strong; accounting for 52% of the Prime
Series 50 units' to be ordered by respondents and 24.6% of the dollars (up from
5.2% and 5.1 %, respectively).

STRONG
DEMAND
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Query: If you have an interest in multi- or parallel-processing systems, which, if
any such systems, actually are being considered?

'Includes Intel, Concurrent, Encore, Culler, Flexible, Celerity, Apollo
(Alliant), and a number of spedous supplier names.

DEC,

FIG. 6

DEC.SHARE OF INTEGRATED OFFICE SYSTEMS
MARKET UP DURING PAST 12 MONTHS
Query: If your organization has an integrated office system already
in use or planned, whose?
PERCENT OF MENTIONS
(ALREADY IN USE OR PLANNED)

OTHER

HP

WANG
DATA GENERAL

IBM

DEC

1985

1986

SURVEY

SURVEY

We designed the .
9800 to grow theway
YQYrJ2!!§!!!~§u§s.grows.
They grow gradually.
But if you need to add to your mainframe gradually, to keep up with your
business, you're in trouble.
You may have to spend a lot more money than you want, buying a lot
more computer than you need.
Well, NCR is changing that.
If you have an NCR 9800, you can expand your system in smaller slices than
vyith any conventional mainframe.
'
And you can custom-fit the 9800 with job-specific modules.
Which means,it doesn't matter if you do more on-line transaction processing,
or more batch processing, the 9800 does both of them more efficiently than other
computer systems.
And that can save huge amounts of money.
So, if you're a growing company, the 9800 can help keep you growing.
Why are we telling you all this?
We want to keep growing, too.
For more information, call1-800-CALL-NCR.

NCR9800. The evolution
ofthe mainframe.

© 1986 NCR Corporation
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((We were looking for an information technology that
would show us the short
cuts. We found it with Cullinees relational database IDMS/R. I'm pleased to report that the system has
made all of our various businesses much more costeffective operations:'

~~~1!
Andrew V. McNally IV
President
Rand McNally & Company

C

Mapmaker. Book publisher. Printer.
Manufacturer. Market Researcher.
Rand-McNally is all of them. And to
succeed as a major diversified cOqJoration, they had to map out an information management strategy that would
work both today and down the road.
That's why Rand McNally turned
to Cullinet's lDMS/R. Its statecofthe-art, relational architecture allows
them to maintain enormous databases. IDMS/R provides an integrated
base supporting Cullinet's broadapplication software - including inventory
control, bill of materials, credit and order en~ They have already developed their own custom applications
through ADS/Online, Cullinet's
unique fourth generation programming lan~age.
Cullinet's solution is based on an integrated technology that performs. So
companies like Rand McNally can simultaneously check inventory levels,
confirm pricing and verify credit history - instantly. It's an information
management sX'stem that'll keep users on strategY; keep them headed in
the right direction.
For more information on how your
company can access Cullinet through
IDMSIR, call toll-free 1-800-5514555.
In Massachusetts, call 617-329-7700.
Or write to Cullinet Software, Inc.,
400 Blue Hill Drive, Westwood, MA
02090-2198.

Cullinet
An Information Technology Integrator
For The 80s, 90s And "Beyona.
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FIG. 7

PRICE GAINS IMPORTANCE AS PC BUSINESS
ACQUIRES COMMODITY ORIENTATION
Hewlett-Packard's
shipments
through the end of next year appear to be
heavily dependent on its 16-bit model 3000
systems, which as a family are over a decade old. The survey, taken several months
before the firm's problems with the 32-bit
Spectrum line were disclosed, showed ~sers
planning to spend 72 % of their HP dollars
on model 3000s, down from 78% for the
previous 18 months. Spectrum was expected to account for 10.6% of their spending
with HP and 5% of the HP units shipped.
Once again, the survey looked into
the desire among users for fault tolerant
systems and discovered .a. slight uptick.
Asked if they would like their mini vendors
to offer such capability, 40.5% said yes, but
only for no extra charge; 14.8% said yes,
even if it cost extra; and 3.6% said they already had such capability installed. These
figures compare to last year's respective tallies of 36%, 15%, and 3.1 %.
The two biggest names in fault tolerant computing are Tandem Computers,
Cupertino, Calif., and relative newcomer
Stratus Computer, Marlboro, Mass. Despite aggressive marketing and a contract
to supply IBM with its machines, Stratus's
share of the respondents' planned spending
for fault tolerant systems is expected to stay
put at around 13% this year. Not a single
Stratus~bui1t IBM System/88 showed up
among the machin~s cited by survey participants. Tandem's own aggressive product
cycle is evidently helping it maintain marketshare.
AT&T is still its own best
computer customer, but
it has made substantial
inroads with others. With
particular strength in timesharing and with
customers in the manufacturing, education, .
and government sectors, 45% of the company's 3B machines will be shipped to nonAT&T sites, according to the survey. This
constrasts with a figure of only 24% during
the preceding 18 months. Meanwhile,
DEC'S share of future AT&T survey site purchases of minis will remain substantial, accounting for 5% of all such units.
Dear to AT&T'S heart and central to
its marketing strategy, but not exactly
catching on like wildfire, is the Unix operating system. Its use appears to be rising
among the survey popUlation, but at an extremely modest rate. All told, only 8% of
the survey's respondents designated Unix
(or a derivative thereof, such as Ultrix or
Xenix) their primary operating systems;'
another 4.6% said they planned to install
such an operating system during the next
18 months (see Fig. 3). Even among AT&T
sites, demand for personal computers using

ITS OWN
BEST
CUSTOMER
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Query: What are the three most important criteria in your
selection of a pc supplier?

PERCENT OF SITES

PRIOR SYSTEMS
COMPATIBILITY

PRICE

SOFTWARE
AVAILABILITY

PRODUCT
REPUTATION

SUPPLIER
VIABILITY

~1983

~SURVEY

Other factors deemed much less important:
11985

Networking Capability ........
Ease of Learning/Use ........
Display/Graphics Quality ......
Disk Capacity ..............
Portability ..................

.
.
.
.
.

1986

%

%

NA
12
9
5

18
11

5

3

9
5
NA: not available

FIG. 8

ON LATEST SURVEY, COMPAQ RATED AHEAD OF IBM
ON PRODUCT REPUTATION
Query: What are the most important criteria in your selection of a pc supplier?

PERCENT OF SITES

1985 SURVEY
1986 SURVEY

COMPAQ
PRODUCT REPUTATION

IBM

COMPAQ
SUPPLIER VIABILITY

IBM

The Microl
Mainframe
Cooperative
Processing
Software
Solution.
'The pressure
ismou'ntingto
integratehundreds 6fincreasinglymorepowerful PCsintoexistingnetw0rks.
Networks with t~leprocessing
subsystem~ originallydesigfled
to support terminals;
Applicationbac:klogs'have
created pressure to provide ad ..
vanced programcomITIunications
betweeninteHigentprocessor$
using current C)nd next--gene~~ti?n
languC)ges and databases;
There's pressure •. getwee,n
peer grollPsin organizations to
use their own mainframe..; orPC,..
based. tools.
<.···Andther~is·.e"enpressuie

oncornpaniestornakestrategic
connectivitydecisionsgiveIlthe
myriadtemporaryJinkfixe$.on
themarketandthe. pr()rnise~of
future. . d.e
. . .live. . .ra. b.Ie. . . . s. . . . . . .f. . Ii. . .o
. . . . . m,. . . . . •. a
. . . . . . .s. . . .l.·. .n. . . . g. . . . .l. .e
. . •'"
vendor.
Theanswertopeer-to~pegr

pressure ispeer-tq-peercom ..

T.

mun... c.a.. t. i.o. .n..'. s. . . . .·. h. . . . .e. . . . a
. . .•. .n.s. . .w
. . . . . . .e. . . . .r. . . .i. . s. . . . . . . .
ArbiterJM
ArbiterjsavtAM~based
1.'

.<

cooperativ~proc~ssing.s119system'Nhi~hwascies,ignecito
integratemaiflfrarnesaDdmicr6~

c()mputersas peers.~s.?YTAM
subsyste,m, Arbiter is capable
of supporting h,undred~.()fgCs

simultal1e()uslywitl1high,e~ci?ta

transferrates.and l0'.\lersystem

ov~rheadth,aflc:IC$~afldTSO~
bC)sedC) ppr()ach~s Fully SNA~

compatible,/\r9itern()t °Illy
improvesthe.performaDce.of
existingn~t\v0rks.withLU 2

device~,but,~ydesigD,isc()m ..
patibleand·.p~rform$optimally

withLU6.2,

Arbiter'S advanced file transfer
facilities include application program interfaces(APIs)to existing
COBOL.PL/I. Pascal and Assemblerapplications, anda general..
purpose ExternalFile Interface
utility. In addition, Arb iter delivers
totalend-to..;endcornrnunka..
tiofl~between4GLandQata base
extraction packages(eg,SAS®)
and RCtools likeLotusl-2-J®
and dBASEII® andIlI~
pata transfers maybe interactiveor batch,in bothdirec~
tions,directIy()r through'remote
ciisksusingfamili?r PCDOS
commands. Arbiter's dynamic
management ofVSAMdatasets
and a more efficientVfAM-based

transport vehicle result in a
superiorimplementation of the
virtual·disk'concept.
Arbiter addresses major
security considerations by complete integration with RACE
CA-TOP SECRET™ and ACF2®~
Arbiter also generates SMF
records to provide information
foraccounting,auditing"and
networkand CPU .performance
measurement. Arbiter allows
control of thernicro/mainfrarne
environment based onan organi~
z;ation'spolicyrather than technicalproductJil11itations.
Since i tsintroducti on, Arbiter
has b~eninstaIledinbluechip
Fortune 500 corporations.large
government agencies and major
s~rvice.organizations.The results
h~ve beenimpressive.Better
than 50% CPUoverheadsavings
vs.CIC,S~based ljnks and file
transfersuptoJOtimes the
speedofCICS-. andTSO-based
products:
SO,to findolltwhyArbiter
is without peer. calLThngram
SysteITIs Corporation todayat
(919)481~4444. Ask about
puttingArbitert()workimmediatelywith a tri~Ievaluation.

"Xerox Desktop
Publishing mal(es
everY document
look
like.the
...
, ' work
01 a genius.

-Leonardo da Vinci

A lot of the success you have in selling your ideas
depends upon the success you have in putting those
ideas on paper.
That's why we invented the Xerox Documenter
desktop publishing system. A system that encourage~
you to express your original ideas quickly, more easil)
and with better results.
Our Documenter desktop publisher is built amun(
the Xerox Workstation. It makes it easy to lay down
your text in any format you choose.
In an amazing array of typefaces
and in 30 languages. Convert data
to charts. Create your own graphics. Enlarge or
reduce any element Then combine them, easily .
revising the page until it's just the way you want it
When you're satisfied (what you see on the Workstation screen is what you get on paper), you send it
to the other half of our desktop publisher-the Xerox
Laser Printer. With a mere button-push, you get fmished originals that come out laser-perfect
The Documenter desktop publisher is another
Xerox innovation designed to help you put your ideas
on paper.
For more information, call your local Team Xerox
sales office or: 1-800-TEAM-XRX, extension 29IA.
Xerox brings out the genius in you.
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rx;rox Corporation, P.o. Box 24, Roch;;r, NY 14692 -

-

-,

I Show me how to make my documents look like the work of a genius. I
0 Please have a sales representative contact me.
I
I o Please send me more information.
I~NA~M~E------------------------------I
I=CO~M~~~NY~-----------------T~IT-LE--------I
CITY

I ADDRESS

==~-----------------------------

I STATE

I

~A_

ZIP

PHONE

Or, if you can't wait, call

1-800-TEAM-XRX, ext. 291A
_ _ _(1-800-832-6979, ext 29IA_)

_

I
I

I

~1-~8~

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.
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SURVEY.SHOWS COMPAQ IN NUMBER TWO
POSITION IN SHARE OF PLANNED PC PURCHASES
PERCENT OF SITES WITH PC(S)

far outranks that for Unix-based
machines-95% ,to 5%. As seen in last
year's survey, only a quarter of all survey
respondents called multi-user (e.g., Unix)
capability "very desirable" for pcs.
Doubts remain about the appeal of
the AT&T-developed operating system,
which still finds its greatest use among scientific and factory computing sites: 13% of
them said it was their primary choice. In a
list of 12 criteria used to select a mini vendor (e.g., cpu performance, price, compatibility with prior system), Unix was judged
least important by both scientific and commercial users. Finally, it was found that
while AT&T's System V version is still the
most widely used Unix version (36.4% in
use now), it is Microsoft's Xenix (rising
from 14.5% in use now to 19.2% planned
for the next 18 months) that is proliferating
fastest (see Fig. 4). This holds true for both
scientific and commercial computing.
Besides Unix, the survey paid particular attention to the recently emerging
market for parallel and multiprocessing
minicomputers, which are designed to provide extremely high computational rates. A
dozen or so companies have entered this
field in recent months, many funded by
great amounts o(venture capital, but judging by this survey they will have a tough
time fighting over a still limited market.
Even among scientific sites, which would
seem to have the most need for extra computing horsepower, 22% said their applications would warrant these new machines,
but just 10% of all survey sites said so. The
most desirous of these high-performance
machines are the petroleum/natural gas,
military, and transportation equipment industries. Not surprisingly, the most likely
applications areas for such machines are in
artificial intelligence and scientific and engineering computation. Only 4% of IBM
minicomputer sites (compared with 35.7%
of Sun sites) expressed interest in the machines. Convex Computer, it was found,
showed the most appeal so far with respondents, garnering 21% of the mentions; it
was followed by Alliant, Floating Point
Systems, Sequent, Elxsi, and Masscomp, in
that order (see Fig. 5).
As has been seen in previous surveys, personal computers and workstations
are becoming the machines of choice for
many applications that used to be performed on traditional minicomputers.
Among scientific sites, workstations are favored by 38% of the respondents (up from
32% in last year's survey) compared with
48% for minicomputers (down from 51 %).
In office applications, personal computers
are being emphasized by 59% of the respondents (up from 52% last year), while
MS/DOS
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OTHERS
ZENITH
AT&T
APPLE
COMPAQ
IBM

ALREADY
INSTALLED

PLANNED FOR
PURCHASE
IN 1986-87

FIG. 10

AUTOCAD PC SOFTWARE USAGE RISES SHARPLY
, Query: Which pc applications software package does your organization
principally use now and which are planned for use (initially or additionally)
in 1986-87?
PERCENT OF MENTIONS

OTHER
MULTIPLAN
DISPLAYWRITE
SYMPHONY
WORDSTAR
AUTOCAD
DBASE

1-2-3

IN USE NOW

PLANNED
FOR 86/87

* Includes Wordperfect 2.4%. Multimate 2.2%, Framework 1.9%. Microsoft Word 1.3%.
Topview 1.1%
* * Included Wordperfect 3.1%. Topview 2.3%. Multimate 2.1%. Framework 1.9%. ABase 1.4%.
Microsoft Word 1.2%

When you're trying
10 bury the competition,
who gives you the lools?

Computer Corporation of America.
Think of computer software as today's tools to help your firm
outperform the competition.
At CCA we're providing business with a vast array of highly
productive software tools. Tools that are making the available
information work harder and smarter than ever before possible.
Starting with Model 204, a database management system
that is more flexible than any other, and stores more than any
other.·
,
With Model 204 , businesses are designing unique applications programs to give them the edge in their marketplace. To
dig into the facts and spot trends before they become obvious.
To track sales and see just where effort is needed. Or even
new products.
And with Model 204, CCA offers a complete line of software
innovations that handle information in every form. And every
form includes not only traditional data, but even pictures and
text can now be stored and retrieved from your database.
Research is a part of our investment to maintain leadership
in software development and state-of-the-art systems. Our commitment includes a department of PhDs, researchers and
systems scientists.
Plus more than 100 database developers and designers.
And their work is paying off. In products that let you make
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD

the most of data. With productivity tools that network everything together and make computers useable even for the
"nontechnical."
Computer Corporation of America. A firm that's doing
everything possible to make information a strategic weapon
in business .
. For more information, just send the coupon. Or, call John
Donnelly at 1-800-258-4100, ext. 703.
~---------------I

Please send me the scoop on how CCA can help me bury

I the competition.
I Mail to: Four Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 02142.
I~~

I~~~

I Title

Telephone
Address ________________________________________

I
I

I
I
I

I City
State
Zip _ _ _ I
I Computer Corporation of America I

IL

_____-~crowntek company _ _ _ _ ~~I

New Dimensions in Software Productivity.

SURVEY METHOD

minis dropped to 40% from 44% last year.
The traditional minicomputer is
still finding widespread use in integrated
office systems such as DEC's All-in-One and
Data General's CEO (see Fig. 6). The departmental mini was chosen by 55% of
those planning to implement an integrated
office system, followed by 22% for mainframe host-based systems, 15% for
networked pes, and 8.7% for standalone
pes. Among IBM sites, the mainframe is still
the chosen vehicle (at 33%, compared with
31 % for minis) for such office systems. Additionally, it was found that the mini veridors are selling the lion's share (upwards of
75%) of their integrated office systems to
their respective installed bases; Data General seems to have made the greatest penetration of its base. But DEC'S share of the
installed and pending integrated office
market is now 26%, topping IBM at 20.3%,
Data General (11.6%), Wang (10.9%), and
HP (5.4%). DG'S and Wang's share of this
market is expected to shrink in coming
months as IBM and DEC gain ground.

This year's 1986,-87 DATAMATION/
Cowen & Co. mini/micro computer survey began July 7, 1986, wheIl over 61,000
questionnaires were mailed to DATAMATION subscribers who had previously
indicated that they purchased small computers of one kind or another. In addition, approximately 5,000 questionnaires
were sent to readers who had not indicat. ed any prior usage of such machines ..
Replies, collected through Aug.
21, yielded some 6,900 qualified, unduplicated responses from users across the
'country. The staff of Cowen & Co., a Boston brokerage house, tallied results, analyzed data, and presented its findings to
institutional investor clients on Sept. 28.

IBM'S share of first-time pc users
dropped this year to 46% from 63% last
year, as the many clones gained market
share. The clones have benefited from a
shift in priorities by users when it comes to
choosing pcs-price is significantly more
important a factor than it was a year ago,
second to compatibility with a prior system, but for the first time ahead of the
availability of software (see Fig. 7). Product reputation and supplier viability, two of
IBM'S long suits, dropped in importance,
too. Gaining the most from this shift has
Turning to the· ~icro been Compaq, the leading clone maker,
ONGOING
computer and personal which users rated better than IBM in the
SUCCESS
computer arenas, the sur- product reputation category-47% of anFOR INTEL
vey revealed ongoing suc- swering Compaq sites, compared with only
cess by the Intel microprocessor family 41 % for IBM, ranked product reputation as
(8088, 8086, etc.) and by IBM-compatible the most important criterion for choosing a
personal computers. Intel, chosen by pc vendor (see Fig. 8).
57.3% of the sites buying microprocessors
The pc software market shows few
during the next 18 months, beat Motorola signs of fueling new pc growth. While
(24.9%) in the microprocessor sweeps. In- packaged applications software for persontel's projected shipments to those sites dur- al computers was once again rated better
ing that period were expected to be close to than that available for minicomputerstriple those seen in the previous like period. helping the smaller machines gain in usage
The company's 8088 part is still a big seller for new applications-no dramatic new ge~
(17.5% of Intel's total units to be shipped); neric class of applications (e.g., spreadsheet
the 80286 will garner 6.0% of coming ship- or word processing) has yet emerged to do
ments, while the 80186 captures 7.3%.
what VisiCalc once did. The fastest-growMotorola is by no means out of the ing pc application is database management,
race, however. It is enjoying strong demand which accounted for 13.1 % of respondents'
for its 68020 component, which is used in total elapsed time at their machines (comApple's Macintosh and a variety of work- pared with only 5.6% last year); spreadstation products. The part will make up sheet usage fell to 31 % from 33%, while
33% of the units shipped to survey respon- word processing continued to ris'e. Only a
dents in the coming 18 months, up from small uptick, to 5.1 hours from 4.9 hours,
16.7% for the previous like period.
was seen in daily pc usage.
Year-to-year growth in the personal
The two most widely used software
computer user base has once again slowed, packages were once again Lotus 1-2-3 and
according to the survey. The rate hit 15% - WordStar, with 32% and 10.3% of menthis year, down from 31 % in last year's tions, respectively, followed by dBase at
survey and the 85% recorded in 1982 when 10.1 %. As for those packages planned for
the IBM PC was shipping in great initial vol- use in the following 18 months, AutoCAD, a
umes. Breaking down this rate by supplier, computer aided design package sold by
the survey found that the IBM PC base will Autodesk, Sausalito, Calif., showed particgrow by only 10% this year while Apple's ularly strong growth-to 9.1 % of mentions
will grow by 8%. The banking, education, from 3.2% in use now.
The survey resulted in some findand government sectors were among the
most saturated with pcs of various kinds: ings about how money is spent for pcs.
Spending for packaged software, as opupwards of 90% have them installed.
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The survey defined minicomputers as including cpus such as the Digital
Equipment Corp. PDP-II , VAX, and 4300,
mini-based small business systems, userprogrammable terminals, data entry systems, office systems, and workstations.
The latter are single- or multi-user desktop systems, generally priced above
$7,500 each; typical examples are products from Apollo and Sun Microsystems
and the IBM RT PC. Personal computers
are single-user systems priced below
$7,500, including the Apple Macintosh,
IBM PC, and Compaq. Finally, the survey
asked about users' purchases of unbundled microprocessor chips, typicallY used
by oems in building some larger machine.
posed to hardware, still accounts for about
a fifth of the dollars respondents layout for
pc systems. Independent stores continue to
be the primary channel of distribution for
the majority of sites, but in terms of total
units shipped, the manufacturers themselves .have most of the business.
IBM'S domination of the
pc scene remains unchecked, although the
company seems to have
suffered here and there from the clones and
other vendors. For instance, the survey
found for the first time that IBM'S share of
the number of sites with installed pcs has
dropped. Where last year IBM was cited as
the primary supplier at 56.3% of the responding sites, this year it was cited by
53.9%-the "other" category, which includes clone makers such as Compaq
(5.9%) and AT&T (2.6%), grew to 32.2%
from 25.5% last year. IBM'S share of the
sites planning to purchase pcs is expected
to fall to 54%, from 62% last year. Apple's
share of such sites remains at 5%, leaving
Compaq, with 7% of the sites, as number
two behind IBM (see Fig. 9).
While at the time of the survey
many sites were expecting their mini and pc
vendors to come out with new personal
computer gear, there seemed little sign of a
strong wave of replacement activity in the
pc market. More speed and better networking capabilities topped the list of most
wanted improvements, but not overwhelmingly. Even if such features were available,
only a fifth of the responding sites said they
would be "very likely" to replace their current machines. Add to that the expectation
of further decline in the growth of dp hardware budgets for the next few years (8.6%
increase per year now, compared with
9.3% expected in last year's tally), and
there seems little likelihood of a major resurgence in pc shipments anytime soon. @

IBM STILL
DOMINATES
PC SCENE

To order the complete 1985-86 DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. Mini/Micro Survey results, please call Laurie Schnepf at (212)
605-9726.

The bigger they come,
the harder you fall.
Good news: Sorbus® now services the big IBM® 308X series;J=
So you can enjoy all kinds of power, without enduring all kinds of trouble.
It only makes sense. We already maintain more IBM equipment
than anyone but IBM. And we do it so well that a recent reader survey
by Data Communications judged us the "Best Service Organization."
Period. (Our price/performance ratio had been the best for years anyhow.)
And now our two- hour average response time, our 230,000
part-number inventory, and our quality on-site service are all available
for your 308X. And for just about any peripheral you might have connected
to it, including StorageTek™ hardware.
'
The bigger your mainframe, the more you need Sorbus.
Call today. 1-800-FOR-INFO.
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A Bell AtlanticMCompany

50 E. Swedesford Road
Frazer, PA 19355
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
StorageTek is a trademark of Storage Technology Corporation.

*Available in most major metropolitan areas.
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If Yotire Considering DB2,
If )Qu're looking for the full power of
relational technology, there's just one place
to find it: SUPRA from Cincom®. Because
no other DBMS gives you the advanced
relational capabilities to reach such high
levels of performance and productivity.
Not even DB2 from ffiM®.
TM

IBMisa~redarademarkullnlt'mabonaJBu.siIlt'SSMachlnesCo,poration.

More and more companies with an eye
for success are capitalizing on all-new,
advanced relational SUPRA-companies
like Heublein, Heinz US.A, Best Western
and over 150 others. And ifs easy to see
why. Each day, they realize the rewards of
the innovative three-schema architecture
that enables SUPRA to soar above and
beyondDB2.

SUPR& advantages are clearly visible:
Unmatched performance. Advanced relational implementation Referential integrity.
Integrated 4GL capabilities. Entity integrity.
Redundancy management. Automated data
design tools. Dictionary facilities. MVS, DOS
and VM versions. And more. Much more.

You Better Face Up 10 SUPRA.
Ifs no wonder industry experts have
called SUPRA the most advanced relational
DBMS on the market.
Fmd out how SUPRA can take you to
new heights of productivity. Send in the
coupon, or call us today.
YQu'll soon discover why no other relational DBMS can face up to SUPRA.
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See Why DB2 Falls Prey To SUPRA.

Please send me the following on SUPRA: _ _ Literature
_ _ Electronic Brochure _ _ Seminar Schedule
_ _ Please Have ASalesman CaII Me
Return coupon to: Cincom World Headquarters,
2300 Montana Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45211,

Attn: Marketing Services Dept. Or, caIl us toll-free at:

1-800-543-3010
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TItll~e

______________________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OrganizationL--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addres.:>-s_____________________
City _____________ Stat.t:..e_ __

In Ohio, 513-661-6000. In Canada, 1-416-279-4220. Zip _ _ ___________
_ _Phone - - - - -
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{(What lW used to call competition,
lW're now callingprey.
JJ

Are there swarms of
silvery plastic plaHers
hovering on the horizon?
Backers of CD·ROM
technology prepare to
enter a decisive phase.

HIGH
NOON
FOR
CD·ROM
by Barbara K. Sehr

Usually, when Apple, IBM, Sony, or Matsushita get together at high noon in the marketplace, they wind up shooting each other
in the foot. Late last year, however, these
Hatfields and McCoys of the electronic
world and at least nine other companies
joined hands at the Lake Tahoe gambling
resort of Stateline, Nev;, in the High Sierra
mountains to. begin work on a document
that could guarantee the success of the
most dramatic technology since the personal computer.
The document is a proposed standard for formatting data stored on CDROMS (compact disk read-only memory). A
draft version of the document, known .as
the High Sierra standard, was submitted
last July to a subcommittee of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI);
official ANSI adoption is currently expected
by the fall of 1987.
Widespread use of the standard, officially or not, would enable software publishers and providers of data services to
distribute their products on uniform compact disks. These optical storage disks, in
turn, would be readable by CD-ROM players
connected to any number of different computers, from micros to mainframes. Users
of personal computers are expected to benefit most from this small-sized technology.
CD-ROM is a phenomenal storage medium
that can store up to 550MB of data, the
equivalent of 1,200 floppy disks or 150,000
printed pages.
Finding a common encoding format
was probably the most important issue in
assuring both users and sel~ers that CD-ROM
will be more than a laboratory success. InNOVEMBER 1,198679
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CD·ROM may provide a new market for database providers.

deed, some computer industry observers
say they see swarms of the 120mm (4.72inch) silvery plastic platters on the horizon.
Even usually conservative market experts
believe that the technology could, in the decades ahead, unleash a meteor shower of
new applications. Computer manufacturers
hope the CD-ROM will do as much for their
industry as the IBM PC did.
Meanwhile, skeptics, particularly in
the publishing industry, recall the galactic
failures of videotex, Selectavision and other
promising "gee whiz" technologies that
never got off the ground. Despite growing
evidence to the contrary, these skeptics are
waiting to see if CD-ROM, like Halley's comet, will become an overplayed media event
that is more flash than substance.
For MIS managers, however, a primary concern will be the impact of CD-ROM
on their use of on-line databases. CD-ROM
enables users to browse through a massive
database, currently available only on-line,
without the pressure of perfecting search
routines to reduce hourly costs. A question
remains, however, just which kinds of databases will remain on-line and which ones
will be adapted for distribution on CD-ROM
disks. There is also a concern that CDROM'S average access time of approximately one second might impair and frustrate
users who are used to the quicker retrieval
rates of magnetic media.
CD-ROM uses the same metal-coated,
clear plastic platters that are now used for
digital audio recordings. As with audio
CDS, the digital information is burned onto
the CD-ROM platter by a laser. In fact, a CDROM player is nothing more than an audio
compact disk player with an added layer of
error correction. Under microscopic examination, the disk resembles a continuous
spiral comprised of small circular indenta:'
tions, or pits, molded onto one side. The
playing surface is coated with a thin film of
aluminum, which reflects the scanning laser beam of a CD-ROM player, and a second
protective layer of clear resin. A single disk
has 2 billion pits, each measuring 0.12 micrometers deep and 0.6 micrometers wide.
The platter has a density of 16,000 tracks
per inch, hundreds of times the density of a
96tpi floppy-greater even than the typical
300tpi Winchester disk.

PLAYERS
FORPCS,
STEREOS

is likely to bene·
fit from the commercial
success that has been
achieved by audio disks
and players. Audio compact disk recordings, introduced widely just two years ago,
now represent 10% of all audio titles in
production. A few enterprising electronics
companies are already introducing gadgets
80 DATAMATION
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to update existing compact disk audio players into CD-ROM players. These fledgling
firms are also coming out with devices that
will allow the same compact disk players to
serve both the stereo and the pc.
CD-ROM was pushed into the forefront
by the combined efforts of Sony in Japan
and Philips in Holland. Both electronics giants quickly recognized that all players in
the digital audio market had to agree on a
single standard for laser-scanning technology, mastering (which involves the conversion of raw data into the pits of the optical
disk), and disk replication. This drive for
uniformity is behind the High Sierra effort,
which will standardize the file structures
used in CD-ROMS, enabling them to be processed in any operating system
environment.
File structures determine how data
and disk directories are arranged on a CDROM disk. The requirements of the various
mainframe, minicomputer, and microcomputer environments vary. As a result, manufacturers of first generation CD-ROM
players have had to make up individual file
format standards for the most common environments: MS/DOS for micros, VAX for
minis, and VMS for mainframes.
Among the companies represented
at the original September 1985 meeting in
Nevada were LaserData (Cambridge,
Mass.), Xebec Corp. (San Jose, Calif.), TMS
Inc. (Stillwater, Okla.), all of which manufacture optical disk players. Also in attendance were computer hardware and software firms like Microsoft (Redmond,
Wash.), 3M (St. Paul), Apple, Digital
Equipment Corp., Hitachi, and Philips. In
April 1986, IBM joined in the High Sierra
discussions.
John Einberger, a systems technology manager at Reference Technology Inc.
(Boulder, Colo.), organized the talks. He
says the draft of the High Sierra standard
that was submitted last July to the National
Information Standards Organization, an
ANSI subcommittee, has so far met no serious opposition, so he feels confident that
things are on track for final ANSI adoption
by next fall.
Meanwhile, vendors of CD-ROM
technology continue to' forge ahead (see
Fig. 1). Nearly a dozen hardware manufacturers are already delivering CD-ROM players that interface with everything from
huge mainframes to small desktop systems.
So far, software has been limited to a few
large databases that were formerly delivered on-line, but the High Sierra standard
may change all that. "The momentum is
definitely on," says Einberger. "The players represented in this standard have
enough n:tarket share to assure its success."

Just how big is that market? The entire optical storage market, which also includes conventional laser disks, is currently
estimated at approximately $200 million.
The New York research firm Frost & Sullivan predicts that, with the advent of CDROM technology, the market for optical
storage products will skyrocket to between
$2.5 billion and $4.5 billion by 1990.
The usually conservative "DiskTrend Report" in Mountain View, Calif.,
calls CD-ROM a "valuable technology" that
by itself is expected to amount to a $108
million market by 1988. That translates
into 350,000 players. Presently, the players
range in price from $500 to $2,600.
Robert Gaskin, a memory industry
analyst at Dataquest Inc., a San Jose,
Calif., market research firm, believes that
1986 will see an acceleration in CD-ROM
shipments compared to 1985. Dataquest
has not yet released official market projections on CD-ROM, however.

PLAYERS

Many industry watchers
agree
that for really wideMUST DROP
spread distribution, CDIN PRICE
ROM players must drop in
price before they can become a part of every pc comparable to today's floppy disk
drives. Mass production would eventually
bring CD-ROM hardware to these levels.
Mass production, of course, can not develop without a mass market. The introduction of compact disk-interactive (CD-I) by
Sony and Philips could potentially push
down prices for CD-ROM players, because
CD-I machines, like audio CD players, share
many parts with CD-ROM players.
The hardware world is also playing
its typical wait-and-see game to determine
what course IBM will take on this technology. The growth of CD-ROM players would
be greatly increased if IBM were to enter the
market with either its own or a purchased
product, says Robert Katzive, of "DiskTrend Report." IBM'S participation in the
High Sierra negotiations is an indication
that Big Blue has some interest in the technology. However, Dataquest's Gaskin believes that even a late entry by IBM will not
overshadow the dominant role in both
hardware and media played by Philips.
"Considering design concepts,
mergers, manufacturing, standards activity, and capital equipment development,
Philips is consolidating its position as the
leading force in the CD-ROM marketplace,"
maintains Gaskin.
Microsoft, developer of the MS/DOS
and PC/DOS software that has become a
microcomputer standard, is positioning itself as another early leader in the CD-ROM
field. Microsoft has created an internal

I' DOWNTIME IS A MAJOR RISK,
WE SUGGEST A MINOR ADJUSTMENT.

It doesn't make a lot of sense to invest hundreds
of thousands of dollars in hardware and fail to provide
. a neat, safe, efficient environment for people to use
it. The more manuals, tapes, papers and wires you
leave exposed, the greater the chance of accidental
downtime.
Our Command Center ThchnologyTM, customized for
your data processing department, will give you more
control and greater efficiency while saving as much as
50% of the floor space you now use. Exposed wire

and cable are neatly housed, work and storage spaces
are built-in and work flow and visibility are instantly
increased.
Like to learn more? Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-367-4361.
Your initial consultation is free and there's no
obligation.

171 Rodeo Drive, Brentwood, NY 11717

We put da.a pl'ocessing in i.s place.
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to 1986 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

ThenewHaves .
Smartmodem1200B
Now you can get a lot more out of
your PC, by putting a litde more in.
Our new Hayes Smartmodem 1200B
includes the same quality and
advanced features that have made
it the leading 1200 bps modem.
Now, advances in Hayes technology
allow us to make it available in a
size that fits either full slots or a
"single" half slot.
That's important news if you have
an IBM,® AT&.T,® Compaq,® Tandy®
or other compatible computer with
half slots. It means with a Smartmodem 1200B, you can free up one
of your full slots for an additional
function, such as color graphics,

more memory or networking. Or, if
you prefer, you can continue to use
the new Smartmodem 1200B in one
of the full slots. Hayes makes it easy
and versatile to fit your needs.
There are many good reasons for
choosing Hayes. Our new spacesaving Smartmodem 1200B is one of
them. Hayes Smartcom II,® the
industry's best selling communications software, is another.
. Smartcom II for the IBM and
compatibles makes short work of
®

Say yes to the future
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communicating, while allowing
you to take full advantage of the
sophisticated capabilities of your
Smartmodem 1200B. Together, they
create a powerful, yet easy-to-use,
communications system for your
PC. They're made for each other,
and customized for IBM PC's.
The best reasons of all for choosing Hayes are the "built-in" benefits.
Advanced technology. Unsurpassed
reliability. And a customer service
organization that's second to none.
So, when you see your authorized
Hayes dealer ask for the largest selling 1200 bps modem. Smartmodem
1200B. And remember. Now it's
smaller, too. Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc. P.O. Box 105203, Adanta,
.
GA30348. (404) 441-1617.

'u., Tr\rt..,~T"" standards, early
preventive maintenance cycle is approxCOlnpulter prmters were slow-moving
imately every 400,000 pages. The
'dinosaurs. But then, so were comprinting drum life exceeds 1,000,000
puters.
pages. And it has a machine life in
And you could easily tell a comexcess of 5,000,000 pages.
puter printout from typewriter output.
It's all because this new printing
As computers became smaller,
technology requires very few moving
faster, less expensive and more verparts and incorporates unusually
satile, so did printers.
rugged components, requiring a
With the advent of the PC, C.Itoh
minimum of service.
and other manufacturers developed
Available in two models, the CIE
new technologies for low-cost dot
3000s print at 30 or 45 pages per
matrix and solid-character daisy wheel
minute. The print resolution of
printers.
300 x 300 dots per inch gives clear,
More recently, additional advances crisp characters in either portrait or
in speed and flexibility have been
, landscape orientation.
made with the introduction of low-cost
Using ordinary, non-treated,
laser technology for, non-impact page
pre-printed or plain letter-size or
printers.
legal-size paper, the CIE 3000yery
And now, in 1986, C. Itoh
reliably and quietly fulfills all of your
introduces the CIE 3000 Ion
printing needs.
'
Deposition Printer based on a whole
new technology.
This new non-impact page printer
combines high volume and high
throughput with new lows in purchase
price, maintenance and per-copy costs.
For comparison purposes with
the printer you're using now, a CIE
3000's recommended volume per
month is as high as 150,000 pages. The

INTRODUCING THE
CIE 3000 ION DEPOSITION
PRINTER

Its overlay forms
and multiple copy
reduce
the load on your host computer and
further improve throughput for even
greater cost effectiveness.
The new C.Itoh 3000 Ion Deposition Printers. A lesson in high volume,
high speed, high print resolution and
low costs.
To learn more, just write or call
C.Itoh Electronics Group, Image
Systems Division, 19300 South
Hamilton Ave., Torrance, CA 90248,
(213) 327~9100.
Phone toll free 1-800-843-6143.
In California, call 1-800-323-2024.
Telex: 652-451. TWX: 910-343-7446.
\.LU,-,.L"'U,.LUFo,

Ion Deposition Printing is a revolutionary concept
using a simple, inexpensive four-step process,
1. An electronic image is generated from the ion
cartridge toward a rotating drum,
2, Mono-component toner is attracted to the latent
electrostatic image on the drum,
3, Toned image is transfixed to paper through cold;
high-pressure fusing for a transfer rate of 99,7%,
This high transfer rate is especially ~
important as high volume, complex ~ti;'ii;.u 1
4,

:~~;:r::sg:::~~~:~ on drum
after transfixing are aggressively scraped off, Charge
is neutralized and ready to
instantly accept the image for
printing the next page,
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Ion Deposition Printers

© 1986 C.lTOH Electronics, Inc,
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LASER DISKS: FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T WAIT
The lights are burning late at the research
laboratories of Electronic· Data Systems,
the computer services arm of the giant
General Motors Corp. The atmosphere
inside the labs suggests Disneyland,
Christmas morning, and the staging of a
Star Wars epic all rolled into one. Researchers have been handed a new tool
that they believe is destined to shape a
limitless future for GM and other large
corporations.
"Weare stretching technology
and imagination here," gushes Michael
Allie, an account manager at EDS in suburban Detroit. "It's something we're all
very excited about."
EDS'S new tool will not boost the
horsepower, improve gasoline mileage, or
even advance any of the technology of GM
cars. What it will do, however, is improve
the marketing of automobiles in ways that
were never before possible. "We're going
to bring C-P-C (the Chevrolet, Pontiac and
Canadian divisions of GM) closer to the
customer than ever before."
The marketing tool is an interactive video disk system manufactured and
developed by Visage Inc. of Natick, Mass.
The system is made up of an IBM-compatible pc, a 12-inch laser disk player, a video
monitor, a laser disk controller with
graphics overlay and data decoding, and
one or more I/O devices.
The 12-inch laser disk, which provides much more storage than a standard
4.72-inch CD-ROM, is an established, mabusiness group specifically "to focus on this
opportunity," according to founder and
chairman William H. Gates. Last March,
Microsoft sponsored a CD-ROM conference
in Seattle that drew over 1,000 participants,
who were charged $980 apiece. At the fourday meeting, which one observer called
"the Woodstock of CD-ROM," manufacturers and users saw a demonstration of Microsoft's Multi-Media Encyclopedia, which
gave them a glimpse of some of the new
technology's potential.
The encyclopedia demonstrated
how the enormous storage capacity of CDROMS makes possible applications that
marry sight and sound. Manufacturers and
users listened and watched in awe as the
so~nds of music and cannon fire were
mixed with color graphics portraying the
story of America's Civil War. On the enlarged image of the IBM AT monitor, the
push of a mouse on a highlighted word
brought forth cross-references to subjects
like Gettysburg, Robert E. Lee, and Abraham Lincoln. Each of these was accompanied by its own sound. Instead of picking
up a volume of an encyclopedia and reading bland text with sparse illustrations and
then following up on cross-references, the
reader is instantly beamed into the center
of a subject. Among other things, the encyclopedia can whistle "Dixie."
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ture product that has developed from the
less-than-successful consumer video disk
technology of the late 1970s.
An interactive video disk system
allows the user to interrupt a presentation
recorded on a video disk to review information, answer questions, or go back to a
specific frame. A standard laser disk can
store up to 54,000 still frames and billions
of bits of data, meaning a single disk can
contain a variety of applications. Interactive video disk systems are already used
for electronic catalogs, training employees, and visual maintenance manuals.
Before the advent of microcomputer-based systems like Visage's, interactive video disk systems required a highpowered-and
high-priced-interface
with a mini-based graphics system. As a
result, interactive video disk players usually could be cost-justified only for highvolume training or income-generating
applications such as coin-operated video
games. Previous applications of high-cost
interactive video disk systems also include electronic tourist information centers and shopping mall directories.
EDS'S prototype interactive video for
auto sales-which, Allie says, was put together in one month-is now being tested
in a suburban Detroit shopping center.
EDS has also developed a unique in-house
employee newsletter system that ,uses interactive video disk technology. About 20
Visage V-Station 2000s, a laser disk system based on an IBM pc-compatible micro

from Televideo Systems Inc. (Sunnyvale,
Calif.), are scattered around the. Chevrolet, Pontiac, and GM of Canada offices in
Warren, Mich.
The setup brings company information to about 5,000 GM employees.
Employees can touch the screen of the
various monitors to get news capsules on
company events. Workers may also vote
in an opinion poll on company issues, results of which are combined and displayed on the system a week later.
Affordable micros· have also put
advanced applications within reach of users with smaller budgets than GM'S. Visage recently signed a value-added reseller
agreement with Gould Inc.'s Programmable Control' Division in Andover,
Mass. Under the pact, Gould will sell
training packages it has developed with
the Visage system, along with turnkey
systems, to customers who use its factory
automation products. The training' programs are aimed at smaller companies
that are not able to maintain their own
internal training departments.
Visage was founded in May 1983
by Philip V.W. Dodds and Leo Keightley. Dodds, an electrical, engineer and
musician, had .previously .distinguished
himself as the organist who communicated with extraterrestrials-he played the
memorable five-note phrase that figured
prominently in the movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind.

But even as the last strains of the
demor..stration faded, some members of the
audience remained cautious. "It's still too
early to go head over heels about this,"
warns T. Richard Halberstadt, a design
specialist for the management systems division at Procter & Gamble in Cincinnati.
Halberstadt says he is looking at "any and
all" possible applications of CD-ROM for the
huge soap conglomerate, including using
CD-ROM players as an alternative to on-line
data services.
"It's straight economics," points
out Halberstadt. "It would be foolish to
spend $10,000 a year on something you can
get for 10% of the cost."
Economics is not the only roadblock in the way of CD-RaM's passage into
the fast-growth lane. While the attendees at
the Seattle conference watched the Microsoft multimedia show on a projection
screen, everyday users would see the image
on an ordinary pc monitor, not exactly an
eye-opening experience. "Desktop machines make very poor viewing machines,"
explains Robert Carr, director of the Forefront Development Center at Ashton-Tate,
Torrance, Calif.
"There are times when one word is
worth a thousand pictures," asserts Philippe Kahn, president of pc software company Borland International Corp., in

Scotts Valley, Calif. But Kahn notes that
for some people, illustrations can be distracting. For others, reading text on a computer screen can be equally distracting.
Stan Cornyn, president of the Record Group, a division of Warner Communications in Burbank, Calif., the' first
company contracted to produce software
for a new consumer version of CD-ROM
players, agrees. He says that watching a
multimedia presentation on a pc "conjures
up an image of packing the family into the
car, going to the neighborhood theater, and
reading Gone with the Wind on a screen."

-B.A.S.

Nothing has more effectively proved the disadvantage of reading text
on a terminal than the
late, great videotex experiment. The noble
challenge of bringing the printed newspaper page to the electronic screen proved a
multimillion dollar fiasco for its major
boosters, Times Mirror and Knight-Ridder. These companies learned that it is not
enough to simply convert the printed page
to the instantly updated electronic screen.
Once engineers have figured out
how to make reading text on a pc screen
bearable, they must then find ways to make
the experience less of a challenge to nonengineers. When small Winchester disks
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Operatiryg your.computer without. proper environmental controis' is like playing with.dynamite.Sooner or later. it's going
to' blow up in your face through . headcrashes; misprocessing
and' garbled data. and even' system downtime; That's because
. impropertemperatuie andhumidiry levels is aleading cause
of computer malfunction ..
EDPAC TECH 80 environment(jl.' control systems bring technological!y advanced. energy-efficient co()ling to large computer rooll)s: They are, availabkln the sizes and types reqUiredforyourcomputerroom: .. '
..
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Air~ water. chilled water or g!ycolcooling. ..
Upflow or down flow air distribution.
.

Energy-saving options like two-speed compressors and
our auxiliary ECX coil tame your energy costs while
the TECH 80 tames the environment.
. And you get EDPAC service before
and after the sale-from a 60-day
free. trial ofyour new TECH 80 to
a limited J-year parts warranty.
To find. out more about why the
EDPAC TECH 80 isyour sensible
solution for computer-room cooling .
call your local EDPAC representative. Or cal/or write EDPAC today.
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FIG. 1

MAJOR PLAYERS IN EMERGING CD-ROM MARKET
COMPANY

LOCATION

PRODUCT

HARDWARE
dramatically increased the storage capacity
Tokyo
Media, Player
Sony Corp.
of the desktop computer from hundreds of
CD-ROM,
CD-I
kilobytes to megabytes, operating system
developers· had to create new directory
Apeldoorn,
Media, Player
Philips International B. V .
structures. Applications developers had to
The Netherlands
CD-ROM, CD-I
fit their applications to these directory
Boulder, Colo.
Player
Reference Technology Inc.
structures, which organized the information on a disk. Still, thousands of inexperiCambridge, Mass.
Player
LaserData
enced hard-disk users remain willfully
Stillwater,
Okla.
Player
TMS
Inc.
ignorant of confusing commands such as a
PATH, TREE, and SUBDIRECTORY. With the
Media, Disk
St. Paul
3M Corp.
advent of CD-ROM, a new level of organiza- .
Replication
tion will be required in order to direct the
Maynard, Mass.
Player
Digital Equipment Corp.
user to specific data on a disk. "CD-ROM interfaces must allow their users to move
Pomona, Calif.
Player
Adaptive Data Systems Inc.
freely and quickly through information, alSan Jose
Player
Xebec Corp.
ways aware of context and style," explains
Ashton-Tate's Carr, who had experience in
SOFTWARE
user interfaces when he developed
Framework.
Redmond, Wash.
Microsoft Corp.
If the CD-ROM user interface sucScotts Valley, Calif.
ceeds in making information access less
Borland International
challenging than today's generation of onCollege Park, Md.
AIRS Inc.
line databases, CD-ROM may create a new
Columbus, Ohio
market for database providers, which in
Batelle Software Products
some cases may require considerable expertise from customers. In addition, the very
OPTICAL PUBLISHERS
nature of CD-ROM as an optical medium
Chicago
Arthur Andersen & Co.
makes it a natural storage device for large
sUbscription databases. Unlike the less
Palo Alto
Dialog Information Services Inc.
dense magnetic media, this early generaNew York
Grolier Electronic Publishing
tion of optical media can be encoded only
once and is not erasable. While that may be
Washington, D.C.
Library of Congress
a drawback for many applications, it is a
Dayton, Ohio
Central
Mead
Data
great benefit for databases that require less
frequent updates, such as industrial credit
Burbank, Calif.
The Record Group
ratings, legal code revisions, and even the
Yellow Pages. Most of these services are
now available on-line at a premium cost.
ogies, New York, also doesn't see CD-ROM make otherwise ungainly databases convetechnology hurting the on-line services in- nient. A lawyer could, for example, instantCD-ROM could make its biggest advance into the area of huge databases that is dustry. "We were told at one time that ly have access to legal precedents on a pc
now the exclusive property of a growing microfiche would one day threaten our on- screen while preparing a brief. A designer
number of on-line services. Instead of pay- • line business," she recalled. "Microfiche could have a huge repository of icons that
ing several hundred dollars of connect hasn't hurt our industry, and neither will could be inserted into a drawing. The possibilities appear limitless. .
time, users could pay a one-time cost to CD-ROM."
Nonetheless, software publishers
purchase an entire database and use it at
leisure-with no meter running-on a CD- DATABASES On-line services such as seem to be approaching the CD-ROM market
Dialog, BRS, Dun & with caution so far. Part of the problem for
ROM player. The amount of information on
OUT SOON
a single disk-which can be mailed in a
Bradstreet, and Dow publishers waiting to deliver .their product
standard manila envelope--would take a ONCD·ROM Jones have begun taking on CD-ROM is that no royalty structures or
1,200-baud modem more than a week of steps to make some of their own databases pricing calculations have been established.
24-hour days to deliver.
available on CD-ROM. "Dialog is likely to be The situation recalls the early days of vcrs,
That does not necessarily mean, among the first providers of CD-ROM data- when the movie and television industries
however, that on-line services will suffer as bases," Meyer contends. D&B has already were rocked by strikes and disputes bea result, says Rick Meyer, product manager put together a prototype of its annual "Mil- tween various crafts people and broadcast
for the advanced technology group at Dia- lion Dollar Directory" on CD-ROM, accord- and studio management. Everyone wanted
log Information Services Inc. (Palo Alto, . ing to Richard Schwarz of Dun's a piece of the enriched royalty pie that the
Calif.), the world's largest provider of on- marketing service. No decision has been vcr market would bring in. The same is
line databases. Meyer says CD-ROM will made on whether or not the directory will likely to happen in the CD-ROM industry as
complement on-line services much as in- become a delivered product, Schwarz says. publishers discover new outlets for their
In addition to complementing on- various works.
house libraries complement specialized refIn the first days of videocassette
erence libraries.
line services, there are some dramatic posJane Brown, director of business de- sibilities for CD-ROM players in the sales, most tapes sold at prices that hovered
velopment for BRS Information Technol- corporate environment. CD-ROM disks near the $100 mark. As a result, most vid86 DATAMATION
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CD-ROM could make its biggest advance into the,
area of huge databases now the property of on-line services.

lishers aiming at the mass consumer market and those going for the business
market. "It is generally accepted that the
must-know business information market is
not price sensitive," says Dialog's Meyer.
Publishers will have to figure out
just what a fair royalty is. That will, for the
most part, determine what the price of their

eocassettes were rented, rather than sold,
establishing an entirely new retail industry.
More recently, the tapes have dropped in
price to between $20 and $30, as manufacturers seek to encourage sales rather than
rentals. The same pattern is likely to occur
with CD-ROM products. There are also large
differences in considerations between pub-
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CD-ROM products will be. The actual costs
of producing CD-ROM wares are likely to
fall well below the cost of publishing books.
Media costs currently range between $2 to
$5 per disk and will probably be reduced
further with high-volume production. The
cost of duplicating the disks is likely to
drop to the same level as this generation's
floppy disk. A new European replication
process now in development will bring
down the cost of disk duplication to about
25 cents each, according to Edward Rothchild of Rothchild Consultants in San
Francisco.
Any new technology also fuels new
concerns about copyright protections. As
CD-ROM emerges, it is a far more secure
technology for software distribution than
floppy disks, since duplication of CD-ROM
disks requires much more technical ability
and costly hardware. That security, however, is also likely to pose a challenge for
the thousands of technical gurus who will
eventually find a way to duplicate the disks.
The sheer volume of information available
on a CD-ROM disk is likely to make pirating
more profitable than ever before.
The huge capacity of CD-ROM disks
raises another security issue. "Today, if a
disgruntled, fired employee were to leave
with a box of floppy disks holding sensitive
data, it might be upsetting," says AshtonTate's Carr. "If that same employee walked
out with just one CD-ROM disk holding sensitive data, it could be catastrophic."
The High Sierra effort inspires hope
that the industry will be able to settle secondary standards issues quickly. Already,
the Association of American Publishers,
for instance, has settled on Standard Generalized Markup Language that will enable
any electronic manuscript to be stored as a
searchable database and processed on any
computer. And despite the many challenges facing the technology, CD-ROM has
some powerful supporters among vendors,
some of whom are expressing hope, even
positive passion, that CD-ROM will soon
become the white knight that saves the personal computer industry. "The combination of CD-ROM with a microcomputer
creates a medium that potentially is more
interactive than any previous consumer
product," predicts Microsoft's Gates.
Still, the habits of users can be difficult to change. As Stuart Flexner, editorial
director at Random House, observed at the
Seattle conference, "Despite the presence
of all of the high technology here and the
people who developed it, I still see a lot of
yellow note pads in the audience."
@

Barbara K. Sehr is a consultant and freelance writer based in Seattle.
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Simware has two simple economical
solutions that provide SNA access
to VM and other non-SNA systems.
SIMIPASSTHRU ESC connects
MVS with VM and MVS systems using
bisynchronous communications, while
SIMIPASSTHRU CTCA uses a real or
virtual channel to channel adapter to allow
bidirectional communications.
SIMIPASSTHRU, an alternative to VMISNA,
will eliminate one-half of your software costs
in the first year, and the technical
complexity associated with such
products. It runs as a VTAM software application allowing users
with 3278 or 3279 terminals at
local or remote sites in a SNA
network to directly access VM
systems. SIMIPASSTHRU
requires no costly or complex system modifications
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and is as simple as adding a
3274 cluster to your VM system.
A typical site is operational in less
than a day.
For information or a free trial on how to
integrate your VM systems into SNA
networks contact Simware, the people who
have ways to make MVS and VM talk.

a practical approach
to communications
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Performance measurement systems provide a
variety of.views of a company's communications operation.

WINDOWSON
THENETWORK
by Bill Musgrave
Standalone network performance measurement systems provide a window into network operation. On a day-to-day basis,
they act as early warning systems, alerting
operations personnel when certain conditions, such as a response time exceeding
predetermined thresholds or the complete
failure of network components, occur. The
systems also aid operators in pinpointing
trouble spots.
Over the long term, data that are
collected by these systems and saved in
databases can help planners add capacity as
network usage increases. They can also
save money by reassigning infrequently
used devices and by identifying places on
the net where several lines can be consolidated into one.
More than half a dozen companies
currently offer network performance systems. Some, like Racal-Milgo, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., got into the business as a
sideline to their main market interest.
Racal-Milgo entered the performance measurement market with a product that was
originally developed as an option to its
modem management systems. Other vendors, like Emcom of Plano, Texas, and Tesdata Systems of Herndon, Va., have made
it their business to specialize in network
performance measurement.
Other players in the performance
measurement market include modem maker Infinet in North Andover, Mass., AvantGarde Computing in Mt. Laurel, N.J.,
Data Switch in Shelton, Conn., and Dynatech Data Systems in Springfield, Va. Infinet, which oems gear from Tesdata, adds
the hooks that tie these wares into a system
with its modem management tools. AvantGarde Computing provides complementary products for managing networks, while
Data Switch and Dynatech Data Systems
complement their measurement products
with matrix switches for reconfiguring net92 DATAMATION

works and restoring service.
These standalone network performance measurement systems monitor digital data streams. To do that they must
know the protocol on each line, which allows them to observe devices and control
units by recognizing addresses. All systems
toe the IBM line and some support the protocols of Burroughs, Honeywell, Sperry,
ICL, and other major manufacturers. More
and more vendors are also adding X.25
support.
Some systems can distinguish
among the types of messages traversing the
network. Most can tell CICS from TSO and
either of these from whatever else may be
on the net. Some can also differentiate between messages based on any user-selected
field. Using this capability on an airline reservation network, for example, you can
track transmissions to each airline.
Performance measurement can help
users get a handle on just how efficient
their networks really are. Infinet product
manager Jim Durham explains that as protocols have. become more sophisticated,
their overhead has increased and they've
become less efficient in moving data. "You
start using faster modems and you find that
you're not really getting the throughput
that you expected. The lack of throughput
results in users not getting the response
times they need." Network users also need
to determine how efficiently they're passing
data, rather than how efficiently they're
passing data plus control characters, Durham points out.

the time it will be less than 10 seconds."
Often there's a penalty-either in the form
of reduced charges or free time-for poor
service, he notes.
This service-level monitoring is becoming an increasingly popular application
of performance measurement systems. In
fact it's among the most common, according to Tom Flanagan, manager of marketing services at ,Dynatech. A typical
service-level contract, he explains, might
stipulate that the network provide 98%
availability with five-second response times
at least 95% of the time. The figures obviously vary according to the type of network
and applications. Once the contracts are established, network users and operators can
document service and see how they're
doing.
These monitoring chores can prove
tricky, however. Michael Fitzpatrick, executive vice president of Data Switch, says
that service-level tracking requires complete response time information on all
transactions. Systems that average their totals can mislead. For instance, based on averages, a two-second response time followed by an eight-second response would
satisfy a service-level agreement that calls
for a five-second response time. It's unlikely, however, that it would satisfy the user
who waited eight seconds.
While performance measurement
systems can determine the various components of response time, including host
delay, they are blind to the internal operations of the host and front-end processors.
Vendors, aware that considerations such as
ESTABLISH Once' this performance queuing and buffer utilization can slow the
RESPONSE information is known, host and affect network performance, see (§
network operators can es- software packages that report on hosts and ~
TIMES
tablish standards for re- front ends as complementary to their per- in
sponse times-standards that they can formance measurement products. They it
guarantee to their customers. Durham says' point out that host-based software can't Ci.
that typically network managers may tell "see" past the front end into the network, 8
customers "95% of the time your response and that front ends sacrifice memory and b
will be less than five seconds and 100% of cycles if they're used to track networks. it
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Heading off trouble before it hits the user is one of
the major goals of network performance measurement.

Also, a front end or host can only deal with
the lines it supports, while independent,
standalone systems can easily cover many
cpus and front ends.
"We feel that a system such as our
Net/ Alert, which is transparent to the network, is superior because it can't possibly
affect anything that's happening," claims
David Hunter, director of communications
at Avant-Garde. "It can't bring the network down or anything like that. And because it's a standalone system, it's not
consuming any host or front-end processor
resources. "
There is another advantage to independence. It
allows the blame to be
put where the blame belongs when something goes wrong. "It's
amazing!" exclaims Data Switch's Fitzpatrick. "You have a problem, yet none of the
vendors ever believe it's their problem. The
terminal's running fine, the control unit
doesn't have a problem, the line's working
terrifically, and the communications controller is okay, but there is still a problem.
Yet nobody wants to take responsibility."
Fitzpatrick feels it's up to the user
to find out where the fault lies. "It's really
the user's job to control vendor finger
pointing," he says. "For that, you've got to
have the equipment to ascertain who's at
fault."
Putting in a plug for his product, he
adds, "Rapid fault detection and isolation
is a key goal of our Intellinet system."
In real time, systems like Intellinet
measure such things as response times, errors and retransmissions, and polling activity. The systems can raise alarms whenever
measures exceed user-specified thresholds.
When most exceptions are detected, alarms
indicate two levels of urgency. For instance, a first-stage alert may be triggered
when a response time exceeds five seconds,
while a second-stage alarm may be set off
when a response time exceeds eight
seconds.
To avoid constant alarms, a condition can be qualified. For example, an
alarm would only be raised if in a predetermined period of time the response time becomes greater than five seconds for, say,
100 transactions. A few bad response times,
however, may only indicate a transient line
problem. With two-level alarms, the operations staff can learn of trouble before irate
users begin making phone calls. In turn,
many problems can be fixed before they
ever affect users.
Because performance measurement
only "sees" the network as digital data, it
may not be able to tell the difference be-

WHERE
BLAME
BELONGS
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tween, say, a faulty terminal, a haywire ping on the modems. "This was something
control unit, or a bad phone line. Systems that the customer wasn't aware of until he
such as Racal-Milgo's Span and Infinet's started using Prism," recalls Flanagan.
PMS can work with their respective modem
"The user community wasn't complaining
diagnostic systems to correlate the analog yet, but as loading increased it would start
impacting the performance of the network.
line with its digital traffic.
"Our database combines modem- This gave the customer the ability to head
based statistics with PMS data. You can de- off trouble."
rive the fact that the retransmissions are
Heading off trouble before it hits
being caused by the phone line as opposed the user is one of the major goals of netto the terminal, the modem, or the cpu," work performance measurement. Users,
claims Infinet's Durham.
who should be grateful, sometimes worry
Eugene L. Furtman, vice president when worry isn't warranted. User percepof network engineering at Tesdata, sees val- tions about the network may not be borne
ue in several approaches. "If I had to run a out by fact.
network," he says, "I'd pick from three
The real barometer of what's wrong
technologies-modem diagnostiCs, stand- or right on the net is the performance monalone performance measurement, and host- itor that can track response time to a fracbased software. No one vendor," he adds, tion of a: second. And, as Avant-Garde's
"has it all."
Hunter notes, response-time monitoring
Performance measurement system will frequently show that things aren't as
suppliers also try to serve more than the bad as the users think. Likewise, adds Hunday-to-day needs of network users. Over ter, if you ask users how often they use
the long term, the trend analysis provided their terminals, they'll say "all the time,"
by their various products can identify cir- while the performance monitor indicates
cuits heading for saturation. They can also that it's usually much less than they claim.
This type of tracking enables network planzero in on underutilized lines and devices.
Data captured on a day-to-day basis ners to reallocate terminals, saving money
are generally piped over to another system, on hardware.
either to a mainframe or, as is increasingly
the case, to a microcomputer. Mainframe SAME
All performance measurement systems share
analysis often uses SAS for statistical analy- GENERAL
the same general apsis with graphic output, while micros proproach: they use microcess the data with spreadsheets and APPROACH
processor-based line-monitoring cards to
graphics packages.
In addition to diagnosing short- passively tap into the network at the digital
term problems and allowing long-range interface between the modem or the data
planning, performance measurement tools service unit and the front-end processor or
can also be applied over an intermediate pe- computer port. In turn, the line monitors
riod to fine-tune the network. "You can report back to a freestanding network meacatch problems such as bad scheduling of a surement computer that supports the user
host application or you might notice poll- interface, which is generally a color workstation augmented by printers and plotters.
ing delays," explains Tesdata's Furtman.
Furtman went on to describe how Since line-monitoring cards are mounted in
one user did an interim fix that improved chassis and use Rs232 links for reporting,
network response times. "When one of our they can be located remotely for monitorcustomers installed MasterSmart and start- ing distant systems or front-end processors
ed measuring the network, they noticed af- that operate as concentrators.
Observed data also are logged to a
ter a day or two that they were getting a
20-second average response time. Looking database; some systems interpose an interinto the problem, they found that it was a mediary computer between the line cards
polling delay. They were able to reconfig- and the machine that. supports the user inure and retune their front end to bring their terface. While all performance measureaverage response time down to six seconds. ment systems have a similar distributed
It was done in a very short period of time, architecture, they differ when it comes to
but it wasn't an immediate operator kind of the line-monitoring cards and systems softthing or a long-range network planning ware. In some systems, the line cards send
thing. Over a period of several weeks, it back raw measures that are processed by a
was measure, tune, measure, tune, mea- computer. In others, the line cards summasure, tune; that was the fix."
rize and average the observations they
In a similar case cited by Flanagan make.
of Dynatech, a network user fOllnd out that
. One system that does most of its
detected delays weren't caused by any mal- processing in the line monitors is Emcom's
function of the control units, but by strap- . Ncs70. This enables the system to use an
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Today, most suppliers ballpark their systems at
around $1,000 a line.

IBM PC with a light pen as the user interface
into a network that can measure and report
on as many as 4,096 lines, according to
Emcom executive vp George Macintyre.
"You could just about run the system with
a simple terminal," claims Macintyre.
"Our line cards even generate the displays
for the lines they monitor and the PC brings
everything together."
Over the last few years, Macintyre
has watched the performance measurement
market grow and prices drop. Several years
ago, a standalone system, he says, cost
about $2,000 per line monitored. Today,
most suppliers ballpark their systems at
around $1,000 a line. Prices obviously vary
according to network. configuration.
Some users monitor all of their
lines, while others check only those lines
that are critical. Complete monitoring is
the rule for companies in such industries as
finance and airlines. According to Tesdata's Furtman, a typical installation monitors roughly 100 lines, although the
network itself may actually be much larger.
Other vendors estimate that users generally
monitor 10% to 20% of their net. Still oth-

ers say they see interest in 16-line to 32-line
systems.
Users may choose to support their
network without buying a system to cover
every line. Dynatech's Flanagan offers one
such solution: "If you use performance
measurement in conjunction with a matrix
switch, you can move line monitors
around. The system doesn't have to sit on
all lines all the time."
Monitoring cards can move from
line to line, either on a regular schedule or
in response to problems. When reassigning
monitor cards, it's important to be able to
download the protocol for the new line, a
capability offered by Dynatech and Data
Switch. Both companies also build matrix·
switches. Meanwhile, Avant-Garde was
beta testing its download capability in September and Tesdata expects to offer it this
month.
All the performance measurement
tools discussed provide a color window into
the network, but the views through that
window afford different perspectives. Each
one gets out there to the devices; it's just a
matter of how they relate the parts back to

the whole of the network. Some systems
that are line oriented, for example, may
send the user to a network diagram to determine where, in the scheme of things, an
event occurred. Most vendors use "traffic
light" colors-green for normal, yellow for
a first-level alert, and red for outright failure or a second-level alert.
Even more detail is provided by
Data Switch's Intellinet, which furnishes a
comprehensive breakdown of the network.
The system uses six colors, allowing differentiation between functional problems such
as failed lines or equipment and performance problems. It also enables operators
to view the organization's overall communications environment from the perspective
of individual networks, hosts, front ends,
line groups, lines, control units, and devices
such as terminals. Users can step down
through this tree structure to the level of
detail they need.
@
A former associate editor with DATAMABill Musgrave is a California-based
free-lance writer specializing in computers and communications.
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If a telephone line goes to wherever your remote
PGs are, Sync-UpTM from UDS can now link them
directly to your mainframe!
Sync-Up fits a complete synchronous modem
and a protocol converter onto a single card; no
other modules are required. Add appropriate UDSsupplied software, and you'll have a fast, reliable
micro-to-mainframe link. If your system is already
supporting 201G, 212A, 208A/B and/or 9600B
modems, no modifications are required at the
mainframe end.

Sync-Up boards may be specified with software to support 3270 BSG, 3270 SNA or a variety of
other protocols. For complete technical data and
quantity prices, contact Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone 205/721-8000; Telex 752602 UDS HTV.

[I Universal Data Systems
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If you're in the market for a 4GL, you'd better be in the'
mood to answer 10 basic questions.

SHOPPING
FORA FOURTH
GENERATION
LANGUAGE
by George Schussel
Fourth generation languages are like a
good set of tools-when you need them
they come in handy. Today's 4GL software
provides significantly different solutions
for improving productivity compared with
third generation COBOL and FORTRAN. The
semantic and syntactical differences among
4GLS are also far greater than the differences between FORTRAN and COBOL. And
although 4GLS are similar in some waysmost interface to one or more database
management systems, provide query facilities and report writers, and support screen
painting and some kind of procedural language-proprietary versions vary greatly in
the types of applications and environments
they are best suited for.
Some 4GLS, such as Natural from
Software AG (Reston, Va.), Mantis from
Cincom (Cincinnati), and ADS/O from Cullinet (Westwood, Mass.), are designed for
the professional programmer who builds
complex systems. Others, such as Focus
from Information Builders (New York),
Ramis II from Martin Marietta Data Systems (Greenbelt, Md.), and Nomad2 from
D&B Computing Services (Wilton, Conn.),
are geared more to the information center
user. Still other 4GL products, such as Pacbase from CGI Systems (Pearl River, N.Y.),
Telon from Pansophic Systems (Oak
Brook, 111.), and APS from Sage Systems
(Rockville, Md.), generate COBOL and database calls. While these COBOL systems generators are also aimed at the professional
programmer, they are usually complete
life-cycle management tools with modules
for project planning and control, librarian
functions, and documentation. .
There are 10 basic questions buyers
should examine in evaluating whether a
particular 4GL product is meant for their
dp environments and applications. The first

question is, do you like the syntax? Actually, a broad range of syntax is available for
the different 4GLS. Some products like Focus, Natural, and Mantis, which are very
language-oriented, have instructions that
are written in code or English language-like
statements. Support for both procedural
and nonprocedural constructs also exists.
People who have experience in programming will be very comfortable with language-based formats.
In contrast, other systems do much
of their work through function generation.
Ideal from Applied Data Research (Princeton, N.J.), Application Factory from Cortex Corp. (Wellesley, Mass.), Ally from
Foundation Systems (American Fork,
Utah), and ADS/O tend to fall into this category. Much of their functionality comes
through interactive sessions and dialogs
that are menu driven. These sessions are
normally used to specify report formats,
screens, and data definitions. In addition,
menu driven front ends have recently been
added to some language-oriented products,
such as Focus and Ramis II.
Potential 4GL purchasers should
then ask themselves the second question,
how procedural is the language? If the language is procedural, as is the case with
assembler or third generation languages
like COBOL and FORTRAN, then the user,
through constructs such as IF THEN ELSE,
GO TO, and DO, tells the computer exactly
how to take each step. If, on the other
hand, the language is nonprocedural, then
the user tells the computer what to do, not
how to do it. Typical programming in a
nonprocedural language supports various
constructs such as the following: SELECT
DATA FROM FILE, PRINT REPORT, and ORDER BY EMPLOYEE NUMBER.
While procedural languages are
needed to build sophisticated, corporate dp
systems, they can interfere with productivi-

ty in decision support and information center applications. Languages like Focus are
therefore more effective in nonprocedural
applications, while languages like Ideal and
Natural, which have procedural features,
offer enough detail control to solve almost
any problem that can be handled by COBOL.
Next, 4GL buyers should
ask, is a run-time version
of the system required?
The best-known 4GLS are
proprietary languages like Focus, Natural,
Mantis, ADS/O, and Sperry's Mapper,
which combine some interpretive and some
compiled features. All of these languages
require a run-time version of the vendor's
t
software.
This is a fine solution if you are using a particular brand of hardware for both
building and running your applications.
But what if you want to build in one environment and migrate to another or even
several other environments? In this case,
you need to look at 4GL environments that
do not require run-time modules. Since
most COBOL systems generation technologies-such as Gamma by Tarkenton Software (Atlanta), Transform/IMs from
Transform Logic Corp. (Scottsdale, Ariz.),
and Pacbase-generate structured COBOL
code and native DBMS calls, they do not require the vendor's system at run time.
Before deciding on any 4GL, you
have to determine who the user is going to
be. So, question number four is, who is the
targeted user? Some 4GLS are designed for
people with a· programming background.
These products generally have more procedurally oriented languages. They also usually have performance features like
multithreading capability, which allows
transaction processing applications to be
built that support up to several hundred simultaneous terminal users.

RUN·TIME
VERSION
NEEDED?
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Most IBM software systems do not support the active
dictionary concept.

Other 4GLS offer a friendlier interface that is easier for nontechnical types to
master. These high-productivity, less procedural products are frequently used in information retrieval applications.
After the user is identified, you
should ask, what kinds ofprogrammer support tools are provided and are they highly
interactive? Some 4GL products allow interpretive execution and debugging upon
completion of each line of code or at the
completion of each step of function generation. Others require you to complete programming tasks and then go into separate
modules for execution. When an error is
found in the execution module, the task
must be terminated while the development
module is brought back up and changes
made. While IBM'S CSP offers debugging
trace facilities, it also requires the developer to change modules.
The sixth question you should explore is, how diverse are the applications
that can be coded? Some 4GLS such as Natural and Ideal can be used for a broad
range of applications. Almost any application that can be written in COBOL can be

written in these languages-small or large
databases, small or large numbers of transactions, batch or on-line systems, and logic
that runs the gamut from very procedural
to not so procedural.
Other 4GLS, like ADS/O, can be used
for a slightly narrower range of applications. The building of batch logic, for instance, requires a separate system. And still
other easy-to-use 4GLS, such as Focus, Ramis II, and Nomad2, provide more suitable
performance for building departmental, as
opposed to corporate, computing systems.
The next question that crops up in
evaluating 4GLS is, what support is there for
an active dictionary? An active integrated
data dictionary/directory significantly enhances control of a fourth generation software environment. The active dictionary is
a software component that stores data definitions, edits, and serves as the integrating/
control unit for the entire software environment. Generally, the software technologies
aimed at the professional programmer level
provide active dictionary products.
Cullinet, Cincom, Applied Data Research, and Software AG are some of the

THE NATIONAL DATABASE AND
4TH GENERATION LANGUAGE SYMPOSIUM
Boston, December 2-5, 1986
The fourth generation of software has become accepted as the best approach
for developing applications, yet many companies are lagging behind in
switching to a 4th generation language product because they fear purchasing
the wrong product for their company.

It is your right as a buyer to expect a system to perform as advertised, but it is
your responsibility to become an EDUCATED buyer. You should know what
you need, why you need it, which systems offer it, and finally, what you can
realistically expect from a system once it is in place. By attending the National
Database and 4th Generation Language Symposium you will be able to
make the informed purchasing decisions so critical to your company's future.
The unique four day format of this symposium will offer you the opportunity to:
• attend a one day management or technical seminar which will cover all
aspects of database and 4th generation technology.
• attend one-hour product-specific discussions with vendors of the 60
leading database and 4th generation language products.
• hear industry leaders speak on the key issues relevant to this exciting
technology, including resolutions to the relational database debate.
• attend panel discussions with industry leaders-you can address your
questions to people who can really help you solve them.
Plan now to attend this informative conference-we can educate you to
solve your database problems.
. To request information or to register please call:
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I Digital
(617) 470-3880
Consulting Associates, Inc.

6 Windsor Street, Andover, MA 01810

companies that strongly support the active
dictionary concept. IBM software systems
do not support this active dictionary feature. Neither DB2 nor esp, for example,
support an active dictionary. Most 4GLS
that are tailored to the information center
support a passive dictionary. These products require the programmer to take procedural steps to invoke the dictionary.
That brings us to question number eight-is
your 4GL a language or a
life-cycle support system?
Of course, 4GLS provide languages and facilities to build applications. A number of
4GL wares have even been enhanced to support such tasks as system and database design, table management, librarian
functions, project management, and technical and user documentation.
Generally, the more support the
system provides, the more suitable it is for
adoption as a complete technology by the
dp department. If, however, your dp shop
already has adequate systems development
support and only needs to get certain types
of programs operational more quickly, then
a full documentation and life-cycle support
environment may simply provide too much
extra baggage and unnecessary overhead.
You should also ask the related
question, how much education and investment are needed? It normally takes more
education and investment to make a complete life-cycle support system productive
than it does to get products with less functionality up to snuff. For example, Pacbase,
which provides a great deal of support for
development, requires a major initial commitment. Mantis, on the other hand, can be
installed and used quickly.
Finally, 4GL system shoppers
should ask, what type of integration is supported? Usually 4GL products are either
tightly coupled to a single DBMS or loosely
linked with several of these systems. Ideal
and ADS/O are examples of 4GLS that are
tightly coupled to one DBMS. Both languages are designed for operation with
their own proprietary data dictionary and
DBMS engine. Used in this format, these
languages are perfectly suitable for various
updating and retrieval processing applica·tions. Loosely coupled languages like Focus and Nomad2, which offer interfaces to
a number of DBMS packages from different
vendors, sometimes only support retrieval
@
for reporting. and querying.
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George Schussel is president of Digital
Consulting Associates Inc., an Andover,
Mass., consulting firm that specializes in
DBMS and 4GL systems.
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Prospective DBMS purchasers need to understand
the concept of data independence if they want.to
know what they're being sold.

DATA INDEPENDENCE
AND THE

RELATIONAL DBMS

by Stephen Ferg
The issue of data independence is frequently overlooked amid the hype and controversy of today's relational database
management system (DBMS) market. Nevertheless, support for data independence is
arguably the most important feature of a
relational DBMS. Although a DBMS should
not be selected solely on the basis of its ability to support data independence, it is clear
that prospective DBMS purchasers need to
understand the concept of data independence in order to evaluate its importance in
their own environment. Support for data
independence belongs among today's DBMS
selection criteria as much as more traditional criteria such as price, availability of
application generators, and transaction
processing rate.
In a June 1970 Communications of
the ACM article entitled "A Relational
Model of Data for Large Shared Data
Banks," E.F. Codd first defined the relational data model: "The most important
motivation for the research work that resulted in the relational model was the objective of providing a sharp and clear
boundary between the logical and physical
aspects of database management .... We
call this the data independence objective."
What is data independence and why
did Codd attach so much'importance to it
when he was developing the relational
model?
A historian of ideas will tell you
that the best way to come to grips with an
idea-complex is to view the complex as an
intellectual response to a problem. If you
can identify the seminal problem, it will act
as a spotlight, pointing directly to the central idea in the complex. Let us then approach the concept of a relational DBMS as
an intellectual historian would, by asking
this question: what problem or problems
confronted Codd when he developed the
relational model?

The problem, as Codd described it,
was that in typical DBMSS, "the model of
data with which users interact ... is cluttered with representational properties."
Codd recognized that an application program that sees and uses information about
the way data elements are physically represented in the database becomes dependent
on that internal representation. If for any
reason it becomes necessary to change the
way that the data are physically represented, an application program that accesses
the data will no longer be able to function
correctly, if at all. In order for such a program to continue to work, it must be modified or rewritten, often at a substantial cost.
Codd's response was to envision a
DBMS that would free all database applications from such dependencies.
The key to understanding his conception lies in a distinction between the format in which database data are presented
to a user, the data's presentation format,
and the format in which they are stored in
the database, their storage format.
The storage format of the
data includes all of the internal physical representations of the data and
the data access mechanisms: the physical
order and clustering of the records in the
database, the hashing algorithms, the existence and names of pointer chains and indexes, and the hierarchical order of
tree-structured databases. Codd's achievement was to envision a DBMS that would
make the presentation format of the data
independent of its storage format in the
database. Such a DBMS would provide an
interface to the database that concealed all
information about access mechanisms
(such as pointer chains and indexes) from
terminal users and, application programs.
Even the physical sort-order of the stored
data would be hidden; if an application
needed its data to be presented in a specific

DBMS THAT
PROVIDES
INTERFACE

order, it would explicitly specify that requirement in its data-retrieval request to
the DBMS. (This is the function of the
ORDER BY clause in sQL.)
For brevity's sake, I shall refer to
such a DBMS as a PF*SF DBMS, where PF
stands for the presentation format of the
data, SF stands for the storage format of the
data, and the not-equal sign (suggesting the
possibility of differences between the presentation format and the storage format)
stands for "is independent of."
A PF*SF DBMS may be defined as a
DBMS that provides a database interface in
which the presentation format for the data
is independent of, and may differ from, its
storage format.
If we try to imagine a PF*SF DBMS,
the following question naturally arises: if
the data's presentation format doesn't necessarily resemble their storage format, what
does the presentation format look like?
Codd's conclusion was that the best format
for presenting data in a PF*SF DBMS was a
relational, or tabular, format. In his seminal 1970 article he wrote: "The relational
view (or model) of data ... provides a
means of describing data with its natural
structure only-that is, without superimposing any additional structure for machine representation purposes. Accordingly, it provides a basis for a high-level data
language which will yield maximal independence between programs on the one
hand and matching representations and organization of data on the other."
Having adopted the relational model for the presentation format of the PF*SF
DBMS, Codd was then faced with the problem of representing relationships between
relations (that is, between tables): how can
relationships between tables be represented
in tables? The relationship between a department and all of its employees, for instance, might be represented in a nonrelational DBMS by a pointer chain linking
employee records to a department record.
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Proponents of the relational model had to contend
with the problem of recovering relationship-based
information from a relational database.
But in a PF~SF DBMS such pointer chains
(if they exist) are invisible to the user. In a
PF~SF DBMS, in order for the relationship
between departments and employees to be
visible to the user, the relationship must
somehow be inherently represented in the
data. This problem is what motivates the
notion of a foreign key. The DEPT-NUM,
stored as a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE
table, provides a mechanism for recording
the relationship between employees and
departments.
Once he had discovered a means of
representing relationships in a tabular format, Codd had to develop a technique that
would allow a user to extract database data
based on those relationships. In a network
DBMS the user navigates the relationships
between database segments by following
pointer chains, but pointer chains are not
visible in a PF~SF DBMS. The problem,
then, is, how can a user "navigate" through
the tables of a relational database? This
problem is what motivates the concepts of
relational operations such as SELECT and
JOIN. Especially important, of course, is the
JOIN operation: it is the ability to JOIN a foreign key in one table to the primary key In
another table that enables a user to' recover
relationship-based information from a relational database. It is a JOIN based on the
DEPT-NUM of the DEPARTMENT table and
the DEPT-NUM of the EMPLOYEE table, for
instance, that enables a user to recover the
name of an employee's department manager, or the names of all of the employees in a
given manager's department.
In response to these and similar
problems, the entire complex of relational
concepts (relation, primary key, foreign
key, JOIN, SELECT, etc.) has grown up
around the central concept of data independence. Over time this collection of ideas has
become quite large: concepts of primary

key and foreign key have led naturally to
concepts of referential integrity and integrity constraints, the concept of physical data
independence was extended to logical data
independence and distribution independence, and so on. Because almost all of
these ideas are extensions of the basic notion of a relation, it is important to emphasize that despite the expression "relational
DBMS,'" the concept of a relation is not the
central element in the notion of a relational
DBMS. All of these "relational concepts"including that of a relation itself-derive
their importance from their connection to
the notion of a. PF~SF DBMS: a DBMS in
which the presentation format of the data is
independent of its storage format.
Because data independence is so
central to the entire concept of a relational
DBMS, I would like to suggest that the best
definition of a relational DBMS is this:
. A relational DBMS is a PF~SF DBMS
that provides an application interface
whose data-presentation format is based on
the relational model.
Or, we may choose to put the matter more simply this way:
A relational DBMS is a DBMS that
provides application data independence via
a relational interface to the database.
What does this definition mean for
buyers and sellers in today's market? First,
let's consider the plight of vendors of today's nonrelational DBMSS. Their customers are demanding the productivity and
ease of use provided by relational database
interfaces, but the body of developed applications that utilize the existing nonrelational interfaces is too large to be rewritten.
What should the vendors do? The wisest
course for them is to meet their customers'
needs by adding relational interfaces to
their products while still retaining the' existing nonrelational interfaces. In short, the
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best thing that can happen to a nonrelational DBMS is for it to be "reborn" as a
relational DBMS.
Let us imagine XDBMS, a hypothetical nonrelational DBMS that has been modified by the addition of a new relational
interface. By retaining the old, nonrelational interface, XDBMS'S vendor plans to
allow existing applications to continue to
function undisturbed. XDBMS'S new relational interface will give current users the
fourth generation query language facility
they are demanding.
Note that the addition of a relational interface to XDBMS has not automatically
moved XDBMS'S current users into a relational-that is to say, data independentenvironment. The existing data-dependent
applications continue to operate through
the old nonrelational interface. If the storage format of one of the XDBMS databases
needs to be modified, many of those application programs will require maintenance.
To the current users of XDBMS, then, the
addition of a relational interface to XDBMS
means only the gain of a nice query language facility that enables them to look at
their data in tabular format.
A new purchaser of XDBMS is in an
entirely different position. Starting from
scratch, a new user has the option (which
an established user does not) of simply not
using the older nonrelational interface. By
using only XDBMS'S relational interface, he
or she may begin life in a completely relational environment, develop all applications in a relational environment, and reap
all of the benefits of data independence.
Unfortunately, the kind of modifications made to XDBMS are far from trivial.
Grafting a fully functional relational capability onto an existing nonrelational DBMS
is both difficult and expensive. A more feasible (although still formidable) alternative
involves adding a semirelational interface
that allows users to see their data presented
in a tabular format, and that provides retrieval-only access via an sQL-like query
language. Many vendors of nonrelational
DBMSS have added, or are planning to add,
such semirelational interfaces to their products. Once these additions are complete,
these DBMSs will almost certainly be marketed as "relational" systems.
The established users of
such systems will find the
new features most welcome. They will have
query-language capabilities that they never
had before; productivity will increase. The
vendors, having responded to their customers' requests (and retained their business)
will also be happy.

CRITICISM
FROM CODD
HIMSELF
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"Thanks for the policy! Now, tell me - how much would I get paid
if I broke my leg, say, getting up from this chair?"
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One or Two' Ihings to!fuow
About Your Laser Printer.
Production speed
can be significantly
improved.
.
As delivered, your laser printer
rarely attains its production capacity
of eight pages per minute. Somebody
is forever stopping it to change papers
-or to reload its paper bin. Under
the best of circumstances, its capacity,
100 sheets, is only enough for 12Y2
minutes' operation.
What your laser printer is actually
producing is one or two sheets per
average minute; about what you could
expect of an impact printer.
By adding BDT's triple-bin
LaserFeeder, you expand your system
with up to four paper and envelope
choices in a reservoir of 560 sheets
plus 60-80 envelopes. You get 20 to
50 percent more print production in
a day and free better than 50% of
the operators' time.

In that case, consider our
MultiFeeder. It adds up to six bins
of paper and envelopes to your laser
feeder. With extra paper cassettes,
you can reload the MultiFeeder
as the printer continues full
speed operation so that production
never slows.

Both the LaserFeeder and the
MultiFeeder are products of BDT,
the world leader in sheet feeder
engineering and manufacture.

<C)) Organized
~o output.
Most laser printers stack finished
work wrong side up. They also spew
paper on the floor when the small
paper catcher provided with your
printer is full.
Both problems cause further
production delay and irritation.
Both have been solved by BDT.

MultiFeeder

LaserFeeder

Flipper

LaserFeeder and
MultiFeeder enhance
Hewlett Packard
LaserJet, LaserJet Plus,
Canon LBP-8 and QMS
laser printers.

In some offices, four bins aren't
enough. Letterhead, second sheets,
memos, envelopes, purchase orders,
invoices and other forms are in
constant use. Or you may simply need
1,550-sheet capacity for volume
production of automated letter and
document runs.

Both are attractively priced.
The LaserFeeder sells for about one
third less than any other sheet feeder
you might consider. The M ultiFeeder
is absolutely unique in capabilities. It
is the only means of adding six bin
capacity to ydur laser printer on the
market today.

Meet Flipper. It automatically collates in correct order for you, with each
sheet discretely placed face side down.
To enhance the benefit of greater
paper capacity to your laser printer,
Flipper comes with a paper basket
holding up to 400 finished sheets.
For more information, contact:
BDT Products, Inc.
17152 Armstrong Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714

I

)

I-SOO-FIND BDT To Get the Most From Your Laser Printer BDT
(

(Inside Calif. 714/660-1386)
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Just because a DBMS is marketed as "relational"
doesn't mean it·will support a fully functional dataindependent environment.
This delightful scene has its flaws,
however; one of its harshest critics has been
Codd himself, who has attacked various
. "born again" systems' claims to being relational, on the grounds of both performance
and functionality. Specifically, Codd's criticism of these systems centers on two basic
objections.

The first is that although such systems may provide a relational interface,
they often cannot meet users' performance
requirements when accessing the database
via the relational interface. Casting diplomatic circumlocution to the winds, Codd
has accused the "born again" vendors of
failing to invest the time and manpower
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needed to optimize their relational interfaces, and of then propagating a "performance myth" about r~lational systems to
cover up their failure. He bluntly notes that
a vendor's manual that advises users to revert to the system's nonrelational capabilities "to achieve acceptable performance" is
a de facto admission of this type of failure.
"Compatibility with programs written in
the past on nonrelational database systems," he asserts, is· the only valid reason
for reverting to a "born again" system's
nonrelational interface.
. Codd's second objection is that such
systems often do not provide all the functionality needed to support a standalone relational environment. Such functionality
includes support for database insert, update, and delete at the relational (multiple
record at a time) level. The requirement for
this functionality is so essential to data independence that Codd refers to it as Rule
Zero: the "system must be able to manage
databases entirely through its relational capabilities. This rule must hold whether or
not the system supports any nonrelational
capabilities of managing data."
The important point here is that the
effect of both of these shortcomings is the
same: at some point the user is forced to
abandon the system's relational interface
and fall back to its nonrelational interface.
In using the nonrelational interface, the user's database applications almost inevitably
become data dependent. The ultimate deficiency in both cases, then, is the system's
inability to support a practical data-independent applications environment.
This deficiency may not represent
any significant loss to an established user of
the DBMS, who probably would find it prohibitively expensive to attempt to migrate
to a data-independent environment anyway. It may, however, represent a significant drawback to a new user of the system,
for whom (as we saw in the XDBMS example) a data-independent environment is still
a live option.
The best advice for DBMS shoppers
who understand data independence may be
caveat emptor. A marketing description of
a DBMS as "relational" should not be interpreted as a claim by the vendor that the
system will support a fully functional dataindependent environment.
@
Stephen Ferg is a computer applications
analyst with the Federal Reserve Board
in Washington, D.C.
Reprints of all DATAMATION articles are
available in quantities of 100 or more.
For details call (212) 605-9730.

It's the last
All this and much more is available with Candle's
round. CICS
newest version of its fully integrated family of CICS
response is
performance management products. They provide
down for the
the breadth and depth you need-either as quick
count. How do
overviews or as detailed information about system
you find out
performance. For more information, just call Terry
who is throwing
Forbes toll free at (800) 843-3970.
the punches?
Don't let CICS be KO'd. Now you can get the
With a powerful
An Impact Profile clearly shows
information
you need to help keep CICS from being
new technology
the impact on CJGS.
pounded
out
of shape ... and to keep your users from
from Candle Corporation called Impact Analysis.
feeling the impact.
This exciting breakthrough in OMEGAMON@/CICS tells
you how much PAYROLL, TSO, ]ES2, or even other CICS
regions are impacting CICS performance. OMEGAMON
clearly shows the precise impact of other jobs on CICS,
as well as the impact of CICS on itself. OMEGAMON
~<Candle@
also introduces easy-to-use Recommendation Menus
with valuable information about preventing and solvCandle Corporation
ing most CICS performance problems. Of course, you
1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025
also get support for IBM's latest CICS release, 1. 7.
Copyright © 1986 Candle Corporation. All rights reserved.
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''They
always blame me:'
it sobbed,
"when half the time
the eledric powers
at fault:'
"All that raw electric power
does funny things to my system~'
The slightest dip or surge in electricity can play havoc with me.
Even a few millisecond power disturbance can cause me to forget
important data, give out misinformation, or cause damage to my
hardware.
And, these disturbances are
not just an occasional thing. Surveys done by AT&T Bell Laboratories and I.B.M. show they occur
on the average of135 times a year
and can account for as much as
50% of all computer downtime.

T,

That's why I need AT&T Power
Protection Systems.

"I need the
Af&T Power Protection Systemsto turn my downtime
into up time~'
These AT&T power units take raw,
unpredictable commercial electric
power, clean it, and distribute it to
my system as pure regulated
'
power. (Ahhhhhhhh.) And they
work with any make or size computer. The products include the
AT&T U ninterruptible Power
System (UPS), which has a builtin battery reserve to protect
against all power fluctuations, as
well as blackouts. Or, when a
power reserve isn't necessary,
there's the AT&T Power Line Conditioner (PLC), which eliminates
76% of all power disturbances.

''A[&7; youre the only one for me~'
AT&T is the only company that
designs, manufactures and services power protection equipment
and also makes computers. So

,/

they understand me better. They know my problems and the right
way to solve them. In fact, the
architecture for their U ninterruptible Power Systems is patented.
It includes fewer components for
greater reliability and efficiency.
So, do your computer a favor.
Don't wait for it to act funny
before you act. Find out more
about the AT&T Power Protection
Systems. Call 1-800-372-2447, or
send the coupon to: AT&T Power
Protection Systems, 650 Liberty
Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083.
© 1986 AT&r Technologies
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650. Liberty Avenue
Umon, N.J. 07083
Please send a copy of the Bell Labs
study on commercial power.
0 Please have a sales representative
contact me.
0

Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tate

~- - - - - - -

The right choice.
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The MISt StatMux
WthA
t-Jn Spare.

Racal-Vadics
7400 Series:

leased-line
multiplexing
with dial

back-up.

You wouldrrtdrive around without a sparetire.Yet every dayyou risk
losing valuable time and data by relying on a network of multiplexers
connected only to leased lines.WIth
most muxes, when a leased line
drops, communication stops dead.
Not so with Racal-Vadic's 7400
Series Asynchronous Statistical Multiplexer. A 7400 mux automatically
goes to the switched network when a
problem develops on the leased line.
1here's no hesitation, no operator
intervention, and no lost time, data
or money. When the leased line is reestablished, the mux automatically
returns to its original operating
mode.WIth up to 16 lines running
through yourmux, that can save you
a lotof money.
And the dial-up spare isn't the
only thing that helps a 7400 keep

your data on the road.The 7400
Series also offers an optional "Help!"
modem, a built-in Bell 103-type device with automatic dial and answer
capabilities. Ifa problem develops
with the mux, the "Help!" modem
automatically calls a preset telephone number to let you know.You,
or a service engineer, can also use
the "Help!" modem to remotely
access the muxs supervisory mode.
Your 7400 gets your data moving sooner too. No other muxis as
easy to set up and operate.You can
use the "Help!" modem to do a softoption installation on your own, or
let Racal-Vadic's technical experts
do it for you over phone
lines. And you can
even start transmitting on the
switched network·

mf3~{}J{]

while you wait for your leased line
to be installed.
1he 7400 Series is also an allterrain vehicle. It's compatible with
H-P and Wang protocols, and ready
to work with whatever you want to
connect. And that includes every
mini on the market.
1he 7400 Series is extremely
modular.The basic4-channelmodel
can be field-upgraded to 8, 12, or 16
channels just by adding 4-channel
cards to the original box.
Now, ifthat isn't enough to convince you, sit down and figure out
how much transmission downtime
costs yourcompany.
Then call Racal Vadic
at 1-800-482-3427
and ask aboutthe
stat muxwith the
spare dial.
1525 McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: (408) 946-2227 e 1WX: 556-409 RAVA MLP

The Electronics Group
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MAN OF
TWO

FACES

When meeting a man named John B.
Landry III, one might expect to be greeted by a pillar of the establishment: dignified, conservative, a little stuffy, perhaps.
But no, even the briefest exposure to the
boyish charm and self-deprecating humor
of the former McCormack & Dodge executive vice president quickly dispels any
such notion. The old French form of his
name~Laundry-is as much a target for
his wit as any other subject. "My ancestors used to mess about in other people's
dirty linen," he says. The slightly lopsided grin can be a real icebreaker.
Colleagues at Distribution Management Systems (OMS), where Landry is
chairman and ceo, say that the B in his
name stands for Bhagwan-a joking reference, says one, to his role as guru "as
weit as teacher and guide. You can always
trust his instincts about business or
people."
Landry's growing reputation as an
industry prophet is balanced by his mastery of technical minutiae. And he has led
a charmed professional life.
While at McCormack & Dodge,
he authored GIL Plus, the world's topselling general ledger system in the mainframe market. He also was principal
architect of the company's innovative applications development architecture, Millenium. Today, he is a prophet of the fifth
generation and is busily embedding ex-

LANDRY OF DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: "I prefer to build on
the past, not destroy it."

pert systems technology into the traditional fabric of commercial dp.
"Being Bhagwan's all right," says
Landry, "but I guess I'd really prefer the
B to stand for builder, since that's what I
like to do most~build software systems."
Landrys I and II (now both deceased) would have preferred the B to
starld for banker. "They both were bankers, and I suppose they were hoping I'd
become a chip off the old block," he says.
"I tried it for a while, but found it stifling," he says of his years in the financial
. department of a Boston bank.
The career change came in the

early 1970s, when Landry met his first
group of software salesmen. "We had an
immediate rapport. They were crazy and
a little flaky-a breath of fresh air." This
new society sparked a latent desire in him
to build application programs. After a
sales pitch from Jim McCormack, he told
McCormack & Dodge's former chairman
that he could write better software for users like himself. McCormack told him to
try writing one for M&O.
Landry joined the young company
as its sixth employee in 1974, and the rest,
as they say, is history. His technical leadership was instrumental in catapulting
M&O from a $7 million company to $100
million today.
Landry is a fascinating study in
contrasts. His mind is equally at ease in
worldly issues or technical detail, in art or
science, in people or ideas. The play of
opposites is apparent in his working life
as well, particularly in its blending of caution and apparent risk. "As a kid, I was
drawn to investment and speculation. I
played the stock market and took
chances, but I always had a system," he
says. His unusual combination of instinct
and logic paid off. "I made a bundle in
high school, paid my way through college, traveled through Europe, and
bought a Corvette."
Then, in the late 1960s, the bottom fell out of his world. "I got out of
college with the world of investment at
my feet, but no one would employ me. I
had a lA draft status for Vietnam."
An early marriage collapsed (he
has since remarried and has two children). His college degree got him jobs
washing dishes and working in the warehouse at Child World, a toy manufacturer. "Suddenly, I was a bum, " he says. To
minimize the risk of being sent into comNOVEMBER 1, 1986 111
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bat, he signed up for an 18-month stint in
the National Guard, "a humbling experience when you're a cocky bastard." By a
fluke, his draft physical notice and his acceptance into the National Guard arrived
on the same day. "I had opened the draft
physical notice first," he says.
Later, when Landry joined M&D,
the play of opposites surfaced once again.
"I was leaving. a solid career at the bank
-a way of life really-for nothing but big
dreams. I asked for equity in M&D. They
gave me 10%, but for a long time it was
10% of nothing!"
He says that when he told his father "about this weird new business I was
getting into-how you could take a tape
and two books and charge $100,000 for
it-his main concern was, 'Is it legal?' "
Dun & Bradstreet's subsequent
acquisition of M&D made Landry a
wealthy man, and last year he was ready
for another gamble. "While at M&D, I'd
spotted three major shifts in technology:
SQL, LV 6.2, and expert· systems. But I
knew it would be hard for M&D, with its
large base of customers, to react quickly
to such changes. So I decided it was time
to get out."
Landry, after a typically intense
research period, decided to focus on expert systems, and began shopping around

for a platform or infrastructure from
which to launch his ideas. He decided to
resurrect an existing company that had
fallen on hard times rather than create a
new one from scratch. He had three criteria for his choice: first, it must be an applications software company; second, it
must be in a fast-growing market niche
that, third, had ho meaningful penetration by large software companies.
DMS, Lexington, Mass., in its 37%
growth market of distribution and warehouse management systems, fit the bill
perfectly. DMS was created 10 years ago as
a custom shop. It grew too· quickly and
contracted more rapidly still. After another chief executive attempted a turnaround and failed, Landry took the helm
last summer. A number of key M&D personnel, including 17 from the R&D area,
have since joined Landry, and there are
continuing rumors of legal action by M&D
to stem the tide. M&D won't comment.
Landry merely shrugs, "Who knows?
"DMS has always had good products, but it was waiting for people to
break down the doors to buy them. Now,
with real marketing and selling, we've got
more leads than we know what to do
with," he laughs. DMS managed $5 million in sales last year, and will do $10 million this year, according to its new ceo.

"The best thing is the deep sense of satisfaction you get from watching a company
turn around."
Though Landry is a confirmed individualist and a self-made man, he is not
a rebel against established thought. "I
prefer to build on the past, not destroy
it." This is the key to his belief that rulesbased programming and other fifth generation techniques should be grafted onto
the traditional fabric of computing.
With his streak of sentiment and
caution, it's unlikely that Landry, 39
years old this month, WIll emulate his
boyhood heroes, the robber barons and financiers who made millions but died unlamented. "I guess I was motivated by
money as a kid, but that's changed," he
says, remembering the first piece of software he ever wrote. "It was just a little
certificate of deposit system-just a simple thing in BASIC, but God, the high I got
out of that; just knowing that people
found it useful."
It may be a safe bet that Landry
will get wealthier still from his software
architectures, but he believes that the
play of opposites, like fortune's wheel,
will continue to mold his life. As he has
learned, "You're always just one spin
away from being a bum."

-Ralph Emmett Carlyle
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HARDWARE
OFF·LINE
Earlier this year, when Burroughs Corp. announced it
was merging wi th Sperry
Corp. , many users, particularly on the Sperry side,
expressed concern that some
product lines would be
phased out or not fully supported. Both companies said
they would continue to support existing products and
introduce new products in
the future.
Now Sperry has introduced
a new midrange mainframe,
which it says is the first in
a family of integrated computers, two new Unix-based
32-bi t microprocessors, and
several software products.
Although it's still too early
to judge how the merger will
affect both firms' product
lines, the Sperry announcements seem designed to convince its users that they
have nothing to fear.
Sperry is calling its
2200/200 a "midframe,"-a syste,m with the functions
of a mainframe and the price
and size of a supermini.
Aimed at departmental computing and small businesses,
the 2200/200, which went by
the code name Swift prior to
its announcement, has a performance range of 1. 2MIPS to
4 . 4MIPS, depending on the
number of processors.
The system is compatible
with Sperry's 1100 series,
although it employs a different chip technology,
developed in-house. A oneprocessor system provides up
to 24MB of main storage and
holds up to eight integrated
140MB disk drives.
The system supports
Sperry's Distributed Communications Processor/IS
(DCP /15)", a connecti vi ty
software program that is a
repackaged version of the

DCP /10, already available
for other Sperry mainframes.
The DCP /15 offers twice the
main memory and communication ports as the earlier
DCP /10, Sperry says.
The system will be at beta
test sites this month; Sperry says it has about 30
.
machines running internally. Manufactured at the company's facility in Roseville,
Minn., the 2200/200 will be
available for volume shipments in February. A oneprocessor system is
$198,000.
Sperry also introduced
two high-performance 32-bit
Unix-based systems, the Series 5000 Model 30 and Series
7000 Model 30. Both are functionally compatible with
Sperry's other Unix family
systems. They can function
as standalone or as departmental computers and they
support SNA, X. 25, Ethernet,
and other industry standard
data communications
protocols.
The Series 5000/30 has 2MB
to 8MB of main memory and can
support from one to eight users. It ranges in price from
$14,900 to $18,310. The Series 7000/30, a 5MIPS system, supports from 30 to 100
users. A minimal configuration is priced at $136,000.
Sperry says that in the
coming months it will announce applications software packages for the 2200/
200 series. Some of these
will be repackaged 1100
series software.
Within 18 months the company says it will introduce
the next member of the 2200
family, offering twice the
performance of the current
machine. In addition, Sperry
says the introduction of
intermediate machines is
likely.

THREE NEW MICROS
Digital Equipment Corp., Sperry Corp.,
and IBM all recently introduced new
80286-based micros.
DEC'S v AXmate networked micro is
designed to support work group, departmental, and organizational computing,
providing MS/Dos-based personal computing and access to vAx-based services
and resources. It comes with DEcnet/
ThinWire Ethernet LAN support on a network that can include VAX and MicrovAx
computers, other VAxmates, DEC Rainbows, IBM PC ATs and XTS running DECnet
software, and, through DEcnet/SNA Gateway software, IBM mainframes. VAxmate
is PC AT compatible, has a built-in 5~
inch disk drive, a keyboard that supports
DEC and IBM keying functions, and a
mouse. System software includes MS/DOS
V3.1 and the MS-Windows applications
interface, Microsoft Network client software, and DEC VT220 and vT240 terminal
emulators. DEC and IBM graphics are supported. Other features are 1MB of memory

and an Intel 80286 chip running at 8MHZ.
Options include an expansion box with a
20MB, half-height hard disk, hard disk
controller with two option slots, integral
2MB RAM, internal 300- to 2,400-baud
modem, and a math coprocessor. VAXmate is available now and is priced at
$4,045. The software license is $250. DEC
is planning to introduce in 1987 network
integration kits for Rainbows and IBM pcs
that will provide users with ThinWire
NOVEMBER 1,1986115
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Ethernet support. DEC also announced
the immediate availability of two software
products: PC All-in-l, priced at $81,160
for the MicrovAX II hardware, software,
and services to support 30 pcs; and v AX/
VMS for MS/DOS, available in three configurations, priced at $650 to $19,000. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

The pc/microIT, or PC/UIT from
Sperry, is a single-user system. It has a
footprint of 15 by 15 inches, and uses 16bit open architecture and MS/DOS. It can
be configured as a multi-user system for
up to five users under Xenix System Y. A
basic version, with no disk drives, and an
expanded version, with a 20MB fixed disk
drive, are available. Standard user memory is 512KB, which can be increased to
1.5MB. A 1.2MB diskette drive or 360KB
diskette drive plus a nonremovable 20MB
fixed disk drive are available, as is a 20MB
on-card hard disk drive. Both versions include configuration switches and Centronics parallel interface and Rs232C
serial port.
In the expanded, multi-user environment, options include multiterminal
adapter card with four additional Rs232
ports and Xenix Release Y. A vaHable
now, the basic version is priced at $2,345
and the expanded version is $3,590. SPERRY CORP., Blue Bell, Pa.
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IBM says its new 16/24-Personal
Computer' XT Model 286 operates up to
three times faster than earlier models of
the XT. It comes standard with 640KB of
memory, and various memory expansion

options allow up to 12.6MB of memory.
Standard features include a half-high,
1.2MB, 5~-inch, double-sided diskette
drive; 20MB fixed disk drive; serial/parallel adapter card; IBM enhanced PC keyboard; and eight I/O or expansion slots.
The XT Model 286 is priced at $3,995 and
is available now. IBM CORP., Rye Brook,
N.Y.
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REAL-TIME PC INTERFACE
IBM has come out with an 80186-based
real-time interface coprocessor for its
industrial and personal computers. The
device, which is microcoded, provides a
real-time, multitasking environment for
supporting industrial applications. It can
be programmed to support a wide variety
of protocols and, through a series of interchangeable plug-in boards, accommodates a variety of physical interfaces.
The coprocessor is designed to
support programmable controllers from
Allen-Bradley, Gould Modicon, TI, and
GE. Two direct memory access ports operate at up to 64Kbps, and up to five programmable hardware timers may be
accessed.
The board can accommodate up to
a megabyte of RAM. It is designed for use
in the IBM 5531, 7531, 7532, 5160, and
5170 computers. Various software utilities are available, too. The coprocessor
carries a price of$I,295 with 128KB of onboard RAM. Interface boards run from
$130 to $245 each. IBM CORP., Information Systems Group, White Plains, N.Y.
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HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
S031G-BASED PC
Compaq Computer Corp. unveiled its
80386-based micro, the Deskpro 386. The
microcomputer operates at 4MIPS' when
running 32-bit code and at 2MIPS when
running. at 16 bits, Compaq claims. The
machin~'s 16MHZ;, 32-bit chip. is fully
compatible with' hardware and software
designed for· 80286-based micros .. Compaq has also broken the 640KB RAM barrier by offering up to 14MB of RAM through
the Compaq Expanded Memory Manager

for applications. that support the Lotus/Intel/ .' Microsoft, Expanded Memory
Specification.
'
Initially, the Deskpro 386 will run
under'MS/DOS 3.1;< Compaq •says '. future
versions. of MS/DOS will. be supported.· In
conjunction with the .announcement,
Microsoft Corp. announced that the
Xenix ···Y/386 operating system will be
available during the first 'half of 1987.
Other' software· vendors; including·· Lotus
and Ashton-Tate, say they intend to write
software that will fullY.·utilize the 80386
chip.
'
The Deskpro 386 is available' in
the Model 40 and J30~Both come standard with 1MB RAM, a real-time clock,
and six expansion slots. The Model 40 has
a 40MB hard disk and sells for $6,500. The
Model 130 comes with a 130MB hard disk
and sells for $8,800.
Options for the 386 include memory expansion, color graphics, a80287 coprocessor, and a 40MB tape drive.
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP., Houston.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD
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SMALL-SIZED SUBSYSTEMS
The 400 Series Backup tape subsystems
for IBM PC XTS, ATS, and compatibles have
been introduced by Irwin Magnetics. The
company claims the systems, measuring 2
inches wide by 7~ inches deep, are 80%
smaller than competitive brands.
The 400 series employs the vendor's Servo head position and Ec/Tape
error correction features. Servo head positioning allows the products to find the
appropriate data track electronically. The
vendor claims that Ec/Tape error correction ensures data recovery even from
damaged tape. The series uses 3M
Dc1000 and Dc2000 tape minicartridges.
The system allows higher-capacity drives
to read tapes created on lower-capacity

drives. The software for the series is menu
driven and gives users the option of copying an entire hard disk or only selected
files.
The 400 Series consists of four
models. The 410 and 420 are 10MB and
20MB models, respectively, for the IBM PC
XT and compatibles; they support data
transfer at 250,000bps. The 425 and 445
are 20MB and 40MB models, respectively,
for the IBM PC AT and compatibles, and
support 500,000bps data transfer. The
410 and 420 will operate with ATS but at
the lower bps rate. Prices range from
$799 for the 410 to $950 for the 420 and
425, and $1,095 for the 40MB 445. IRWIN
MAGNETICS, Ann Arbor,·Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

LASER PRINTER
The SmartWriter 80+ is an eight-page-aminute laser printer with 2.5MB of RAM
and 816KB of download font and print
buffer memory. It can print an entire page
of graphics at 300 by 300dpi, and features
IBM PC screen dump graphics capabilities.
The printer has 19 resident fonts and
three resident print emulations-Epson
FX-80, Qume Sprint II, and Diablo 630and a dual parallel and serial interface.
It's available now and is priced at $4,595 ..
QMS Inc., Mobile, Ala.
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OK, admit it. You're probably alittle hesitant about
installing EMC's new main storage upgrade for your
IBM® 4381 system.
Sure you know EMC main storage is extremely
reliable and gives your system an instant boost in speed
and productivity.
And you'll save $20,000 by using EMC's 8MB
main storage upgrade instead of IBM's 8MB upgrade.

As a result, EMC is the first company to ever offer you
an unconditional lifetime warranty on an upgrade for
your IBM.
If you even suspect a problem, just call our toll-free
hotline and we'll rush you replacement boards immediately-absolutely free.
What's more, if you ever call in IBM service, and the
problem turns out to be our product, we'll pay for the
service call. Every penny of it.
It's this kind of reliability and service that's made EMC
the world's largest independent manufacturer of system
enhancements for IBM's midrange computers-as well as
for superminis made by Digital, HP,® Prime® and Wang~

Th place your order-or for more information-call today.

(Or $10,000 by using EMC's 4MB upgrade.) You can even
rent or lease our cards, if you like.
But the question you're still asking yourself is, "What
·about my IBM maintenance service? I don't wantto mess
with that!"
Well, don't worry. You won't. Installing EMC upgrades
in your 4381 will not affect your IBM maintenance service in any way.
EMC main storage is 100% compatible with your IBM
4381. It fully supports all IBM main storage functions and
diagnostic routines.
Thousands of companies are currently using EMC
main storage cards in their IBM minicomputers. Companies such as Allied Bendix, Borden, Campbell Soup
Company, Eaton Corporation and Pepsi Cola Bottling, to
name just a few. (For a list of reference sites in your area,
just give us a call.)

So if you are planning to invest in a main storage upgrade,
or even if you are just looking for
ways to maximize the productivity of your 4381 computer, give
us a call at the toll-free number
below. You can also write: EMC
Corporation, 12 Mercer Road,
Natick, MA0l760.

Th order or for more
information:

1·800·222·EMC2
(In MA, call 617-655-6600)

In Canada: 416-922-0419;
European Headquarters: In London (088385)2434;
International Number: + 4488385 2434;
U.S. TELEX 948615 EMC CORP NTIK.
IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.
HP is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company.
Prime is a registered trademark of Prime Computer, Inc.
Wang is a registered trademark of Wang Laboratories, Inc.

The same great IBM service. Plus EMC's
unconditional lifetime warranty.
Every single EMC main storage card undergoes a rigorous
100-hour test and bum-in procedure including qualification in our own IBM 4381 before it ever goes into yours.

EMC

2 No one is more committed
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to memory.

MANHATTAN

EXPORTS

I

SOllth Seas Shipping C:onlpany
November 20. 1986

Ms. Cathy Lyons
ImportOHicer
Botanical Research Ltd.
55 Wewak Road
Moresby. Papua, New Guinea

Re: Palm Fruit Research

Dear Ms. Lyons:
This letter confirms the agreement we reached at our meeting last week in San Francisco.
Botanical Research, Ltd. will recommend the optimal conditions for shipping palm fruit and palm oil .
......... d important issues for cot1slderation arc: tomperature during shipping and length of time
- .. ,,-I ~hioping.

'11 h.Q;

r.ompleted by June 1, 1987.
.~ ' ..... rne,

SOuth Seas Shi .
Corporate Org P~mg Company
anlzalionat Chart

I

bct...-ecll

Is there a

better reason
to buy
VMCENTER?
Even without external pressure,
system programmers can be a little
eccentric. Add a daily barrage of enduser demands, and no wonder they
sometimes seem out of control.
But before you send for the straitjacket, try a more proven approachpick up the phone. And call for
VMCENTER.
VMCENTER is the leading data
center management system for the VM
environment. In a single, comprehensive package, VMCENTER combines
everything you and your staff need to
maintain your sanity-while serving
users better than ever.
VMCENTER simultaneously simplifies DASD management, resource
scheduling, workload balancing, system
accounting, disaster recovery, and
more-all within a consistent, flexible
security framework.
The results: Easier compliance with
end-user demands. Improved mental
health for your system staff. And a
smooth-running data center thatll help
your outlook too.
Give users what they need.
Without doing their work for them.
There's nothing more frustrating
than interrupting a major project to
perform a series of small tasks for users.
VMCENTER solves this problem
once and for all. It gives users responsibility for their own resources-plus the
tools to take care of them. Yet it still
leaves you in ultimate control.
And VMCENTER's a money-saver,
too. It optimizes resource utilization,
and documents all usage for easy
charge backs.
Best of all, VMCENTER does all this
without ever doing the things you donl
want it to do:
It won't get tired.
It won't get grumpy.
And it won't threaten to quit unless
you buy VMCENTER.
VM Software, Inc., 1800 Alexander
Bell Dr., Reston, Virginia 22091.
Subsidiaries: VM Software (UK) Ltd., Reading, Berks.,
UK, Telex 851849921; VM Software GmbH, Frankfurt,
W. Germany, Telex 841411204.

VM Software
The VM Experts
800·562·7100
703·264·8000

sonWARE INC.
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES
The London Stock Exchange
will be computerized under a
new set of regulations that
take effect Oct. 27 (see "A
New London Tradition, " May
1, p. 38). On that day,
dubbed the Big Bang, the exchange is doing away wi th
fixed commissions. Brokers
will be able to trade stock
in any company 24 hours a day
by means of an electronically linked system similiar to
the ones already in place in
the New York and NASDAQ exchanges. The effect will be a
more competitive and fasterpaced exchange.
While stockbrokers the
world over are preparing for
this new round-the-clock
system, CMQ Communications
Inc. , a Toronto-based vendor
of on-line quotation services, is providing services
that will help make the transi tion less painful and keep
brokers on top of business.
CMQ, which entered the
U.s. market in April, recently introduced two new
products that complement its
existing software products.
KeyMaster is a keyboard for
CMQ's Multiport workstation,
which provides access to
CMQ's AutoQuote, an on-line
service offering access to
over 55,000 exchange-traded
stocks, bonds, commodities,
options, and futures.
KeyMaster resembles an
ordinary keyboard, but it
allows brokers in the trading room to control and view
up to four screens of data
from four different databases simultaneously. Unlike typical systems, CMQ
claims , i t utilizes digital
signals rather than video
switching.
CMQ says that digital signals are "significantly less
expensive and more compact."

Presently in the works at CMQ
is the development of a video
switch that can access nondigital information
sources.
The Telerate Shared Addressing (TSA) system from
CMQ is geared toward financial institutions with a
large number of Telerate users. (Telerate is a widely
used on -1 ine international
money market information
database. ) Up to eight users
can obtain Telerate information simultaneously with
TSA.
A variety of configurations providing different
degrees of access to Telerate are available. The Telerate information is
delivered via CMQ's Multiport
controller and terminals,
which can still access live
quota tion data and other
communication services independently. " Active"
shared addressing allows a
user to request any Telerate
page his or her firm has subscribed to and share it wi th
other moni tors, and "passive" shared addressing allows users to receive only
the page that has been selected by the active keyboard con troll ing it.
CMQ's manager of U. S. opera tions, Albert J. Thompson, says AutoQuote will
provide the first continuous
real-time feed from the London Stock Exchange, covering
the leading listed 1,700 securities as well as over 500
leading international securities traded in London.
KeyMaster wi th AutoQuote
and Telerate, including
equipment, data, and maintenance, is priced at $1,854
per month, and there is a
one-time installation fee of
$2,500 for both AutoQuote
and Telerate.

FOR VMS ENVIRONMENT
Elxsi recently introduced six products
that give DEC VAX users a migration to the
Elxsi System 6400. Called the EMS Environment, the products include EMS/ECL,
an implementation of the Digital Command Language (DCL) Interpreter; EMS/
ERT, which provides some of the VMS System Services and Run-time Library functions; an interactive text editor for VMS
that offers complete EDT compatibility; a
new release of Elxsi's FORTRAN compiler
for EMS; and a new release of EDMS, the
database managment package compatible
with Ingres 3.0, now available for EMS.
Elxsi's proprietary operating system, EMBaS, is the foundation of the EMS Environment. System 6400 also offers Unix
System V and Unix BSD 4.2. Elxsi is planning to support CommUnity, an implementation of DEcnet Phase IV, by the
first quarter of 1987, enabling the System
6400 to communicate with VAX hosts running VMS 4.0 or later. A package price of
$20,000 is being offered for EMS/ECL command interpreter and the EMS/ERT utilities product. Purchased separately, they
are each $12,500. The text editor is
$2,000. CommUnity will be $15,000.
ELXSJ, San Jose.
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OPEN SYSTEM DBMS
Oracle Corp.'s SQL*Star is an open system
distributed relational database management system and is comprised of three
products: Distributed Oracle, SQL *Net,
and SQL *Connect. It's modeled on IBM's
R-Star research work.
The open system architecture of
SQL *Star allows for the distribution of
databases among Oracle and non-Oracle
DBMSS situated on multiple dissimilar systems. Distributed Oracle provides multisite query processing and distributed
directory services. sQL*Net provides interfaces to a variety of communictions
networks and allows distributed processing between applications and the databases that are accessed. SQL *Connect
provides a gateway facility to allow nonNOVEMBER 1,1986121
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Oracle DBMSs to participate in SQL *Star
distributed DBMS networks.
Oracle's database, IBM's DB2, and
SQLlDS are now supported, and Oracle
plans to support VSAM and IMS in 1987.
The networks presently supported are the
DEcnet interface, asynchronous protocol,
and 3270 coax connections, such as IRMA.
Oracle is planning TCP/IP and SNA 6.2
APPC connections, and support for the
MAP protocol. By year-end, Oracle plans
to have available the SQL *Net Communications Toolkit, allowing custom creation
of protocol interfaces between SQL*Net
and any other network, and in '87, the
SQL *Connect Gateway Toolkit, allowing
for the development of custom interfaces
to non-Oracle data sources. The prices for
each component vary considerably depending on the system used. ORACLE, Belmont, Calif.
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PC·CICS FOR IBM PC
Micro Focus has released the PC-CICS
package, which emulates the CICS mainframe transaction processing monitor on
the IBM PC. In conjunction with Micro
Focus's vs COBOL Workbench, PC-CICS allows mainframe users access to pcs for
developing and testing CICS applications.
It also' allows selected applications to migrate onto the pcs for single-user operation. The program is used with Version
1.2 of VS COBOL Workbench to support
the conipilation and execution of CICS
command-level programs, and supports
BMS and VSAM KSDS commands on an IBM
PC, XT, AT, or compatible. A screen development system allows for development of
BMS map sets and maps for use with pcCICS; corresponding BMS macros can be
generated for uploading to the mainframe. A facility for the association' of
transaction IDS to programs is provided,
as is a facility to define and generate VSAM
KSDS databases and file handlers. PC-CICS
allows users to define multiple directories
for use by the system facilities.

PC-CICS is available now for $1,500;
a run-time version is $100. MICRO FOCUS,
Palo Alto.
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THREE PUBLISHING PACKAGES
Bestinfo has released an updated version
of its successful WYSIWYG publishing software for IBM pcs. Some new features of
Superpage II include an increase in text
handling from 30KB to 16MB; the ability
to handle ASCII text files; global formatting; automatic rule and box attributes,
font attributes, and small caps; unlimited
kern pairs; unlimited fonts per page; justification speeds of 2,OOOcps to 3,000cps;
unlimited columns and column groups
per page; output spooling; and RAM-resident program modules. Graphics can be
imported from leading scanners and software packages. Superpage II requires an
IBM AT or XT with 640K RAM, hard disk,
and Hercules graphics card. A permanent
license is $7,000; upgrades from Superpage are free. BESTINFO, Springfield, Pa.
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Xerox Corp. has unveiled its first
desktop publishing product to run on industry standard pcs. The Ventura Publisher Edition in the Xerox Desktop
Publishing Series, developed by Ventura
Software Inc., allows pc users to merge
text and graphics to create documents. It
runs on the Xerox 6065 pc and IBM XT,
AT, and compatibles and supports popular laser printers as well as phototypeset-
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LetraPage is the first desktop publishing offering from Letraset, best known
as a manufacturer of typefaces and graphic design materials. It runs on the Macintosh and is a result of collaboration with
Boston Software Pulishers Inc. LetraPage
incorporates features of MacPublisher II
(from Boston Software), plus additional
unique features, including a tool box for
editing text and creating graphics directly
on a page layout, automatic hyphenation
and line and depth justification, and a library of 137 kerned letter pairs. A range
of issue and page layout options is provided.
LetraPage supports the S12K
Macintosh and Macintosh Plus computers, Apple's LaserWriter, LaserWriter
Plus, Imagewriter, and Imagewriter II
printers, PostScript-compatible printers,
and the Allied Linotronic phototypesetter. LetraPage is $495 and is available
now through Letraset and selected Apple
dealers. LETRASET USA, Paramus, N.J.
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

SOFTWARE' SPOTLIGHT"
ISSCO has introduced Tellaplan Professional and T ellaplan Expert, two packages that combine project management
functions with graphics for visual
reporting.
Tellaplan Professional features include gantt chart reporting with start-toend and end-to-start planning; planning
in hours, days, weeks, and months; human resource and arbitrary units; milestones and benchmarks; and dependency
designation. It can handle up to 2,000
tasks.
Tellaplan Expert includes all features of Tellaplan Professional and adds

ters. The package provides a WYSIWYG
interface, a mouse, and drop-down
menus. The software automatically reformats the altered text at speeds up to
20,000cps. Style sheets determine the layout of a page. These are preprogrammable document formats that allow users
not familiar with typesetting techniques
to choose layout, typefaces, and other
characteristics with the mouse. The program can also change the size or cropping
of scanned images. The price is $895 and
it's available now. XEROX CORP., EI Segundo, Calif.

Pert/CPM charting in two formats, work
breakdown structures,. and cost and resource analysis and charting. Advanced
calendar control and graphical/tabular
reports are possible. It can handle up to
10,000 tasks. Both products allow consol;.
idation of multiple plans for reporting,
critical path reviews, and what-if simulations. Available now, they run under the
Digital Equipment Corp. VMS and IBM
CMS and MVS operating systems, and are
priced at $4,500 and $9,300, respectively.
The vendor is working on versions for
Apollo, Sun, and other 32-bit workstations. ISSCO, San Diego.
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StreetSense is a micro-based investment
management service from Citicorp Investment Bank that combines market information with direct, electronic order
entry. The service provides access to
quotes and trades from the New York
Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange, the NASDAQ OTC markets, and all
domestic and regional stock exchanges.
Plans are already under way to provide
quotes from foreign stock exchanges. The
system is targeted for small- to mediumsized brokers, portfolio and pension fund
managers, and investment advisors so
that they can track stocks, access information, and plan strategies. Features include windowing and the ability to set
"alerts" to notify users of changes in the
market. The software runs on an IBM PC
or compatible with 512KB of memory. A
1,200bps modem is required to access the
service. StreetSense is available for $475
per month and includes unlimited quotes."
CITICORP INVESTMENT BANK, New York.
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WITH THE AT&T ACCUNET® FAMILY OF DIGITAL SERVICES
AND THE AT&T CONSULTANT LIAISON PROGRAM.
or high-quality, end-to-end digital
F
communications, the smarter
proposal is AT&T's ACCUNET
Family of Digital Services.
Our extensive line of digital
services, including DATAPHONE®
Digital Service, ACCUNET® T1.5
Service, ACCUNET® Reserved 1.5
Service, ACCUNET® Packet Service and ACCUNET® Switched 56
Service, can answer virtually all
of your customer's information
transfer needs.
From Electronic Order
Exchange and Video Teleconferencing, to CAD/CAM and Bulk
Data Transfer.
All with excellent digital reliability and accuracy.
But just as importantly, through
©1986 AT&T

the AT&T ,Consultant Liaison Program, we can work with you to
integrate these services into your
proposals, so that your recommendations will maximize your client's
movement and management of
information on a global scale.
In addition, our CLP Network
Communications Applications and
Services manual (available for a
small fee) provides you with a
comprehensive fingertip reference
for all of AT&T's wide array of
network services.
Tn short, the people and services
10f AT&T can help you make more
informed, strategic recommendations to solve your customer's
complex business,needs.
And that's a smarter proposal

for you, as well as your customers.
he AT&T ACCUNET Family
of Digital Services and the
AT&T Consultant Liaison Program.
More good reasons to partner
with AT&T.
To find out more, talk with
your account executive at AT&T.
Or callI 800 CLP-INFO.
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ATs.T
The 'right choice.

An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
HERE'S RICH
The real key to immortality in the computer world is to have a
language named after you. Lady Ada is the most recent example
of this; probably the most famous is Murray Fortran. Preferring
not to leave a matter of this importance to chance (especially
since you usually have to be dead before you are considered as a
namesake for a new language), I have decic~ed to take the
initiative.
RICH (really incredible computer hyperbole) represents a
major advancement in VHL (very high level) language design; in
fact, RICH is the first true designer language. As with any designer product, the RICH logo (a winged dollar sign) shows up in the
output of any application developed using RICH. It is also prominently displayed on all visible surfaces of any item in the RICH
product line and its accessories (the clothes, the toys, the autographed posters, the matched RICH GI and GO wastebaskets).
Also in keeping with its designer image, RICH is very
trendy. It is portable, nonprocedural, interpretive, interactional,
inferential, self-documenting, self-motivated, and very upwardly
mobile in either its yuppie or preppie-version. Far beyond being
user friendly, it is user loving, even user obsessive: when not
actively in use, it pines away for companionship. Jilted for another language, it is liable to abort itself. Dealing almost entirely
with pure intangibles, RICH is the softest of software. It goes
beyond soft all the way to noware. Frequently referred to as
hyperware because these intangible, unrealized concepts have
been so heavily hyped, RICH makes its most significant mark as a
state-of-the-art advance in software marketing techniques.
RICH has the facilities that all programmers are struggling
to incorporate into their systems these days. RICH provides these
facilities as basic commands in the language. Rather than present the entire RICH language here, a small subset of the language (known as RICH Lite, of course) is given below.
DO WHAT I MEANT

paraml : [RICH command string]
return: [RICH command string]

RICH always does what you say, except in those rare cases
when you get excited, and don't really say exactly what you
mean. For instance, say you've said, "Get rid of those damn
files." Any idiot would know that what you mean is, "Get rid of
those damn useless files, but put copies of all the other ones in a
safe place, and then organize the blasted directory so a person
can make some sense out of what's important and what isn't, for
heaven's sake." RICH is no dummy. Given paraml, the command you gave, DO WHAT I MEANT, returns the command you
obviously meant.

DO WHAT I SHOULDA MEANTparaml : [RICH command string]
return: [RICH command string]
Of course, there are those very rare occasions when you
don't know what you meant, although anyone who was paying
any attention at all could have figured it out. Given the command you actually gave, RICH will return the command you
should have given, which was clearly indicated by the context of
what you were trying to do. In fact, you would have seen it
yourself in a moment, if all those stupid people hadn't kept hassling you while you were trying to concentrate.
MAYBE DO SOMETHING

paraml : [RICH command string]
return: [interactive process]

If you're a sensitive, caring individual, it's going to take a
little personal time for you to sort things out and y'know, find
yourself ... sort of put things in perspective. When you're at
your most vulnerable, you don't need someone· pushing and
shoving you to make a commitment you just aren't ready for, or
rushing off to cast the whole world in concrete before you've had
a chance to think things over. Given paraml, the command you
currently have under consideration, MAYBE DO SOMETHING will
return a very sympathetic response, and listen, I mean really
listen, to how all your feelings are kind of in conflict, and will
explore those areas of indecision with you, and just talk things
out until you can get a handle on what it is you really want. RICH
really cares about you as an individual; you're not just another
number or class object to RICH. You're a whole class to yourself
with your own world model.
TAKE IT BACK

paraml : [RICH command string]
return: [that golden past environment] and
[a pretty convincing story]

Hey, everybody makes mistakes, right? I mean, it's no
big deal if you've just garbaged a whole disk with the last six
months' work on it; it's not as if you did it on purpose or anything. Well, just give TAKE IT BACK-that stupid command that
wasn't even documented so any normal person could understand it-and RICH will make everything okay. RICH knows how
hard you're trying and thinks you deserve a second chance. Unfortunately, not everyone is as understanding as RICH. They get
all bent out of shape about the smallest things. They just keep
going on and on, demanding to know why you did that silly
thing. Hey, you just did, that's all. It happens. When you get so
exasperated that you just don't know what to say to these people, it's RICH to the rescue. At least RICH knows that you had
what seemed at the time like a good reason for doing that silly
thing, no matter how ludicrous it may appear now, and can
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explain everything to everybody so they won't get the idea that
,you're some kind of idiot.
BUG

param1 : [enumeration of "compile," "run time,"
"comment"]
return: [random discontinuity]

Debugging. What a chore! What would you give for' a
tool that would let you avoid the tedium of debugging? A dream,
you say? Wrong! It's here: BUG is just the command you need!
Don't be fooled by other so-called miracle techniques that claim
to keep out as many bugs as possible. You know that programs
always have bugs, no matter what. Here is the amazing secret of
debugging your programs: put them in yourself! Then when it
comes time to debug, you already know where they are! Call
BUG to insert a compilation bug, a run-time bug, or even a bug in
your comments. (Many others to choose from soon!) When you
reach the test stage of your project, just go through the code and
throw out all those calls to BUG. Then watch your code work
flealessly! Easy? You bet! Using BUG lets you get bugs out-fast!
ENCRYPT MESSAGE

param 1 : [meaningful error message]
return: [encrypted error message]

No longer must you labor long hours to come up with
those computer-style error messages like "E10211" and "A33519" that are always de rigueur for any high-tech system. Let
RICH style your error messages for you. Just give ENCRYPT MESSAGE a concise, enlightening description of the error condition,
and RICH will produce a version for the user. The resulting message is encrypted so craftily that any sentient being will be completely gripped by listless despair upon viewing it. Future
enhancements to ENCRYPT MESSAGE will produce an Error Message Translation Table for the programmer, suitable for extracting ransom, or for throwing under the stuff in your desk drawer.
END PROGRAM

param1: [program of RICH commands]
(no return)

Now that you've done the hard part-coming up with
this great idea and implementing it via an elegant algorithmyou don't want to be bothered by endless, gritty details. Let
RICH take that reentrant 1986-2006 calendar program that accepts options for octal and hex, and finish off the drudge work.
RICH will run system integration and user acceptance tests (no
problem, since you've already tried it a few times and it ran like
a champ, right?), comment the code, document the design, whip
off a few snazzy lines of advertising copy, market it, generate
copies, and distribute your little dream of a tool to a grateful
world. RICH'S END PROGRAM will even automatically handle any
crank phone calls from pointy-heads who thought it was supposed to run under DOS. All this for no extra charge, and END
PROGRAM even guarantees that you will absolutely not be bothered with any return whatsoever.
A final word: with RICH, stuffy old reference manuals are
a thing of the past! Further information on RICH may be found in
a selection of finely crafted Reference Glossies, beautifully
bound and illustrated, suitable for prominent display on your
coffee table or in your library. Those of you with the proper
equipment may prefer the entertaining and instructional RICH
Music Video, available soon in fine stores everywhere. Coming
soon: "RICH, The Movie."

-Richard McCabe
Arlington, Virginia
If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences
with other readers, send them to the Forum Editor,
DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.

ENJOY OUR FASTEST-EVER
2-WIRE FULL DUPLEXABILITV
Now you can move your data at 4800 bps
simultaneously over two wires with the first V.32
modem available off the shelf:
TRT's Sematrans 4848.
This outstanding unit incorporates leadingedge technology in echo cancellation by signal
processing and filtering, providing high -quality data
transmission on both dial-up and dedicated lines.
It also features: automatic calling, automatic
answering, asynchronous/synchronous conversion, error detection and correction (ARQ).
The Sematrans 4848 is the outgrowth of
research conducted in France by TRT as part of its
commitment to finding better ways of anticipating
and meeting corporate datacommunications
requirements and truly represents a long-awaited
and unique breakthrough in full duplex modem
design.

Fore more information:
TRT -88, rue Brillat-Savarin - 75640 Paris Cedex 13,
France Tel. 33 -1- 45 811112 -Telex 250838 F
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·THEIR·.,ECONOMIC·.SYSTEM<
It's 1986. And some of the top people in,· .compete in the tvventieth century.
technology that allows all your existing or
the People's Republic have realized their backs· It takes acomplete mainframe manufac- new.software systems to talk tp.one another.
are against the wall.
, twring resource planning system. Like ours.
For more information/you can talk to
So who did they come to? Management.
Which offers products that other software people in the~Peqple's Republic. Or talk to
Science Americal Inc. After aliI it takes more ;':. companies.don't. And includes INFORMATION people at MSA. Namely Robert Carpenter
than inexpensive labor and material COSTS to.' EXPERT;M The fourth generation
:;;~~-~-~~!=.~ ~-; at 404-239-2000.
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INTELLIGENCE OF AHIGHER ORDER:

